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INTRODUCTION

T

.

he PASSIA Annual Report for 1996 - the sixth of its kind - describes
PASSIA's
ongoing activities and the work undertaken by PASSIA
throughout the year of 1996.

The first chapter contains information on the PASSIA Research Studies Program
and reviews of the publications released by PASSIA in 1996 as part 01 this
annual project.
The next section lists all meetings, roundtable and briefing sessions that took
place at PASSIA or that involveaPASSIA in one way or another throughout the
past year. For many of these events, which covered a wide range of topics,
summaries or comprehensive proceedings are provided. The second part lists
and describes meetings held with locally residing or visiting diplomats and
political representatives.
The third chapter is devoted to the question of Jerusalem, which has been a
main subject in PASSIA activities ever since its foundation. The chapter contains
meetings, conferences and other events related to the issue of Jerusalem, that
PASSIA hosted or in which it was involved. The chapter concludes with a
summary of a special seminar on The Late jerusalemite Scholar Dr. Kamel AI
Assali that PASSIA held on order to provide a comprehensive reading of AI
Assali's writings and studies on Palestinian history, heritage and culture, in
particular with relation to the question of Jerusalem.
Chapter 4 describes the seminar on The Foreign Policies ofArab States which
PASSIA held as part of its annual program on Training and Education in
International Affairs. The seminar was designed to provide the participants with
the ability to understand and analyze foreign policy formulation in general and to
examine the actual policy positions of leading Arab states with roles to play in
the Middle East peace process. The chapter includes information on the seminar
program, the lectures given and the participants.
As one of the main Palestinian academic think tanks PASSIA was invited to
many conferences, seminars and workshops, both worldwide and locally
dealing with the Palestine Question and Wider international affairs. The fifth
chapter lists all conferences and seminars attended by PASSIA in 1996 and
summarizes the proceedings of some of them.
A detailed description of the PASSIA Di~ 1997 and its contents is provided in
Chapter 6.

7 summarizes a special project
PASSIA jointly undertook during
1
with the Moshe Dayan Center at
Aviv University and
for
Strategic Studies at the University
Jordan, Amman. The project, entitled

Palestine Jordan
Understanding in
I

- Building a Base for Common Scholarship and
New
at the Middle East consisted of a series of

workshops in which
from the three countries addressed subjects of
mutual interest.
was to develop a forum for open, multilateral dialogue
which promotes an analytical approach to
of relevance.
final chapter
annotation.

includes a list

all PASSIA puhlications, including

In the appendices details about PASS lA's board of trustees and administration
can be found, as well as on
networking
and on the financial support
PASSIA received for
1
projects.
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The Year That Was
has been a year full of disturbing events despite the focus on the
continuation of the negotiations and the implementation of the in
terim provisions set fortn in Oslo I and II. 1995 ended with the long
awaited, though very partial, Israeli redeployment from major West Bank towns. How
ever, the sense of optimism which followed this move was abruptly diminished by the
first painful event of the new year: the assassination of Hamas activist Yahya Ayyash
("The Engineer"), murdered by Israeli agents in Gaza on 5 january. Also in january, Pal
estinian women prisoners went on a hunger strike to protest their still not being re
leased from Israeli jails. On 16 january, the Knesset passed the Oslo II bill with a thin
majority vote of 48 to 44 . The next day, the IDF withdrew from Abu Dis, and on 20
january, the first Palestinian political elections took place, albeit under unsatisfactory
conditions, whereby voters, mainly in jerusalem, were threatened by the Israeli army.

1996

In February, Vasser Arafat was sworn in as the first elected President of Palestine, and
the newly elected 88-member Palestinian Legislative Council (PLC) held its inaugurat
ing session in Gaza. In February and March, a series of suicide bomb attacks, carried
out in jerusalem, Ashqelon and Tel Aviv, and widely regarded as revenge for the killing
of Ayyash, left dozens of Israelis dead. Israel reacted by completery sealing off the
Palestinian Territories, massive raid and arrest campaigns, closing down Islamic
5..._ _
institutes, and destroying the houses of the families of those involved in the bQ.m bing....
Acting Prime Minister Peres declared a war on Hamas and announced a halt in the
peace talks with the PLO. The urgently convened international summit on combatting
terrorism held in Sharm AI-Sheikh was not able to ease the tension and, by the end of
March, just another deadline for Israeli withdrawal from Hebron had passed .
In April , thousands of Palestinian students took to the streets in an unprecedented
protest against the PNA security apparatus's raid on An-Najah University. On 18 April,
President Arafat and PM Peres resumed their talks and confirmed the commencement
of the final status talks in May. A few days later, the PNC met for the first time since
1964 on Palestinian soil and voted to amend the PLO Covenant in accordance with the
Oslo stipulations.
The month of May saw the beginning of the final status talks between Israel and the
PNA in Taba, President Arafat's announcement of his new cabinet, and the swearing-in
of the new PNA government in Ramallah. Palestinian concerns, however, were not
eased by these events as the situation on the ground remained very much the same,
and all remaining was lost when the extreme nationalist half of the Israeli electorate 
openly opposing the Oslo process - returned Likud to power on 29 May, although by a
very tiny margin.
With the announcement of the final election results in early june, and of Benyamin
Netanyahu as the new Prime Minister, Palestinian frustration came to a peak. The con
cern about the new right wing government spread throughout the Arab world and led
to a series of inter-Arao meetings, the first of which was a trilateral jordanian-Egyptian
Palestinian summit which convened in Aqaba immediately after the elections. A few
days later, Egyptian t rf;s.i.d ~ru: ~Hosni Mubarak, Syrian President Hafez AI-Assad and
Saudi Crown Prince l:A.bdui A'ziz met in Damascus, where they called for a pan-Arab
summit to discuss the peace process in the light of the Israeli election results. The
summit took place from 21-23 june in Cairo ana focused on a redefinition of the Arab
peace strategy. The G7 and Russia also expressed concern for the continuation of the
peace process at their meeting in Paris by the end of june.
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the .spirit of the O~lo agreements and rejec:ts .the 'Iand-for-peace principle: the Israeli
cabinet voted unanimously to cancel restrictions on settrement development in the
West Bank and Gaza. August also witnessed the tenth death of a prisoner in PNA
custody and the PNA's refusal to release the students held since the April demonstra
tions, as ruled by the Ramallah High Court.
Continued Israeli settlement expansion and house demolition policies remained a
major concern throughout the year and on 29 August, Palestinians throughout the
territories observed a four-hour general strike, called for by Arafat in protest of these
policies; and in September, the Arab League held an extraordinary meeting in Cairo to
discuss Israel's continuous settlement construction.
Another ongoing concern was Jerusalem, cut off the rest of the Palestinian Territories
for the fourth consecutive year. Despite the fact that the Oslo Agreement stipulated that
the Jerusalem question be discussed in the final status talks ana notwithstanding inter
national condemnation of unilateral actions taken to change the status quo of the city,
Israel constantly tried to create more facts on the ground prior to the commencement
of the negotiations on the city. The West Jerusalem Municipality continued its cam
paign to aestroy 'unlicensed' Palestinian homes. In the first few months of the Netan
yahu government alone, two buildings were destroyed and 41 houses received demo
lition orders. Palestinian institutions in the city remained subject to harassment, due to
their alleged affiliation with the PNA. Moreover, new discriminatory bureaucratic
methods were introduced to control the number of Palestinians who legally reside in
the city, whereby Palestinian Jerusalemites have to prove that the city is dleir "center of
life".
A major crisis erupted when the Israeli government inaugurated a tunnel under the AI
Haram AI-Sharif compound, linking Via Dolorosa with the Wailing Wall, on 24 Sep
tember. In the wake of the opening, clashes between Palestinians and Israeli forces
broke out and the Intifada-like civir unrest rapidly spread from Jerusalem throughout
the Palestinian Territories, with the main battlefields being AI-Bireh/Ramallah and
Bethlehem, areas which the Israeli army entered for the first time since the redeploy
ment. In the course of the clashes, Nablus became another center of tension when Is
rael positioned tanks at the edge of the city for the first time since 1967 after seven Is
raeli soldiers were killed and tens more captured during a battle atJoseph's Tomb on
26 September. The next day, Israeli soldiers invaded the AI-Aqsa compound and fired
at worshippers. By the following day when, in the wake of the impending summit in
Washington, the situation calmea down, 62 Palestinians had been martyred and more
than 1,600 injured, while 14 Israeli soldiers had been killed and 50 wounded.
The summit in Washington on 3-4 October between Arafat, Netanyahu, Clinton, and
King Hussein bore no results, and the PNA could do no more than repeat its condem
nation of the tunnel opening. In Jericho, King Hussein - the first Arab leader to visit the
autonomous Palestinian areas - announced his strong opposition to the Israeli stand on
the peace talks. Also in October, French Prime Minister Chirac, in an address to the
PLC in Ramallah, confirmed France 's support of jerusatem1)ecoming the capital of the
Palestinian state. Throughout the month Israeli settlers became increasingly volatile, at
tacking Palestinian civilians and killing three, among them 11-year old Hilmi Shusheh.
The tension remained high throughout November and US envoy Dennis Ross returned
to Washington with no progress achieved in the talks on redeployment from Hebron.
At the beginning of December, in another concerted Arab action, the Arab League
convened and sent a warning to Israel that its settlement policy was seriously threaten
ing the peace process. The year ended with the reopening of Hebron University and
Polytechnic after ten months Israeli-imposed closure.
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1.
RESEARCH STUDIES PROGRAM

Introduction

E

ach year the Palestinian Academic Society for the Study of International Affairs
(PASSIA) undertakes its Research Studies Program. Under the auspices of this
program, PASSIA has been able to publish over 90 different studies on a huge
diversity of subjects relating to the Palestine Question over the past ten years. PASSIA
intends to continue its efforts to provide background information, theoretical material
and in-depth studies on relevant issues, and thus, to assist academics and professionals
to develop and exchange their ideas as well as to contribute to the enrichment of the
Palestinian library.
As part of this program, PASSIA commisSions a number of researchers each year to
conduct research reflecting a plurality of perspectives, Palestinian and foreign, within
the context of academic freedom . The studies published by PASSIA are widely distrib
uted both locally and internationally and aim at providing a better understanding of
Palestinian affairs, perspectives and aspirations . In the light of the current stage in Pal
estinian and regional history, it is becoming even more crucial that reliable and infor
mative data be dispersed throughout the local and wider communities. PASSIA's re
search studies are a reference source for academics, diplomats, professionals, libraries
and anyone with an interest in the Palestinian issue, the field of international affairs,
and the developments in the Middle East.
The researchers do not need to have a full-time affiliation with PASSIA and the authors
of PASSIA publications throughout the years, including Palestinian, Arab, Israeli and
international academics, scholars and experts, have been as diverse as the subjects
covered.
In 1996, PASSIA contracted eight researchers to prepare proposals for research studies;
after review by the Academic Committee, the following six were approved for
publi cation :
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women in Contemporary Palestine: Between Old Conflicts and New Realities
by Maria Holt, May 1996, (Arabic, Pp. 117 and English, Pp. 102)
Review by Sarah Cave, Middle East International, 6 December 1996, p. 23)

Maria Holt has produced a concise but comprehensive overview of the position of
women in Palestinian society and their role in the national movement. She successfully
weaves together a number of different threads in the historiography of Palestinian
women to enable recurrent themes and attitudes to be elucidated.
The first two chapters provide a historical overview of women's involvement in the
national movement from the British Mandate era to the present day. While providing a
brief introduction to the major turning points in Palestinian nationalism, and women 's
activism within the struggle, Holt also introduces a number of significant themes which
are developed in subsequent chapters: the significance of women as symbols of moral
purity and honor; the conflict between social change and cultural conservatism in
relation to women 's domain; and the importance of different forms of cultural as
sertion. Each of these themes is explored through extensive and constructive use of
secondary sources, as well as personal interviews. Thus the reader is introduced to the
range of scholarship and the key debates surrounding Palestinian women's activism. In
this sense the book is an invaluable source for those interested in the role of women in
the national movement. It is meticulously sourced and referenced . Good use is made
of material from newsletters and other organi zational documentation that is not widely
available, as well as the more established Palestinian and Western authors in the field.
Women in Contemporary Palestine is welcome particularly for its insight into the
movement and its appeal to women . It is all too easy to dismiss their role as reaction
ary. Tempting as this may be, it does little to further our understanding of what has be
come one of the most coherent and substantial political and ideological challenges to
the PLO . Maria Holt does not take this approach, but instead seeks to elucidate the ap
peal of the Islamists to sections of Palestinian society - including women. In doing this
she highlights the role of youth and suggests that some women "far from being the
unwilling repositories of the ideological agenda, are full partners in what they regard as
an empowering and inescapable project."

This short book highlights many of the contradictions and dilemmas of women's par
ticipation in the national movement, and thus serves as a thought-provoking introduc
tion to the current debates about women's status and their role and contribution to the
national movement.

I

The Struggle for Jerusalem
by Dr. Sami F. Musallam, May 1996, (Arabic, Pp. 170 and English, Pp. 132)
This study examines the conflict between jordan, Israel and the PLO as well as within
the Palestinian camp over the issue of jerusalem in the period leading up to and fol
lowing the Oslo agreements. Musallam starts by outlining the difficult circumstances
that now surround the issue of jerusalem. The Israeli government has continued to en
large its settlements in the Greater jerusalem area and to try to isolate jerusalem from
the rest of the Palestine. This violates the Oslo accords' stipulation that no party should
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vant only for top policy-makers. Some advice for grass roots and community-levE
policy-makers as well as NGOs would also have been helpful. Additionally, Musallar
does not deal systematically with trying to understand the Israeli positions on some (
the issues. This is, however, a minor point in that it is noticeable only in one or tw
places, and in that it would be more appropriate to confront the Israelis or an Israe
scholar to address these points anyway. The book gives an excellent taste of both th
specific issue of Jerusalem as well as the difficulties that will arise in negotiations wit
the Israelis in the final status negotiations.

I

constitutionalism and Palestinian Constitutional Development
by Gregory S. Mahler, June 1996, (English, Pp. 92)
This study attempts to assess the prospects of a constitutional government ariSing il
Palestine, and addresses the factors working for and against this possibility.

The book is divided into three sections. In the first section, Mahler draws on example
from constitutions and governmental systems throughout the world to illustrate som(
general ideas about constitutionalism. He details the various functions which constitu
tions can serve: statements of ideology, explanation of basic laws, organizationa
frameworks for governmental institutions, mapping out areas of jurisdiction for variou
levels of government, and laying out ways of amending the constitution. Mahler als(
goes over various ways of arranging power in a political system: federal, confederal
and unitary. Finally, he discusses the extent to which it is important to analyze a state'
constitution. What can the text itself tell us and what can we learn from an analysis 0
the constitution in the context of the local political culture? Are constitutions evel
relevant? The most basic conclusion that Mahler reaches in his discussion, however, i·
that whether or not a government has a formal written constitution is not as importan
as whether the government is constrained by the laws of the state - that is, whether i
has constitutional government. Indeed, some governments have extensive constitution
that they disregard while others have no formal constitution yet adhere to guiding lega
principles.

In the second part of the book, Mahler goes on to discuss constitutionalism in th,
Middle East. He starts with a brief discussion of existing literature on whether politica
culture in the Middle East is suited to foster democratic constitutional government. Thl
conclusion here is that there are significant factors that hinder a democratic constitu
tional government in the region - such as a clash between Islam and the state . Further
more, the imposition of constitutional democratic systems in the Middle East has mE
with a great deal of resistance because it has not come from the people, but rather i
has invariably been carried out by outside powers or their local representatives. Mahle
then proceeds to examine briefly the constitutions of Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan
Kuwait, Lebanon , Libya, Saudi Arabia and Syria. The analysis is primarily according tl
the letter of the texts. This seems slightly inappropriate since Mahler emphasizes thl
importance of constitutional government over formal constitutionalism. Thus, it migr
have been more helpful to examine fewer cases and to go into greater detail about thl
relationship between the text of constitutions in the Middle East and how they are car
ried out in practice in their specific local political cultures. After all, the ultimate pur
pose of the book is to analyze the Palestinian case in its context. However, in Mahler'
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rhe Judaization of Jerusalem - Israeli Policies Since 1967

Allison Hodgkins, December 1996, (English Pp. 88)
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four chapters on the different aspects of Israeli policies on Jerusalem as well as a con
elusion and an appendix with maps, statistics and important documents on the iSSUE
Hodgkins first analyzes the evolution of Israeli policy on Jerusalem under the succes
sive Israeli governments from Eshkol to Netanyahu on the national level as well as 01
the municipal level, where policies on Jerusalem have mainly been developed ant
enacted. The next chapter deals with the destruction of jerusalem's geographic identit·
through the means of land control, land confiscation, the blocking of Palestinian de
velopment and settlement construction. The third chapter covers the mechanisms 0
establishing demographic superiority by encouraging Jewish immigration and attackinl
Palestinian residency rights, while the fourth chapter is dedicated to the analysis of thl
purpose and practice of legitimizing Israeli sovereignty over the city.

The appendices give a good overview on the most important documents on Jerusalem
the maps and graphics visualize to the reader the effects of Israeli land expropriatior
and settlement policies in Jerusalem as well as the demographic distribution within th(
city boundaries. Statistical data are provided on the Arab population in East Jerusalen
and on Jewish settlements. Listed are also Israeli military orders as the legal base fOI
confiscating and expropriating Palestinian land, as well as Israeli town planninl
schemes and the most important UN Security Council decisions concerning the issue
Th is gives the reader a comprehensive picture of the issue.

I

Documents on Jerusalem

by PASSIA Research Staff, December 1996, (English Pp. 350)

This compilation of documents, statements and other resources is intended to provide
for researchers and anyone else interested in the issue of Jerusalem a comprehensive
resource work of the different attitudes towards Jerusalem as they have evolved
throughout history. The aim is to give an overview of the general positions of the differ·
ent parties involved : therefore, the full or partial texts of more than 340 statements,
documents and resolutions concerning the question of Jerusalem are arranged by their
source of origin (e.g., Muslim, Christian, Jewish, Palestinian, Israeli, Arab, US, UN, and
European positions). The document section is preceded by an introduction (by Dr
Mahdi Abdul Hadi) that offers a brief overview of the status and historical evolution 0
the Jerusalem question. The book also includes an index, listing all documentar~
entries in chronological order, i.e., by the date of their original appearance.

The documentation section is followed by a comprehensive chronology of Jerusalem'~
history from ancient times until today. The last two sections provide a selectee
bibliography on the topic of Jerusalem and a few maps.
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2.
PASSIA MEETINGS 1996

Introduction

ince its foundation in March 1987, PASSIA has provided a forum for dialogue
and the free expression and analysis of a plurality of Palestinian perspectives and
approaches. Through the Meetings Program, PASSIA strives to promote a better
understanding of both concerns and issues within Palestinian society and in relation to
international affairs. In order to forward discussion and debate among Palestinians as
well as between Palestinians and their foreign counterparts, PASSIA briefs foreign
visitors and missions on current Palestinian affairs and provides the venue for
encounters, dialogue and roundtable discussions involving representatives from various
groups including:

S
•
•
•
•
•

Scholars and intellectuals from the Palestinian community here and abroad.
Members of Palestinian political factions and schools of thought.
Israeli academics and political figures .
Representatives from the diplomatic corps.
Visiting scholars from Europe, the US and elsewhere.

In 1996, as for the past three years, roundtable meetings were greatly curtailed by the
Israeli
closure of Jerusalem which often prevented Palestinian scholars and
professionals from the West Bank and Gaza Strip from participating in meetings and
other activities at PASSIA .
As one of the major independent Palestinian academic institutions, PASSIA also
regularly receives invitations to meetings with visiting foreign dignitaries. Meetings
held at PASSIA and other venues are listed below. Details are presented in the
following order: date; venue (PASSIA - unless differently stated); speaker or visitor;
topic; participants .

came to explore the idea of holding an international
or
programs in Jerusalem, with participants from the US,
PASSIA was to be invited to chair one of the proposed sessions
the
was indefinitely
fJVJ'lfJV

25 January
MeetinR with Dr.
strasser Institut, Germany

Ms.

both from the Arnold

Assessment of the Palestinian Elections
Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Head of PASSIA, and Dr. Bernard Sabella, Professor of
, Bethlehem Universit .

Summary:
The German visitors had come to Palestine to conduct
on opinion sur
in conflict situations.
had already
in Sri Lanka and
subject. They
South
Dr. Hanf is to publish a book on
to
recent Palestinian
hear an independent assessment of
believed that the Palestinian elections had
Dr. Mahdi Abdul Had; said that
the DFLP, Fatah,
the Communist
the era of factions as characterized bv the
Party,
and that new "groupings" will emerge in the elected Council, with Hamas
own political party, the Islamic Salvation Party outside the Council.
forming
He predicted that one group in the Council will form around individuals such as Dr.
as Raweh
Haidar Abdul Shafi, and Dr. Hanan
and will include
Shawwa
Dr. Azmi Shu'aybi as well as
as Dr,
Abu Amr. They
can be defined as an
lectual progressive group, with a self-image as democrats, but
without a
constituency. Their personal relationships, rather than any shared
program or
on particular issues such as Jerusalem, will lead to their
cence as a group. Dr, Haidar Abdul Shafi is likely to be the focus
to his
and
standing, They may eventually form a
I
Party,
The second group will consist of an alliance between the returning PLO old guard and
for example, by the results in Tulkarm,
younger Fatah activists, This is
Tayib Abd AI-Rahman,
very close to the Chairman, and Mufid Abd Rabbo,
won seats. It is possible that
two
will form two wings of
a local
a future group, The two groups, over the 18 months since the establishment of the Pal
estinian National Authority (PI\lA), are not in competition but are
Other
examples are the elected members Salah
'ari (Bethlehem) - representing
old
Intifada leadership,
guard Abdul Fatah Hamayl (Ramallah) A third group may comprise
figures entirely
described as "the President's men."

with the Chairman

could

A fourth group would
made up of the young generation, middle
professionals,
often witn links to
families, but deriving their political significance from their
professional background, Examples are Maher AI-Masri and Gnassan Shaka'a, both
from the Nablus constituency.
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Another topic
was the future of
secu lar opposition such as the PFLP and
DFLP. Dr, Abdul
that some figures see the necessity of their involvement in
post-election context, but 00 not
comfortable with
above

Dr.
Hanfinterjected that his
showed that an
party participat
ing
could
to gain 20-2
of the
the potential to
Id on
this.
is also a group, about 6-9%
mainly urban, middle
and secular, which could form a western
Social Democratic constituency, conwith principles
as
of law
supremacy of pari
He
whether such a group could find a significant role in the
un
A response was
there was little prospect of un
emerging.
Dr. Hanf descri

Palestin
of various sizes
and strong
asked whether
ng.

strange,
multi-member
to be elected with quite low
bei
able to be
without
I iation to a
had been infighting or internal deals within

mg certain

An analysis
Fatah candidate
procedure and
how the
Com
mittee h'ad
the formation of I
with representatives from the constituencies
speaking
nominating
shows some internal bargaining. Chairman
persona11y
candidates
ing to
prior to
formation of the
was receptive to everyone who wanted to
An
was Ah
Ghneim, an
Intifada
who won in the
primaries in Jerusalem but was persuaded not to
as compensation, he was appointed Director General in the Min
of
ment.
Most
the
and

in
lists after
is a movement not a
it or
with
a national coalition I
in forming a Fatah I

In

includ
efforts

of the
families in the elections was
discussed.
decline
I
in Palestinian politics can
traced to
dominance of the middle
PLO,
leadership came from an entirely
social background,
whose constituency included
refugee
During the Intifada, individual
of notable famil
played
but as
not notables.
continued
in
elections as candidates from
famil
professional or
activist background.

Dr. Hanfbrought up the subject
on detentions
surmised, had therefore

PFLP
the DFLP, which, according to his reIsrael is
borne the brunt of
Intifada,
it might
the most prominent in Intifada activities.

expressed
opinion that the PFLP and DFLP as
itical
he noted
pragmatic
want to hc..rn.YlC>
in the self-rule experiment,
exaggerati
the gains of the current proc
ess, nor underesti
what
can ach
unoer the present circum
stances.

Dr. Hanf went on to outline
nuation of the
context of
rnntJ;:lnt

~n

re scenarios, the worst case being a
possible
without results
a lack of private
In the
expectations, this would lead to public disappOintment and dis

I :lnlpnt::l r'\J An

.

i

p

ri

t

t"

.

.
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scenario, also possible, was the
political
civil war. He foresaw in these circumstances a power
security and mil
He said the
as a
different pictures:
(1)ln Gaza people
the
two
end of
the
Some results were surprising.

Y

VVVI::H \....O::H::

which could
to a
between the various
presented
euphoria, a result
the establishment of

(2) In

was more subdued,
to the
memories of
in voting
between towns and vii
support to
old
of
PLO, with
giVing more support to
activists, for example Abdul Fatah Hamayl
was only one Christian seat meant that
(Ramallahl. In Ramallah, the fact that
people had to carefully consider which
ristian candidate to vote for. In the
it was won
Ghazi Hanania. In the north of
West Bank, candidates from no
table families ran
such as
Shaka'a and Maher AI-Masri in Nablus.

(3) In Jerusalem, it was

elections were

conducted, with
lating
Carter
fi
voters. This came in
run up to the
that participation would
rights in the
or national insurance
had contributed. Queries about the fa
of
in Jerusa
as early returns showed that
female candidates were likely to be
in the event, only one, Hanan Ashrawi, was ;:JU\'.'-C.;:J;:J
concluded with miscel
points
about
elections, such as
of the former Communist Party, sources
fundins for candidates
might
on
formation, and the fact
no toreign
Jordanians,
or Americans
directly inter-

Summary:
Clement
Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi
the most
points with
regard to trade
investment in
at this
of
multilateral
and of the development of intra-regional economic relations. Furthermore,
Clement inquired about governmental
institutions that could
provide additional information for and cooperate with the
project
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16 March
•Meeting with the Jerusalem

For Women UWCJ, Jerusalem

Assessment of the Palestinian Elections and Women's Role/Participation
PASSIA
EU

Sherene Abdul Hadi,
Jerusalem;
Journalist, The Boston
! Palestinian Counselin

JWC; Maral Kaprielian,
Nashashibi, Palestinian Counseling
Abdul Rahman Abu Arafeh, Arab
Zu ha r,
)CW.

Summary:
Or. Mahdi Abdul Hadi welcomed
participants
the Jerusalem Center for
Women UCW) and noted that the original idea from the jCW had
to hold a
roundtable
nian
and women's
with more
currently intensified closure Jerusalem had precluded this. He
meeti
be
as a preparatory
for a future
to be held when
the
permit.
common
of PASSIA
democratization and the
the jCW, such as promoti
hoped that
would point out some
development
civil society,
avenues of future cooperation.
the JCW's project to document
1996 Palestinian
tions in terms
women, so as to attempt to
the position
women in future
elections. The project which began in December 1
entails the study of
elec
tions:
presidential,
legisl-ative and
upcoming municipal.
opinion polls
were conducted before and
the presidential/legislative election, and more are
planned for
municipal
This is the first time that polls have included
on specifically women's issues. The
have
conducted as part of
month I
oils, with four uestions er 011
directlv related to women's

due by

of the year.

Issues concentrated on are:
• Strategies
by women
during
election
•
by women in participating in the
for women.
•
implications of the electoral
registration
for women.
• The implications of
• Behavior
women voters.

Dr. Abdul Hadi responded that PASSIA

idea of
An assessment of the
from
nt of view
women was nec
how some women activists in
Old City of
had suc
voters and
improved female participation. An as
in mobi
sessment
comparison
the various campaigns by
candidates was also
professional campaigns,
necessary.
female candidates ran
Paldue to
electoral
Dr. Abdu Hadi brought
the newly
which i
many
institutions,
Council
Peace and
and recom
representing all political factions as well as i
with this
that the jeW
interest
Jerusalem municipal

On the question of
in Jerusalem and raised
ity.

Zughayr
political
happened too

that
dominating
in the past.

"nr.C>ofi

as this are relevant,
the
agenda
the women's movement

Returning to the
in hand,
was no consensus among
prominent women pol
as to the
for women. There
(CEC). However, it
was no
representation on the Central
was to be
that momentum
the
would lead to continued
example, over personal status
ian
the meeti
the PL(,
maintained,
ing
It was also to
hoped that
momentum would
some
had not been the case following the Intifada. An encouraging sign was
had raised women's issues during their campaigns.

Abdul
Abu
mentioned
prior to
and
differing
the number of women elected. The five female
Council,
is comparable with the
Would a
system
some European
Chada

responded

of a women's quota
of the
results in terms of
represent approximately
in Israel, Jordan, the US
still be valid?

there were two assessments of

was
considering
• Some women feel that
was poor,
that women are
• Some
that the
sentatlve representation than a quota or an alternative
provide.

Dr. Abdul Hadi raised
to

positions in

results:
was no quota.
to a more

question
appointments of women as deputy ministers
bureaucracy.

that here,
a quota system wou Id be
a mechanism for lobbying for th
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pointed out that
discussi
such as quotas or lobbying, it
bear in mind the
system.
to be
whether to
through Chairman Arafat, or to work from below in order
tr.rrn<>r course would be a m
as it would serve to
, control.
second
would
ire
not solely women's concerns.
as a whole
isms.

Maral
questioned whether there was a 'women's movement,'
impression that rather
are small groups
women worki
in different
society.
of
the women's movement
from a
political factionalism mirroring that
wider
ian society.
has h
Iy
the
and is now viewed as the
party of government.
perception is that
patron
women. It is neces
for tne women's movement to
a rapid assessment
situa
tion and to rebuild
from the
roots
in order to counteract
isolation.
On
question as to whether the Palestinian women's movement could
described
as
ist, Rana Nashashibi
this was possible on
pol
level, in terms of
women's participation in
national
but not, for example, in terms
women's
freedom.

Dr. Abdul Hadi said

the position
women in Palestinian
to be put
that is Arab, context. The women's movement can
an agent for
society, but
to
in conjunction with other forces. One
is no
women's
this is one factor to

Rana Nashashibi pointed out that Hanan Ashrawi's

campaign and victory had
gender,
questioned
had enabled
media
reputa
tion, successful fundraising, or a cobination of all three? It was agreed
Hanan
Ashrawi is not a
example for general
about the
of women in Pales
tinian

Dr. Abdul Hadi questioned why women candidates in
I
Chada
pointed to
example of a
elected because
was a woman.

Abdul Rahman Abu
lines, contributes to

Rana Nashashibi responded
as was

Chada
had not

by the

had not run on a joint

I
system had
leader standing in Ramal

out
quota
fragmentation of Palestin

whether on religious or
society.

women are in a weak position in
but this could be remedied by a
and pointed out
of women voters.

Nashashibi responded
there was not simply a
had often sent male-only teams to
voters, knowing that in the
male
many women could not receive
many women not being registered
was an i
I
proportion of women registered to vote. Returning to the Arab
attempt to change matters from
as in Tunisia under
the answer? Voter behavior
a tendency to

CEC

10 April
Meeting with Simon May, Director of Whatman pIc, former European Affairs Advisor to
Douglas Hurt and Edward Heath, London

Topic: Initiation of a IIGroupe de Reflexion ll in Brussels on the Most Productive Ways
for European Groups to Become Involved in the Peace Process
22 April
Meeting with a delegation from the American Israel Public Affairs (AIPAO, USA

Topic: Palestinian Elections
Participants: Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Head of PASSIA; Leonard Davis, Director of the AIPAC
Jerusalem office; Robert S. Brender, Educationalist, US; Lawrence Reed, Economist, President 0
MACKINAC Center for Public Policy, US; and Kendra Shrode.

24 April
Meeting with Vanessa Kirsch and Alan Khazei of Citizens in Action around the World

Topic: Palestinian Civil Society
Summary:
Vanessa Kirsch and Alan Khazei were on a nine-month tour around the world during
which they spoke to people in 25 countries about the role of civil society. The
objective of the project was to enrich their own programs in the US and to share what
they had learned with those interested in similar projects abroad.

25 April
Institute of Israeli Arab Studies, Jerusalem
Presentation by Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, addressing teachers and students of the Insti
tute of Israeli Arab Studies

Topic: Palestinian-Jordanian Relations
5 May
Orient House, Jerusalem
Meeting with a delegation from the Italian Local Authorities for Peace

Topic: Palestinian Society
16 May
Roundtable with a presentation by Dr. Gregory Mahler, Professor of Political Science,
University of Mississippi, US

Topic: A Theory of Constitutionalism and Palestinian Constitutional Development
Earticipantso; PASSIA Staff; Ayman Ayoubi, Businessman; Hania Bitar, Business Manager, The
Jerusalem Times; Terry Boulatta, Project Coordinator, WATC Ramallah; Hanan Elmasu, Jerusa
lem Center for Women; Allison Fine, Researcher; Osama Halabi, Lawyer; Allison Hodgkins,
Academic Director, School for International Training; Maral Kaprielian, EU Representation,
Jerusalem; Elias Khoury, Lawyer; Dr. Riad Malki, Director of Panorama, Jerusalem; Dr. Anis AI
Qaq, Deputy Minister of Planning and International Cooperation; and Nancy Shalala, Interna
tional Foundation for Electoral Systems.

Summary:
Dr. Gregory Mahler gave an overview of his research on constitutionalism in the
Middle East, and especially on the forging of a constitution in the new state of Palestine
(published by PAS~IA; see Research Studies) .. Ht; sta~ted by reviewing c~nstitutionalisr:n
in general. AccordlOg to Dr. Mahler, a constitution IS generally a reffectlon of the basIc
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of a state
often
most fundamental laws. It
proa framework for
ng responsibil
and power structures in a govern
by which it can
ment. Finally, a
generally contains a mechan
the key in assessing constitutionalism in
amended. However, Dr. Mahler
is not whether or not a state
a viable written constitution, but 'A!t'•.,tl.".,r
government is constrai
by some
or implicit set
laws: ideal
than
individual or regime.
tain fundamental principles should
states with fully developed constitutions, like
former
Union or Syria, can be
Britain,
ich has no formal
to have a less constitutional government than
constitution. Dr. Mahler asserted that the "political culture" of a state is often more im
portant than the
written constitution in determining if a state has
government. This ra
several questions which Dr. Mah
group to
culture be
led? Should a consti
about. How should a constitution
political culture or try to counteract trends considered detrimental to the
tution
interests
the people? What is the political culture of Palestinian society? He con
the key
to
ieving truly
cluded by noting that
in the Middle
democratic constitutional
have
imposition of outside systems
and the controversy over
relationship
government.
felt that
key question is how to empower the people
ment He wondered how we can ensure that
Palestinian people
monitor
r government's performance, in contrast to other political
systems in the Arab world. He also noted that recent Palestinian history
in
mechanisms
the development
a national movement However, new structures
are required
a normal,
government.
the

Or. Riad Malki asserted that those who write a constitution determine its content. Thus,
to ensure that the constitution is not merely an elite imposi
great care must
wondered about the
of a
in
in
such
tion. He
as the US, the amendments to the constitution are
more important than the con
stitution

Halabi
that this is
essence of the
constitutional
and thus strengthens the argument that the constitution is important.
the notion
a Middle East pol
culture, due to Iranian, Turk
Or. Malki
ish, Israeli and inter-Arab
Finally, he noted that in
West, democracy
Arab Middle East has
resulted from a long series of wars and violent upheavals.
had a
different history, wh
must therefore
to a different kind of pol
for disaster.
system. Consequently, importing a Western-style democracy is a
Terry Boullata
that an effective NCO and lobbying community is crucial to
success
constitutional
ment for the Palestinians. She argued that an intermedi
ary between interest groups and
government is indispensable in assuring that the
people are well-represented in their new government.
the example
She
that without
tinian women, whose rights are in constant peril in
mutual respect between the NCO community and the
ment, a stable r1o,rnr',r
state will not develop.
Khoury
Palestinians must be open-minded in drafting a constitution.
They must be willing to
at
nian society as it is, as opposed to an ideal
by normative goals.
must be a genuine
to
version or a version that is
and their views of government. He raised the possibility
discover the will of the
that maybe
nians are not ready
democracy. Khoury pointed out that Israel's
founders were well-schooled in political philosophy and had a
ian
have
standing
different forms
government. Meanwhile,
nurtured in an atmosphe~e of ~Iandestine
ization
lack a

usama HdlClUI uu:,erveu lIle lell:>IUII III rdlt;:;:>Ullldll ::>ULltly uelVVtCl1 VVC::>l allU La:". I l L
noted that
West is often insensitive in asserting
own values as universal. On
other hand, Palestinians can learn a
deal
West. Unfortunately, however,
that anything from the West is
there is often an immediate reaction among Palestin
Halabi noted that, paradoxically, there is a tendency among Palestinians to
assume that
from the
are better-qual
and
is
too much
iance on the
for things that
Pa
ian community can provide for itself.
Allison Fine related
ian Intifada
that a Palestinian state will
fall into
same pattern of
ism that other Arab
exhibit.
itical cu
expressed a need to pinpoint a specifically Palestinian
relying on the
rate model ot a Middle

the

education and infrastructure in
the importance
a
roots

Maral Kaprielian
that people have no experience in participatory
thus do not even know their rights in
cases.
echoed Elmasu
Hania Bitar noted that what
often see as undemocratic measures, such as a
ban on alcohol, are not necessarily undemocratic in a Palestinian context. She
lenged
notion that Islamic Shari 'a and
are incompatible, and
that it is possible and appropriate to have both in a new Palestin ian state.

lamented the
Islam, and noted that it
Or. Abdul
certain
or individuals. He also expressed con
a Itered to serve the interests
of PNA i
thus far, citing the example
members
cern about the
the
who are not even aware
their responsibil
Iy, Dr. Abdul
Hadi
of Palestinian NGOs and noted that most of them were
of the period of the Intifada. He maintai
to
the future, and
they must restructure
NGOs
chal
Ayman

and balances in the new
ment to
people from imposing its will over the people.

Or. Anis AI-Qaq recommended that
Palestinian constitution be written without
to official documents signed
far, which all
the influence of Israel.
He also
the importance
Palestinians learning from their experiences in
the Diaspora, from the other Arab
errors and from the Israel AI-Qaq noted
the unique opportunity to
Id a new state should not
compromised, as it was in
Palestin ian
arrangements.
cited the protests surrounding the
elections as a sign
a nascent
political culture
and as a cause
optimism about Palestinian
Allison Hodgkins
this assessment
that
id base for democracy.
sanguine, and noted
disenchantment
the people over the
elections, as well as their fear that a constitution might also
Or.
for their input and
the general consensus
that
must reflect the will of the
lestinian people, as well as that
time must
allowed so that
concerns have been
and
so that implementation
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20 May
Meeting with members of the Hadassah College of Technology, jerusalem, and th
Druck, Stuttgart,
Possible Cooperation between the Two Colleges and Palestinian Institutions

PASSIA Staff; J. Wassermann and Lutz Lichtenau, Fachhochschule fUr Druck
Avraham
Hadassah Colle e of Technolo y.

Summary:
The Hadassah Col
of Technology, in cooperation with
Fachhochschule fUr
approached PASSIA about a joint project for Israeli-Arab-German
students of non-print information technology. The basic idea was to take a group of
to Germany (Fachhochschule fUr Druck Stuttgart) for training in non-print
information technology; at the same
would work togetner on a small
project
than arguing about larger political

Or. Mahdi Abdul Hadi
that 12
printing

his concern
project was too I
in
and
of training would not be enough to meet the Palestinian community's

Or. Lutz Lichtenau
and
that
proposed
for future long-term programs or university courses.
that
would
could be successfu .

rrn£,dc,rl

to people on

Avraham Zur asked why Palestin
not go to
technology as this would be easier and cheaper.

Israelis

would be a good step
Pa

to see
train

in

Or. Abdul Hadi responded that there are still psychological barriers related to the
experiences under
as well as unresolved political
that
is
difficult. (The project never material

Summary:
group of the Swedish Social Democratic Party Youth was interested primarily in
exploring avenues for cooperation between young Palestinians, Israelis and Swedes.
discussion centered around a
Col
Project" in which young
from
three countries would
issues related to
The group was also
Jriefed about PASSIA and
as well as on the
situation of
and their institutions in Jerusalem.

Power in the Middle tast: ~OClal ana U:UIIUllm; LUII~U <1I1H:t
PASSIA Staff; Nahla Asali, Birzeit University; Sheikh Jamil Hamami,
University; Dr. Albert Aghazarian, Head of Public Relations
Allison
Orient House; Lea Perez, US Consulate,
US
Director of
School of International Training,
Hania Bitar, Jerusalem Times
US
and Dr. Anis AI-Qaq,
The limits of

Summary:
topics: the limits of state
Dr. Emile Sahliveh covered two
East and democratization in the
World. On the former
much
been written about
decline
of
it is assumed that the state is still unchal
in the Middle
He
this notion, saying
ie/sectarian tensions, economic difficulties, transna
tional ideologies (pan-Islam ism, pan-Arabism), regional and extra-regional intervention
serious
to the state in
and the lack of democratic political systems all
Middle East.

Or. Sahliyeh then went on to explore
topics in an attempt to explain
the essentially complete failure of the Arab world to
while countries in
Africa, South America, Europe and Asia
in this direction. He
an overview of
most widespread
for
of democratization. He
named
nature of Arab society, the practical application of Islam in
Middle
the political economy
oil, the lack of a
I-edueconomically self-sufficient and politically independent middle
sence of
grass roots activity for democracy, and the involvement of
US as
most commonly
for the poor record of
Arab world.

Or. lvIahdi Abdul Hadi brought up
points in response to
he noted the fundamental dispute between those who believe progress without
racy is impossible and those who
ieve
is not essential to
ondly, he raised
question of
its relation to
and how has
exploited in the past. Thirdly, he asked about the role of women, and noted that this is
a major
in Palestinian
Finally, he brought up the
of the arrest of
Iyad Sarraj as an
of
acting as all the other non-democratic Arab
act.
Or. Sahliyeh
that some of
comments
on
crucial question of
what we mean when we
about democracy. It has many aspects: institutional
separation,
recogn
by
of
principles, nrrv'CJ,rt
mocracy (i.e., suffrage, limits on political officials, contested elections, etc.), plural
ism/interest-group
(the
as to whether poverty and
democracy are incompatible), social democracy (social equitr in
for giving
fundamental civi rights
people. HE
up pol
rights, as Syria claims), or
noted that
last of these is the most important, and that sFecific political and othel
types of
will fall into place if people's basic
rights are

Nahla
rA~,-"n~

lable.

asked

if

Or. Sahliyeh responded that
and so must Islam. He
appl
in an elitist way and must
consideration. He noted that
mentalist elements that play
that the civil rights of all be
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and Islamic

of

and

arE

has
flexible and has adapted to new reo
that Islamic concepts have traditionally
be interpreted with the modern world taken int(
is an
of a society with
ificant funda
ru
of democracy. Most important, he
everyth
else will
take care
itself.
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jamil Hamami pointed out the

between democracy (the rule of
over themselves) and
ng
in public) as well as between
axes (regressive and taken by
(progressive and moral). He quoted the
of the
Welfare Party in Turkey as saying not to
Islamic government,
the opinions and
of all people. Sheikh Hamami and Dr. Sahli
Nhich will
reh
in a dialogue in which the former emphasized
of the short
:omings of
while Or. Sahliyeh
the
to be flexible in interin the context
the modern world.
Islam as well as

Dr.

interjected that this was an old
with the question
world view and, as such, was too
to
Iy
He pointed out
lowever, that the Islamic concept of Ijtihad is a built-in
ism of flexibility and
hat there is undoubtedly room for dialogue between secu
and rei
thinkers.

Dr. Anis AI-Qaq stated that
is no
model of a democratic political system.
-Ie noted that the question to be
is why one country is more democratic than
mother, and
Iy, why Palestinian society is showing undemocratic tendencies.
-Ie wondered
some kind of national training or education is
to
to
in a democracy. He gave the example of Israel
3 common
that serves as a bond and as a link to Israel and its <0,""<'>''''

Dr. Aghazarian said
Israel was the worst example to use of how to budd a demo
:ratic
He
Dr.
for what he saw as a tendency to justify
;ome of
pol
of the PNA. He
a
to look squarely at reality and
lot to justify observed

'ssa Kassissieh
;ecularist camps. He
:ision to establish mil
ook forward to in a

about
possibility of compromise between the Islamist and
wondered about the American sanctioning of the Pi\JA's
courts and
whether this is what
Palestin
had to

;heikh Hamami responded that

is no problem in
ishing a
has been insufficient
main problem has been that
'ommun
the leadership of
PNA
the people. There are some
Sarraj and putting people in
:xms of limited pressure from the people, but
'ant of military courts is unacceptable.
and secularists.

us

ea Perez
in saying that its efforts are designed to save the
rocess, without which the Palestinians will be much worse off.
noted
,merican would deplore the
of the military courts. At the same
mphasized that the Palestinians were ultimately responsible for setting up
courts
nd for finding ways to protest
them. The
should not blame
le Americans for the way other Palestinians choose to
with terrorism.
/lison Hodgkins asked
the
uilding a democratic state at the same
va tasKs.

of conducting a national
given the different

Iraq and Syria as
yet have not
into
observation in the light of

of Arab societies that have
She asked what could
Sahliyeh's initial remarks.

ania Bitar pOinted out that the Palestinians have a sizable middle
but
II not
ould have on the development

Iy
Pa

She wondered what
democracy.

conclusion, Dr. Sahliyeh
that dialogue between secular and Islamist
indi.spensable in
state-building process ..H~.
the primary importance
r
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25 June
Meeting with a
from Centro Espagnol
Madrid
Topic: Cooperation between CERI and PASSIA

Relacionas Intemacionales (CERI)

£a.tlIdpiW!S..; Dr. Cema Martin Munoz, Jesus Nunez Villaverde, Isaias Barrenada Bajo,
of PASSIA.
Valle Simon, from
and Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi,
~--------------------

Summary:
Dr. Cema Munoz explained that

is trying to form a team to study
Levant a~
there is currently little expertise on this subject in Spain. Simi
to PASSIA, CER
undertakes research, publication and meetings but has
on the North Africc
region in the past. The CERI research team hopes to publish a book on the curren
situation in which the PNA is trying to establish a state, as well as to establisr
themselves as a Spanish interlocutor on this subject.

jesus Villaverde mentioned
the goals o f ' s trip were to see who could be
help in establishing relationships for future cooperation, and to find
sources
information about tile region.

0
0

Dr. Mahdi Abdul Had; responded that the resources of PASSIA were at their disposa
and that PASSIA would be very
in cooperating on
projects.
The

team then introduced

of their

field

study:

Dr. Munoz institutional development of the PI'JA;
Isaias Bajo - effect of peace
on
society, especially the Arab community;
Jesus Villaverde - local,
and domestic economy;
Begona Valle Simon the
movement's role in Palestinian politics;
and Alvarez-Ossorio - the
ian-Israeli track in its regional context.

Dr. Abdul Had; said that Palestinians could consult with CERI and
view on these subjects,
in turn,
from CERl's
Contacts, roundtables to
research findi
and cooperative
be productive areas for cooperation.

their point 0
and knowledge
would al

At the request of
delegation, Dr. Abdul Hadi
a brief summary
the cur
rent political situation. He noted that pessimism
because of what Netanyahu'
victory
about
i society, and especially
of the
itical
0
Netanyahu and the potential for the suffering of the Palestinian people to be exploitee
that the Palestinians must take a strong unified stand
facing Ne
tanyahu. The Arab summit produced good resolutions: now it is time to
the Pale5
tinian house in order. He concluded with an
the
saying
the bE
ginn
of incipient political parties are slowly emerging. There is a group
sive,
democratic intellectuals, and
are those whose leadership abi
ar
result· of
activity in the Intifada. The first group
the
and ir
ternational support. The intellectuals are respected by the man in the street but not er
tirely trusted. Overall, the problem is that
groups are more interested in talking wit
each other and strengthening their own relationships than in becoming active on p<
litical issues.
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with a presentation by George Hawatmeh, The Jordan Times, Amman

Media and Jordanian-Palestinian Relations
PASSIA Staff; Maral Kaprielian, European Commission, Jerusalem; Dr. Riad Malki,
Terry Boullata, WATC; and Dr. Nazmi AIPanorama Center; Hania Bitar, The Jerusalem
Birzeit Universit .

Summary:
Hawatmeh started by stating that there has been a great
of cynicism about
Jordan
Iy in the international
This
made the conflict seem greater
it actually is. Yet
goals of the two sides have
been compl
by the electoral
of Netanyahu.
He noted the
in the Palestinian and Jordanian media. The PLC
contentious issues frankly, but
media
not cover these discussions. Meanwhile
in Jordan, the media, while ultimately subject to censorship, covers almost everyth
Much of the
ip comes elsewhere as the parliament's discussions usually
not
Iy address difficult issues. Much of the problem in Jordan is that the press sees
itself as a
of
rather than as a watchdog: thus
is
little
thoughtful, critical analysis.
As far as the question of Palestine,
Jordanian
two issues. The first is that of
the situation in
and the
that of the Palestinians in Jordan. On
the first issue, the
has largely had a neutral
it
not
Iy
worsened or improved relations
tne two sides, both of which it theoretically
has the power to
On the second aspect, although Palestinians are proportionally
represented in the media, there has
little effort to
the
of the
inequality Palestinians in Jordan
This tends to increase the
tension
between the two groups.
Hawatmeh summarized the Jordanian media as follows:

..
..
..
..
..
•

circulation (70,000); 61
government-owned; mostly
by East
seen as reflecting the mainstream East Bank establishment; under
to meticulously toe the government line .
AI-Oustoor: owned by the Sharif family ana thought of as generally reflective
the
Palestinian-Jordanian point of view.
AI-Aswaq: owned by a holding company headed by
ian-Jordanians who
came from Kuwait.
The Jordan Times: 61
government-owned .
Tabloids: Shihan, AI-Bi/ad AI-Hada~
""'",£)£:>1 (Islamistt AI-Majd (Ahmad Jibril
leaning, Nasserist thought to have Syrian
Party
supposedly regular, but not so in practice.
RadiofTV Jordan: in Arabic and
ish. There is talk of
to privatize
this is rather unlikely.
t

noted the feasibility
a JOint
European investors have expressed interest.

English daily, in

iania Bitar questioned
viability of this, noting the many political
andicaps in both countries.

practical

)r. Mahdi Abdul Hadi expressed his concern about journalism as a profession among
alestinians. He noted that there are
Palestinians who are well-trained or even se
ously committed to
They are rarely specialized in specific topics and are
;ually incapable of providing analyses or investigative journalism (as opposed to rote
·cording of events as presented to them). He wondered what
could
taken to
leviate this problem, and asked if a
school should be set up.

and' ~
of development, etc. all attectJournall:'lfl, dilU 1I1t::1t:: '" IIU U,,'- J'-'~'~~ . . . . . ~.
can
cited as the reason for poor mass media. At the same time, the situation is vastl)
improved as compared with 25
Dr. Abdul Hadi brought up the additional
that people do not read
with
social announcements. Hania Bitar
being mainly
salaries have
any good journalists that exist to work as
Hawatmeh
noted that
i government
activities with press
while the Jordanians and Palestin
as a hindrance rather than a potentially helpful tool.

Mara! Kaprielian
that the
issues are subordinate to the
problem
which is that there is no real freedom of expression. The fear of people to criticize an(
voice their
opin
is the ultimate problem with
media, and this is the mail
area that needs to be addressed in order to see an improvement.

Hawatmeh agreed in principle, but noted
in practice, good
is
more complicated than simply promoting freedom of
financial considera
and capable and motivated people in the medi,
tions, an interested and critical publ
industry are all
prerequisites for a good mass media. For instance, AI-Ahrarr
in Egypt could not provide its quality products without the resource base of theA!
institution.

Hania Bitar noted that the lack of a strong, universally-accepted union is a key problen
in
and
about
situation in Jordan.

Hawatmeh responded that the union in Jordan is a farce: the same people wh(
the union, control
of
media industry. Furthermore, the unior
serious journalists as well as those who simply copy-edit official rhetoric
in the union do not really share mutual concerns.
Dr. Abdul Fladi
of
institutions,
that this should
a key issue
He asked that
Hawatmeh take this
Jordanian media in general.

has crippled Palestiniar
any Arab nationalist organization
back to
Jordan Times and thE

Hawatmeh
out that
had
that 60 Palestinian journalists hal
given permission to enter Jerusalem. Participants noted that this is mostl
permits are subject to
01
for purposes of Israeli rhetoric
which the
is
their
in order to limit the entry of journal

and

of tf.

on Munidpallevel/Town Par
Summary:
The discussion
around the issue of
such as
Berlin and N
and the possibility of holding a conference on this
with a focus on Jerusalem
order to put it in the center of world attention and
state of
on the
of
international community.
Ideas advanced during the meeting for sample topics included civil society, instit
tions, political environment, urban infrastructure, demography/minorities, legislatic
socioeconomic divisions, access of
in divided cities, urban planning and educatiol
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Euro-MeSCo
Unies-Francc were mentioned as possible
litators or venues
that
for
a
noted
a potential difficulty could
not have
con
to the NCO community. She
Cities Un
her
ization would
i
in
izing
an event but does not
the means to
it; possibly a
proposal could be submitted to
EU.

not on Iv to allow
opportunity to
and relevant
Dr.
Amr
saying that
task he would Ii
to
today is to
contextualize
in the hope of arriving at a better understanding
its workings.
Understanding the background and circumstances within which the PLC evolved
now
is essential in
uating
successes and fai
as
I as
future
opportunities for improvements.

Summary:
Initially both
Israelis had
doubts
allowing
for
is raises the question of why
two parties did not stop
the PLC to even occur.
answer lies in the
that they both saw
them
taking
It seems
as being a way of supporting
aspirations in the
However,
is not how tile situation has turned
and
and the
have thus begun
t h e ' s activities.
Israeli behavior towards
body has
to try to
shown that
is not interested in a
Palestinian political entity as it had
izes
such a
not
often claimed to be in
past - now that it
follow
dictates
the Israeli
1996 elections were a remarkable event. For some time before
became increasingly
had
social malaise
Palestinians as
with
PLO-Israeli
the
their
Iy lives, and
future peace.
elections were seen
progress towards an equ
as a way out
the
itical situation
a move
national i
importance
novelty of the fi rst-ever
ence. Additionally, the h
of
lar enthusiasm. Palestinian society was mobi
elections aroused a great
more than at
time since
enthusiastic
of
Intifada. Unfortunately,
of
PLC rapidly
the novelty
and with
dashing of many people's
solving
in
society, the next elections
not inspire the same
enthusiasm. It seems
the initial wave
excitement about
ebbed
with
realization that power
II lies in the hands
Israel and Arafat,
not the
backdrop against which
PLC arose. Let us
at some of the
people. This is
can
learned.
PLC's activities to see what
the positive
PLC's activities.

there are some
members

fi rst
months of
commitment and dedica

couraging element
been the freedom and frankness of discussion
. has occurred
In our
I have
pleasantly
that no subject
been taboo and
has
often heated
about even the most pol
topics. This
feel
to
what one really
is un
in
Arab world.
However,
serious of
PNA. in our

aroused severe
relationship between

the

competition
seems that
and his
in
Iy
ing
Ba

lity in
. Sus
efforts to

legislative has, in turn, led to
stranglehold of
problems between
PLC and its constituency:
the legislative branch is
largely impotent,
to the demands
citizens, who then
faith in the
lity
their
in
whole
itical system in general.
Overall, member-constituency communication
been frequent and productive.
problem is that
are almost never new developments, rather continuations of es
tabl
frustrations.
of press
Thus, wh i Ie
PLC
Another cause for frustration
the
in a spirit
frank exchange
ideas, the public
largely unaware
is taking place. What is the practical benefit if more issues are
discussed than in the Jordanian pari
if no one hears
it?
members
the
all been
by PNA money or cowed
its threats into
ning
from
I that
the official line.
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Discussion:
Dr. Mahdi Abdul

if

were

blocs or groupings formi

In

PLC.

Dr. Abu Amr
positions on

Ali Kazak noted that Dr. Abu Amr's statements
democratic
since party loyalty in voting

to
a critique of the
most democracies.

Dr. Abu Amr recogn
th is is true in
such as Austral ia but
out
that
specifics in the case of
lestine mean
party
would probably
mean the tyranny
a majority di
by one individual.
Dr. Abdul

about the

towards

",,",v.,,,,,-.v in
to specific
incidents, such as the
of some
to
in AI-Aqsa Mosque. An
I policy
developed.
ity stems from the fact that
is a
ile most members
in theory on a pol
towards Jerusalem,
the
not want to put itself in the position
adopting a law that comm it to a
policy that is impractical in the current political situation.

He continued
Jerusalem and
and this has
a problem ,,,,,,'''1'''>1''
the
is
only truly
invested almost all their hopes and
in the
have seen,
PLC is not very powerful and cannot fulfill
that he
of's
Arafat's
campaign
Council and are inevitably
but the
blackout and political
Anita Vitello remarked that now
helpfu I to
it can do.

the limitations on the

it would be

Dr. Abu Amr answered that
is
little it can
The PLC has
edly binding resolutions and frequently
statements, yet
of the
blackout these are usually heard by no one. Meanwhi
they basically never have any
who should implement
people are controlled by
on
Arafat. He
that the
must make more strenuous efforts to wrest control from
Arafat by using parliamentary
and
means to
his
handedness.
Lori Kresse
and should be
the Council would be

talk that has
in the
publ
She noted
publishing
pressure on Arafat.

Dr.
idea and
it is a
I that the
must
develop.
emphasized
radio and television are the
only
influential media because printed material is not
widely
Even
newspapers
more important for
social announcements than their
use as a
information about political

Kai Boeckmann

what

Dr. Abu Amr replied that techn
Iy there is no
the
the state of Israel. However, as
Palestinian body, and as the
of
Council
have to
its
final status

what the source for drafti
Dr. Abu Amr
that it would come largely
Egyptian nyc,rc,,"iQn
educational background of
the Council members.
will also
from jordan
the
ties in all areas
two
deal of i
will
West. He pointed out that all
outside. He noted that
only internal source so far
ian institution Birzeit University suppl
and added
very encouraging

Studies (1155),
the Two

8 August
Roundtable with a

by Dr.

Tamari,

Summary:
Dr. Salim
made

nst this
Tamari said that he would
k primari
years,
the areas in which
has developed over the past
and international initiatives that positively affect
plight of
Dr. Tamari noted that despite
some
developments. For
whom are with the security (orces,
30
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with
ng a

in 1991. Furthermore, Oslo II stipulated that there
those
lost their
and displaced
working group on
was considered a concession
part of Israelis overall plan for
an

Dr. Tamari noted many of the
complaints of Pa
solvable
all the issues in
sovereignty
ness of these

of negotiations.
PLC seems to be
of the talks, Dr.

more
It
persons, Netanyahu

With regard to a Pa
Dr. Tamari noted
reachi
a consensus seems likely. Rashid Khalidi
to
Itlons in a
that
dreams, but rather sets practical guidelines:
•
•

must assume moral accountabil
for the problem.
must recogni.ze
righ~ of Palestin~ans ~o ~
in

for

~:.

__ I L

_._ _ _ _

nian
L
•

state
Jordan .
• Palestinians in Lebanon can
non. Those
to the
Jews who
to

to the Cali
Palestinian state or stay in
will have
and Israeli citizenship while
Palestinian state can be
Palestine.
the idea

Discussion:
Or. lvIahdi Abdul Hadi
committee's

what refugees in the camps

Or. Tamar;
that it
In Lebanon,
to take matters into their own hands by
solutions. In Syria, the material conditions are better.
as well as Jordan there is a
feel i
the
Jssa
asked why
of the refugee communities in
addresses
concerns
of the

to say about

working

I-ir"A/£,\/O

a greater
to include
countries. He
why the
international community

Or. Tamar; answered that the
the Palestinian
at present means that its
giving
to refugees about an imminent glorious
hands are tied. He noted
than good, so
and the
ian refugee deregation
return would do more
nian delegation always
have
trying to
Secondly, while the
as laid out in UN Resolution 194, the international
the issues of
power to veto
dec
these matters and Israel
working group that mention the political status of refugees in
countries.
of these communities in the
continued that efforts to include
Lebanon
Jordan.
have
thwarted by
governments of
described as a sell
however, that
Arafat's actions, which
lout the
refugees in
the
out, he will not really
it would
on his
Viveash
of refugees.

that

Committee member
Tamar;
thoroughly but mentioned that PNC
file. He
Abd
had been assigned to
charge of
these issues.
there is an effort
to involve
NCO community
32
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Or. Abdul Hadi stated that
had heard news of an agreement to return 100,000
Palestinian
in Lebanon to
Ii
while all
are to
assimilated into the
in which they now
if they do not want to return to
under
control of the PNA.
Or. Tamar; responded that there are many reports
different
and that
was not sure about how true or
this particular proposal was.
noted that the
key issue in this proposal is Israel's desire to prevent a complete return of
Meanwhile,
most important point for
Palestinians is that they - not
should maintain control over which Palestinians can return.
Or. Abdul
pointed out
the idea
many individual
not the
strategy. He
the
of Germany
chan neled reparations payments through the state
Israel, as

for reparations is
World War II, when it
most
way to

Or. Tamar;
saying that while there were collective reparations that went
through the
of Israel, many Jews
filed individual claims. Even
some Israelis - but not those in official positions
this as a model for
the Palestinians.
Or. Abdul Had; asked about the

of the French in the issue of family reunification.

Or. Tamar; said the French have
very forthright on this
They have worked
to
the
family reunification cases Israel
and to improve the
rights of women and children. Yet
is have
They
the
of
the approximately 25,000 Palestinians who
entered the Palestinian Territories
illegally and never left.
that
people
they will start
makes
ing the family reunification issues. Dr. Tamari pointed out that this in
families who cannot be reunited
they are being punished
actions of people with whom they
absolutely no
The French
this and
threatened to
worki
committee if Israel persists in its
cies.
VIJ'UV:'C;

Or. Zakaria AI-Qaq

PNA's absorption capacity.

Or. Tamar; said this is compl
returnees who return with capital and ski
would actually help
economy, while others, namely
poor
unskil
would
a big burden. If
of the latter
Palestine, it might hurt the economy so
badly that
would
a sirnu
mass exodus, which
result in a net
loss. Nonetheless, the PNA cannot allow only upper class Palesti
to return. In the
is a self-regulating
whereby
will not be likely to come if
know they will not be able
find work and is will probably determine
number
of returnees.
that
idea that the
abroad are all against
is
He stated that what is actually happen i
is that opposition
use
as tools to air their own
and that this the
asked
Likud would be willing to
50,000
inside
Line and displaced
back to
Bank as
had seemed
willi
to do. He also asked
who had
uprooted
1967. Finally,
he questioned Dr. Tarnari's
statement that many agreements had been reached
about
but that
was using technicalities to delay their implementation.

Or. Tamar;
that
that have
to vii
1967
not
discussed because as
now the issue
right to return is not actually on any
agenda. With regard to the
in Labor and Likud,
noted
paradoxi
cally, Likud might be more open to individuals' return
it is more attached to
.

. Pt'

i /

.

'Mh"I",,· Th", "AI;""

ct~.~ Ih~. ~~ ...

Michael Nojeim asked
use of protocol seemed to

process of
it an

negotiations. He noted that

's

Dr. Tamari said this was not the case in that most of the
for the multi
place in bilateral
that
multi
are
ng
out the language of final statements and for nominally including the internationil
community. The
do not
Iy hope to
n tangible results from the multilaterals, but
to air their grievances on the
of refugees in an
in
which the
do not feer free to intimidate
(as in
lateral
meeti
David Viveash
to keep
they cannot dictate all the
international commun
to pay the bill.

meetings
been a good way
as wen as to remind the Israelis
various agreements and then expect the

with a
by Dr. Ibrahim Abu
Development Center, Ramal/ah

of

Palestinian

Education Strategies and the Future Needs of a Palestinian Curriculum
PASSIA Staff; Dr. Riad Malki, PanoramalBirzeit University; Kai Boeckmann, Ger
Office; Walid Salem, Panorama, jerusalem; Giries Khoury, Ex-Chairman,
Bar Association; L.
Kristensen, Writer/Canadian Foreign Affairs; Ahlam Abbasi,
House; Dr. Ziad Abdeen, AI-Quds
Dr. Marwan Darwish, IPCRI, Jerusalem;
The
Maria Luz
Chile; Zahira Kamal, MOPIC; and:

Summary:
Dr .Ibrahim Abu Lughod: I am
to
struggling
Jerusalem. Our center,
conference on Palestinian

it is important to
niversity, will hold a

is is the first time we have spoken about a
nian curriculum in public. We have
curriculum and expect to finish in
three weeks time.
has
important
the 1
but we
never had
lum
control over education or over the curriculum. This move of
(si nce 1994) is a
step. Education was the
authority
from the
is to the Palestin
Some 600,000 people including 28,000
things
within two months of the transfer. Already key
and we hope to totally
curriculum.
education system in order to address problems and
a
the
of the British, we
working on
to build
that would serve the Mandate, It had some
was totally imposed. The
had a purpose, as it
nian
rebelled
British system to
one
and its needs.
Between 1948
Egypt ruled and introduced their own curricu
much of wh
for what
been changed by Israel
to
its interests. After 1967, the
system was
. It did not develop
to the
in population so that many
have to work on a
many
lities need to
improved. Oslo had many
points,
we did
total
control over education and
curriculum is a crucial factor for a
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In 1948,
is were taught a Zionist curriculum.
I
and the emer
gence of the PLOt a
interest in education developed.
PLO had a department
that was responsible for building schools in the Diaspora, i.e. Kuwait and Lebanon, etc.
It also provided
to enable
to study in other
In the early 1
the
had already formed a committee on curricular issues in
response to the
that Palestinian children had no
to learn about
ian
culture and history elsewhere. Even in
and Syria, Palestinians didn't study
about
nian history but were
interests of local powers.
Knowledge,
lis, and values were
th
that
UNRWA seminars in
70's, as the Palestinians started

learned about in
ing with the curriculum.

has long
a key supporter of
and the
In 1990, it
in cooperation with the PLO,
first seminar on Palestinian elementary
curriculum:
Palestin
and ten international experts participated
came
with the following three conclusions:
should address Palestinian curriculum.
is a need to establish a center for curriculum development.
should
a seminar on secondary education.
Another seminar was held in Jerusalem after
with
head of
UNESCO that UNESCO would help develop the
with Italy's financial
support (U5$300,000). A curriculum center was
ished with a one-year mission to
evaluate what is in place now, and on
of the evaluation, to recommend
draft a plan for the future.
We
understood since
1970s that
Egyptian and Jordanian curricula are not
appropriate. They clearly needed to be thrown out, but on
- what are
their benefits? You'd think it's the same everywhere, but th
are always changing.
Test
showed that
Palestinian education system was weak. The Tawjihl has
always been thought of as a means to
into university, but only about 2% of
people enter university. We have been
this since the time of the British. The
Tawjihi is
I just a
of memory, not skills.
should be taught
lis to
them to use computers and other new inventions.
An analysis of
context
seminars with
revealed that
not
through the material in books except by
memorization.
see which
sons
Palestinian and
systems were
findings of the group were as follows:
•

existing curriculum is not usable. Even
theirs.
izes that this curriculum I
• Guidelines:
knowledge in core fields, and some specifically Palestinian fields,
ng into consideration that
curriculum is for a
people (Palestin
time (now), and place (West Bank and
Strip).
• A need to
into consideration that Palestinians are the
their identitYI is tied up with the land: they are Arabs and
world; yet they are also international people affected
the
arrived at their findings the
•

came to

following conclusions:

need to study Arabic and English (from the 5th grade), to enable students to be
functional in English by
end
high school. Students should be
to
or French as a third
are of key
and international
want to
people maximum opportuni

.. The dichotomy or sCience or nurlldflllle::. I::' dllllll...lClI. '-COlto ... "'-'L"L'-~ W~ ,,~, "",~,
ently better. We are abandoning this. Now there is an
to provide
infor
mation and
Currently, once you go vocational, you remain so for the rest of
your life. The new
will be more flexible .
.. There is a need to make people think and solve problems, not simply memorize, be
conform. The aforementioned recommendations will take five years to
be implemented. If Palestine is to become modern and unified
tribal
we
to
the education
is a value and a means to
as well as to keep people alive.
Khoury: Hebrew and
curriculum totally worthless or is there
the Council
Higher Education?

Idn't be put on the same level. Is today's
to build on? And what is
role

Or. Abu Lughod: We don't equalize the Hebrew and
languages morally but
both are useful. As for the Council for Higher Education, it is a good institution but
it is not
Iy related to elementary and high school education.
Hania Bitar: What

methodology?

Or. Abu Lughod: Curriculum is part of methodology.
Ahlam

We have no

skills nor

love to

Amal Kawar: And what about Spanish - it is a key
Palestinian Spanish-speaking community.

'M~~h~' too, and we

a

is more important
you
is some
Kamal: How you
good material but teachers are not taught how to
How do we train teachers?
You can do
with this curriculum. We must inculcate the value of
re
and composition.
Or. Abu Lughod: All teachers have to be re-trained.
Ministry has already applied
for a
for
You also have to test the new material. At Birzeit I have
discovered that
are unable to research or even write. My battle was to make
everyone write a
Or. Ziad Abdeen: I never felt at a disadvantage as a student but did as a professor.
There are five necessities: availability, affordabdity,
lity, ability, and
tency in communication, comprehension
conceptual
. Take into
tion that one should be value-driven, not rule-driven. What about the '48 Arabs and
the
i system?
We talked extensively to those in charge of Arab education in Israel.
Or. Abu
with directors of Jewish education institutions. Now Arabs have more
We also
i curriculum.
students to think.
control in the
Or. Marwan Darwish: What sort of values do you want to convey? How do you
the
i and Palestinian-Israeli conflict?
Or. Abu Lughod: Our approach must be to
I the truth.
ing else follows. Who
knows
outcome? Interpretations vary of
but we musthonor our commit
ment to the truth and other values like productivity.
issue of rei
is tricky 
again truth is the key value.
Kai Boeckmann:
will
offered in
new Tawjihi? Is it
training?
What about teaching German?
are many scholarships from Germany, maybE
more
from anywllere
but they require a
command of
language.
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Or. Abu Lughod:
will be no more
Why
to school for
12
just for one test? You should receive a
that evaluates you. We might
with an aptitude
not an achievement test. Sectors will
their own
come
tests. Equal
and
will be
to vocational train
Everyone will do an
interdisciplinary course
can choose electives in other
as well. Society
't change itself but
is changed by people pushing.
are problems,
but this doesn't mean running
from them. Of course you
to be in
with
society,
you must also be
to
lead.

L.

Kristensen: What

Or. Abu Lughod: We are looking into
my field but there are
to include

[Parent-Teacher Associations].
is not
maybe in a kind of town

Or. Riad Malki: You
our curriculum is bad, but the new one will come into
only in 2001. What will we use in
meantime?
Or. Abu Lughod:
is
a new look on the "National Education" course and
books. The Ministry of
plugging holes. We are introduCing th
by
which have already begun, everything will
properly in place. So far we
have
producing ahead of schedule and we hope to continue along this I
Or. Mahdi Abdul Hadi: We always hear about the Palestinians being more educated
than other Arabs, but there are also other
that say
is not true. On another
who writes history,
Iy Palestinian history?
Or. Abu Luahod: Well, the history
Arabs has not really been written. There is no
Palestinian ~istory. This is the job
ic institutions. Having one
book is not
We don't want one interpretation - let us rather
the
at
are armed with the basic facts, our
ing of how to think will
take over.

noted that the presentation is
product of a recent study - a
of jordan-Palestinian relations and part of a collection
produced
by the Dayan Center on Arab minorities in the Middle East. The study was based on
the following two
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primordial but a modern day creation i.e., a twentieth century phenomenon which
has
of modernization.
The paper

different phases:

(1 )Abdal
and Arabism (not Jordanianism).
King Hussein's period from the first years of his reign to 1967 (wihdat al-daffatain
and Arab Hashimiyya).
Post-l
(the maturing
the jordan
identity).
Phase 1: The Early Years
For Abdallah, Trans-jordan was a
stone to
Syria. In 1921, he
that
he had had enough of
wilderness:
largest town was Salt with 20,000 people,
while Jordan did not
an urban center. He
his brother
I in Iraq, who
the title of king
than prince. Abdallah's ambitions were not limited to
in the name of
armed
Arab
or AITrans-Jordan as was impl
Jaysh AI-Arabi. This phase did not deliberately promote Jordanianism.

Syria, but Abdallah did not
The
Revolt was intended to allow for a
support for this.
turned to the point of
i.e.,
and was supported by
and the Jordanian
Stabilizing Jordan
's achievement, albeit not his aim. He annexed
West Bank.
Phase 2: Unity of Two
Assimilation of Palestinians:
The ratio of Palestinian
to non-refugees in both banks combined was 2.1.
name 'West Bank' was a Jordanian invention, which was intended to
Pa
the area and to promote its
as an extension
East
Bank.
c)
kingdom bore
identity of
Arabism which contradicted
approach to Arabism.
Abdallah's steppi

Arabism was not expansionist but aimed at maintaining
In this phase Jordan was Palestine
ne was
. Tllere
was
a place for Palestinian identity, nor an emphasis on Jordanian identity. The
time i/
an identity which is Arab
not particularly
text books of
Jordanian.
state opposed
identity, as in the reforms of 1950.
Phase 3: Watershed
1
(1 )
of 1

a)
b) A
c)

of Palestinians not under jordan's
of Jordanization of the West Bank was
of Pan-Arabism: Abdul Nasser's mil
which
the legitimacy

defeat was also an ideological
state identity.

After 1967 a new era in Jordan and the region
A
emerge for the Jordanian and Palestinian identities, wh
i.e., the civil war in 1970. Jordanians
to
the
ian
move
ment. The PLO had the
of taking over Jordan. This corresponded to the
right
plan that
be an alternate home/and for
Consequently! the term AI-Watan AI-8adil (alternative homeland)
Palestinian plans
struggle on
one hand, and
i right
notions that Jordan was a
homeland on the other, aroused Jor
dan's
Distinq group identities between
lestinians and Jordanians
is distinctive divide widened by 1970, after which Jordan took
measures:
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a) Jordan
policies lim
movement as
1948 to
flowed from the West Bank to the East
After the 1970 civil war Jordan did not
policies to Jordan
the
tinians.
ians were expelled from military posts.
izing (ardanah): a new slogan
'Jordan is Jordan and
ne is
lestine.' This resulted in Jordan
with the West Bank in 1988.
e) jordan began to
for a
It
pre-Islamic with Islamic;
Sahaba r a I to formulate a particular
Roman Uerash) with the tombs of
Jordanian
This is visibly apparent in the Jordanian postage stamps which
illustrate
of Jordanian identity and the shift from pan-Arabism to specific
jordanianism.
This creation of usable
is part
invention
tradition and of a local rYlornr.n
of a nation state. Jordan projects itself as the spring of civilization rather than a recent
Jordanian national
of 1991 is relevant in that it downplays the
Arab Revolt in a specific
The legacy of the
is overshadowed by
a Jordan which disseminates
to the Arab world. Jordan is no
a
steppi
to
states but an
other states to follow. This
Jordan with self-determination rather than a manifestation of colonial border
Where do Palestinians fit in the East Bank? jordanianism was not intended to exclude
Palestinians of the East
but to inel
them.
Jordan
today is
inheritor of
the Jordan
the
position, by which it sought to inherit Palestine;
the
slogan that Jordan Palestine and Palestine is Jordan. After March 1972; King Hussein
talKed of a federation, which reflected
country's realization that it could not return
to the status quo anti and cansol
identity of the East Bank.
The dualist policies pursued after the 19705 aimed at
the East Bank, and at imposing restrictions on Palestinian
on
East Bank.
that
in the
Jordan
to the East Bank only
Bank are Jordanians. Consequently, it recognizes Palestinian identity in
West Bank
but not in
East Bank. The Rabat resolution of severance in 1988 man
a
theoretical
the Oslo agreements on the other hand had more practical
as
to a Palestinian entity.
emphasized
is
on
soil of the East Bank using the term
(the Jordanians) wa al
(the Palestinians). Consequently, all
Bankers are Jordanians
anyone
who
with this is the
The King
for vociferous
and an
u
nationalist right wing to
Any Pa
in Jordan who wanted to maintain his identity was obliged to return to
Palestine.
Allaf's term mllta-ardinin or those who
to be Jordanians. The
subsequent
than ever since 1
this tension is the result
built-in functional
Jordanians
Palestinians which, although not
or ethnic,
the Palestinians in
sectors. At this point, Dr.
the
the state of Jordan.
<\bdallah achieved a tribal state by conscripting the tribes into
military, and they
;ubsequently
main fighting
for the
A quintessential monar
:hical lineage formed, which weakened the tribes as autonomous entities. Tribalism
las
jordanianism.
in Jordan sense themselves as one Jordanian tribe
19ainst
Palestinian
This perpetuated a
)ri
in its own kin and consequently forms an all
he
In
Palestinians

Inllj4!:S Jordan wanleu lU fJle::.elve Il:> :>lO"C
to be
Now Jordan
and
enhanced the
process which
declared their loyalty to the King and
yet many Jordanians are suspicious
economic clout.
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ians are committed
More
in
following
liberali
ians'dualloyalty

army:
ization gave
general
status in the state and improved their economic status and the gap between
grown. Peace with Israel meant
military and
private sector seems to
reduction of the army
an increase in trade, which will benefit the Palestinians.

A study by Mustafa Hamarneh's institute
of Jordan, Amman] showed that the
bedrock of the Hashemite sector and not
in
Southern East Bank.

Studies at the University
1996 occurred in the
were an expression of

Conclusions.
majority
in the East Bank want a
majority support in both banks for a confederation. Jordan
reconcile its government's cleavage with its desire for unity
banks. The
is the result
a relative
shal
produced by the modernization of the twentieth century and is not primordial like the
separations between
Alawis and Sunnis or between the Druze and Maronites.
Historical ties between Jordanians and Palestinians in the East and West Banks are
e.g., Nablus and Karak
divided into
phases. The relations are east-west
rather
north-south
Both Palestinians and Jordanians want to preserve
want a
of sorts.

ethn ic identities, but

also

Discussion:
Or. Abdul Hadi: Thank you for
discussion on the phenomenon
Jordan. Would you kindly elaborate on the following points:

nationalism in

.. King Abdallah's talks with the Zionist movement and his position on the Arab revolt.
.. King Abdallah's plan of 1938
King Hussein's plan of 1972 (federation
and the monarch's
the Arab Higher
in the 1930s
the PLO in
1960s .
.. How did the
Oslo and why did the Palestinians play it
.. What is the impact of Palestinian-Syrian relations on jordan?
Or.
Abdallah, after 1924, never felt threatened on
East Bank. He sought
some measure of expansion into Palestine when it was not possible to expand into
other states. He established common interests with the Zionists, but did not collude
with them.
common interest was to
the Mufti Haj Amin who was every
th
that Abdallah was not, i.e., anti-British and widely supported.
Hussein feared
notion of watan al-badil.
the
right never
considered how Jordan regarded this as a threat to its sovereignty, and Arik Sharor
never thought what such plans would mean in terms of restructuring the Middle East.
Palestinians in 1969 did not think of
ish an alternatf
homeland but as a means to liberate
Jordan has
more secure sino
signing its
with Israel in 1
the treaty impl
that
believe that
is
jordan put too much emphaSis on the
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federation, Jordan realized
it would
very difficult to restructure
West
Jordan had to come up
pre-1967
in
light of the Zionist
formula following Black September in 1970. The federation concept was
by the Jordanians as a downgrading from inheritor status to senior partner.
meant qutrayn and not dawlatayn as previously
in 1
Jordan could
maintain
federation notion and recogn
the Palestinians.
posed a dilemma as the King emphasized tansiq (coordination). Oslo was a shock
Jordan to be anxious for two reasons:
(1 )The Jordanians felt that
its attitude of 1
It was important

was
possibility that
dramatically chan
which
that Israel
Jordan had a common
Jordan to ensure that it was not threatened by

(2)The Jordan
feared that
and the
nians would make agreements
taking Jordan into account. The Paris
for example, deliberately
kept Jordan out. Consequently, Palestinian relations with
Ki
deteriorated.
As for the
ipse of pan-Arabism, Jawad Anani
which emphasized al-khusousiya al-qutriyya
was evolving.

an unapologetic response
A historical contrast

the Mufti any more than
liked him. Jordan
Abdallah did not I
that Palestinian nationalism would lead the East Bank into deterioration. Shuqayri used
to
that Jordan was not a legitimate state and that
ne spread from the
to
Syrian-Iraqi desert.
relation
King
and Arafat
is now much more a question of tactics, not that
have excluded Jordan
se,
the tension has

Dr. Abdul Hadi: In 1
according to Uri Avneri, in his book My Friend the EnemYI
Sharon promised Arafat via
that' [Israei] would help you get Jordan.'
Dr.
I have reservations about taking Avneri's quotes seriously. In 1970
did
help Jordan indirectly
holding off Syrian mobilization. Sharon said:
the
Palestinians
Jordan."
Sharon and his plans were not popular following the war
in Lebanon and the assassination
Bashir jemayyil.
We are now beyond
Likud plans. Oslo cannot
ignored! not even by
Netanyahu. Syria would not object to Israeli-Palestinian relations but Israel is not able
to shape this
ip. Israel would I
to see stability in Jordan.
would not
support a Palestinian entity to
nor would Israel see
in the
process without Jordan's partnership. But
bilateral agreements of Oslo
panic
in Jordan. Jordan is not Palestine
reasons, and
the Palestinians
would not accept it. Netanyahu recognized that the plan of transforming Jordan into a
ne is not potentially
of the facts culminating from Oslo.

Mr. Torres

. I would like to

since Islamists are on

rise in the South

the Islamic factor to the equation, particularly
Jordan.

Dr.

Islamists factor is
but I do not think that they would
to change
Palestinian and Jordanian association unless they were to
over
lordan
the PNA. It is impossible politically
the
ists to do this. In Jordan
is a mixed relationship between Jordan and the Islamists. The modus vivendi that
,-,xists between the two depends on the balance of
which is in
cavor. Neither side wants a clash.
I have several questions:
the PNA and Jordan
were

I

.

if

I relationships

4. As
the
igious system: are Jordan's attempts to
Jerusalem
iticar or tactical? Would Hussein
full

Or. Susser: In
to your
H
n is a
of I
The two
which I believe could be better
than by
himself.

n more COIIUOI
in East Jerusa

uvel

. I would say
the m
of Arafat and
have had difficulties and differences
by people within
PNA structure

As for
second question: loya lty is to
King.
in Jordan are
relatively well equipped to
the
more so than
parties in the
Bank. However, Palestinian loyalty in the East Bank relies on the stability of the state. if
this is changed then the
structure
I also
but I do not think this is
likely to happen.
Israelis think that Jordan is a personification of the
but Jordan is not a oneman
is just a manifestation
the evolution
Jordan's elite
mili
tary establishments.
are happy to preserve themselves and to protect themselves
from domestic contention.

Or. Abdul Hadi: As opposed to the Saudi case for example?
Well, the
could not have manipulated the I
The major
is
nterest
the Jordan
pol
elite, who wish to
ntain the structures of
the military, the mukhabarat, and the bureaucracy. The
would go from Ki
Hussein to Hassan without the col
of
70-year old structure. Jordan is not
the third question, namely Jordan's
of
Palestinian economic
severe domestic problems which manifested in the riots
August 1
regime
to find a way to restructure economically and to compensate
Bankers.
ian
power increased as a resu It of
The riots do not mean that
state is cracking, but
that it
to assume
role of a redistnbutor of wealth. This has developed a new kind of Jordan-Palestin
The King
not like
ian problem. Palestin
in Jordan will not rock the
Likud. If
King feels that the Palestinians are rocking the boat, they will
their
economic
in Jordan. I am sure they would not want to see this
As to
last question,
holy
Jordan
do not want to rule
They see Arab East Jerusalem as the capital
ne, but wou Id I
to have control
over the holy
Th
carries a built-in disadvantage
to implement
Israeli-Jordanian
and/or his mukhabarat are not in
on th is matter. Can such a
be implemented by proxy? Is Israel going to
lish Jordanian
ite
in Jerusalem by force? Everything Israel
Jordan
upon on
contrail
the
remains unimplemented.
's argument that
is a threat to
Israel
not run the Muslim holy places;
the Muslim holy
is an excuse which it uses before the Arab world.

Dr. Saml Musallam: Thank you
your
. To comment on what you said at
the end, is not the Jordanian position merely
Hashemite position on custodianship,
sought bv
country following the
of Abdallah in Iv 1 1 and re
quested tram MacMahon?
documents are
everyone to'
Peres anc
Majali talked about this in their discussions with Clinton. The King went to Clinton tc
emphasize his
to have a special relationship with
by
is per·
sonal
and
fact that his grandfather was
nated
is argu
ment is put forward by the King while the
is inclined to follow the
with the PLO. I think that Jordan's
and regime know that
claim or
is weak. It is the
of the King that uphold this attachment.
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If a
rule occurs and Crown Prince Hassan - who is stern on
in Palestinian
rs
of Hassan?
takes over, will there be a
The
relevance of the PNA and its
exclude
PLO and PNA factors as well as
independent influences on Palestinian-Jordanian

ians 

on events. One cannot
popular factor which also has

lem, I do not
with what
On
Palestinians,
a convoluted matter.
has an image
Tal's
in his
towards the
ians
he was part of
but
twenties. If Hassan were to
King Hussein, he would have no
follow the former's
perhaps in a different manner. However, the
in Jordan would not
in Jordanian affairs, not
The PNA is very cautious not to
priority is to establish a
state but
it does not wish to
dual loyalties of the Pa
in Jordan.
identity
have influence in jordan,
disenfranchise
Palestinians in jordan. The PLO and
from meddling in jordan's internal
The Jordan
complicated enough.
Dr. Abdul Hadi: What if

Chairman

itics evolve around Arafat. The question arises whether
his
would
Jordanian-Palestinian
Irrespective of
tine's status as an
or an
entity, a built-in animosity
not
so I do not see Arafat's disappearance as a problem. I
a built-in bias about h
is whether history shapes a
lity or whether a
ity
history, I think history
a personality.
Mr. AM Safieh: You need to optimize
your
Jordan is the target of destabilization, and you allude to a return to 1
Iraq: this
afone would
another discussion session.
from
Dr. Susser: With reference to IraqI it was never
ian context.
The problem
in how to
Jordan's identity
is no way to
completely break
from
identity. The King
an interest in
separating Jordan from
The Jordanization idea has
but
without calling for the
of the Palestinians. Abbadi's extreme
of
thought attempts to simpl
issues as black and white.
A lot
changed since the time
Jordan needed Iraq in a
alliance
a
VIS Israel.
Iy, Jordan now needs Iraq
if at all. Hussein has less interest in
Saddam's
mel which has become more a I
I than an asset. The King cannot
the relations of the 1
Mr.
. Israeli scholars and apparently Israel analyze the Palestinian
in
terms of Jordan and Israel.
ns are prone to a dual-lung
the West
with Jordan, and
with Egypt within a complex regional arena, with
column
itical centers:
Egypt and Saudi
for
a
of Palestinian complexities. This factor is relevant in
Palestinian dimension.
is
reductionist when it
Dr. Susser: I
not think
i
have the
to
i
sovernment's policies. With
to the presentation, what we see as
you
,ee as prescriptive.
figures and slogans were not
by us, e.g., terms such as
'JI-ansar wa al-muhajirin. I am
to analyze what Palestinians and lorri;mi;mc; ;:m:>
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Roundtable with a presentation by Or. Peter Pawelka, University of

The Political Economy of Foreign Policies in the Middle East
PASSIA Staff; Dr. Helga Baumgarten,
Birzeit University; Dr. Musa
AI-Quds University; Dr. Sami Musallam, Director, President's Office, Jericho;
Swedish Consul General in Jerusalem; Dr. Anis AI-Qaq, Ministry of Planning;
Safieh, Travel Agent, Jerusalem; Dr. Rosemary Hollis, Chatham
London; Dr.
Mohammed Jadallah, Physician, Jerusalem;
Boullata, Program Coordinator, WATe
Ramallah; and Abdel Rahman Abu Arafeh, Arab Thou ht Forum, Jerusalem.

Presentation:
It is not
intention to give you a lecture on empirical or
foreign policy in the
Middle
this would
I
carrying
to
I would just I
to present to
some academic
on a more complex approach of foreign policy
analysis. I
very honored that you are ready to listen to me
the
problems with which you have to deal on a daily basis.
The analysis of foreign policies
science
This does not
pol
of individual
tics, but this literature
seldom
the behavior
states.

in the Middle East is a much neglected field of social
mean that little has been written about the r .... rPI<l'n
regional conflicts, or
region in international
been systematically occupied with
and
policies of weak, dependent and underdeveloped

• Most of the literature is descriptive, and
not highlight
abstract
connections, or theories.
• Many writers treat the foreign pol
of
Third World only as the object or the
reflection of
policies of the great powers.
• Another part of
iterature is dominated by the
istic school with their
for power,
geopol
interests and psychological
foreign policy of statesmen.
• Just seldomly, we meet
or quantitative analysis.
of the foreign pol
of the Third World and
Nobody
about the special
ability to assert themselves in the highly structured international system.
Surprisingly, the yield
the dependency approach for the
policy analysis of
the Third World was
It was recogn
that
political economy
must
into
but it was precisely tnis idea of dependency, that had a
paralyzing effect on the
of foreign policy. What
for action should then
be investigated? It was only
Iy mentioned, that
developing
too, were relatively autonomous in their foreign policies. This
assessment
applies equally to the Middle East.
With these problems in mind, we should like to
for a foreign policy analysis of
the Middle East. We begin with a few unusual observations in
Middle East,
of the international political economy of this region, which are not found to an equal
extent in other parts of the Third World:
industrialized countries into the
• an unusually large transfer of resources from
region (North-South),
• frequency and variety
state and social income from outside the national borders,
of material integration of the region into the global system,
• a high
• extreme
of the
linked with an unusually intensive involve
ment of the great powers, and
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• a long historical tradition of financial pol
political
of the region.

intervention by

powers in

region of the Middle East has been forcibly integrated in the world economic
middle of the 19th
For the
this
we shall
since
assume that there are two
of integration to
distinguished:
Until World War It the process
development in the Middle
largely followed the
usual pattern in the Third Word. Integration into the
system took place on
the basis of agricultural raw materials exports to the industrialized countries, and
industrial consumer
imports from those countries to the Middle East.
exlater
were secured, first of all, by political and military influence
by
rule. Following World War I, this task was taken over by domestic
which were recruited from
by capitalism. These neo-colonial regimes
were unable to cope with the crises
in the 1940s,
fell victim to
tionary movements.
lowing World War II, a new socioeconomic structure crystallized in the Middle
East. The
interests of the industrial
world have since shifted from the
export of agricultural raw
to minerals, and from the import
industrial
to a broad spectrum of production equipment, high technology and luxury
political economy of the Middle East differed from that of the other
the Th
World in that it had at its disposal a
resource
the i
mineral oil, which is currently the major source of energy.
The
supremacy of the Middle East in
market explained the
Within the
the socioeconomic
unusual interest of the big powers in this
dynamics shifted from the old agricultural areas to the periphery of the Middle East.
change was
on
pol
level in a
of
region, lasting two
decades, between the revolutionary
systems and conservative oil-producing
states. The socioeconomic conflict
in the 1970s in the victory of the oil states.
But the homogeneity of the
and security policies of the oil states and the
powers led to a
in oil revenues. In the Middle
a whole hierarchy
emerged, whose revenues/incomes consisted of rents from raw-materials and various
rent equivalents or were highly
by them.
This
type of income, not derendent on capital investment and productive work
has produced
0
economy,
political structure,
development and mentality in
Middle East. What we are
in
however, is the question of how foreign policy is shaped by
earning of rents.
Rents in the
(1)

policies of the Middle East can

seen from two viewpoints:

poliCY, in cooperation with trade pol
is the main instrument for
rents and is thus equivalent to tax policy.
policy
becomes
field of the elite,
it
the acquisition of
material
the
Foreign policy serves to absorb internationally
circulating resources by state participants in favor
development,
clientele formation, self-legitimization and self-privi
Rents, in the foreign pol
can also
regarded as a means
providing
political inputs. External
international
and banks and multicorporations
in political
in order, with the
of
financial benefits or other material resources,
promote the whole political
or parts of them, or
social
or to mobilize or
them.
policy process always have two sides: they strengthen their
in ower and ive them a
to rlpvplnn R"t then, ~Ir~ ~~U
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However,
all rent
are subject to fluctuations on
world
due
to international circumstances! no rentier state can afford abstinence in foreign policy.
If producer states have to maintain
r material
through continued investment,
rentier states are
to maintain or to
their market value by foreign pol

modern rentier state in the Middle East is the product of the oil price escalation in
the 1970s, the "regional oil economy" with its allocation
and the complex
integration of the region into the world economic

International rents also played an important role in the political culture of the Middle
East during
periods. Our thesis is that international rents in the political culture oj
the Middle
are a modern equivalent to pre-capitalist tributes, which the political
elite
handle in a similar manner to their predecessors.

The same state of affairs can
formulated differently: the rentier state
of large
parts of
political
in the Middle East IS the result of world economic
superposition and periodically recurring financial
imentation" of the political elitE
from the protagonists of the international system.

modern history of the Middle East
that imperialism
paid political rents
bureaucrats of the Ottoman Empire and
traditional sheikhs of the tribal soin Arabia! while it has given a
in agricultural rents to new
groups in
landowners, non-Muslim minorities, and ethnic and rei
groups.

In
course of imperialistic penetration, rents
traditional bureaucracies
strengthened them polly; as a
Ottoman
did not find
so that the alienation between the political
any relationship to its own economic
and
el
played a crucial role in the erosion of
empire. Rents
helped traditional tribal leaders to achieve an unusual concentration of power.
Moreover, they helped the
powers to
in the social transformation
of the Middle East
to establish numerous
ties to individual
confessional, ethnic and social groups.
The goal of the imperial power was to
various
accordingly to
own interests and to play them off against each other, and in
to do this, political
rents and monopolies and economic privileges were
counter this, however,
exploit the rivalries of
greal
the regional political forces for their part
powers, to mobilize the lower and middle
and to bring conflicts to a Ileac
through ethnic and
igious al
Then, the great powers,
the "prisoners" of their oriental ties and
sourCE
political,
and military
only in order not to lose influence
prestige, diplomatic positions, economic opportun
and
positions.
I apologize for not having time to specify
current policy.
In the

II
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thesis,

I have to concentrate

OJ

oil revolution
put rent policy in
Middle
on a new an
This new material structure of the Middle East had a lot of conSE
Even in the field of international politics and foreign policy, I can onl
to some of them:

The international funding of the whole regional system had el
th
ideological regulative conflict
Ba'athism and Nasserism on the one sid
and conservative and traditional positions on the other.
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• The highly
international
of states
multipolar system of competition.
• The fragmentation of the region weakened
as a whole with
relations
both
outsiders and
international system, in
above all
• Foreign policy
or material
in
by

to a more
to its

policy in this context is not
from rent
and
the acquisi
tion of rents. We
I
ourselves on two different types of
Iy revenue
which differ
all
rents
the political conditions
isition: oil rentiers and
of political rents. In the
polic
of
I countries, we may distinguish
functions relati
to the problems of rents:
1. Foreign policy serves, firstly,
acquisition
state revenues. Oil producing
countries, first of all, need to contro" as much as pOSSible, the international energy
market.

a very
some success and
We
much
on oil policies of states, international organizations and corporations: but it
was not until very recently that
revealed that the oil pol
OPEC members are subject to rational
of
which take account
of the behavior
partners in recurring decision situations.
consider
lity
foreign pol
action in view of
the
members.

2. Foreign policy serves the

and extension

rents.

A
of oil
is
and improvement of their rent
through diversification; namely investment in capital participation in industries and
banks of the industrial
states or the up and downstream expansion in the oil
in which a multiplier
rent
is
In their
function, the
policies of the oil-exporting countries served to
the
flow
revenues.
oil states cannot
interested in I exports being
by regional political turn-overs and
By their political influence and
their regional al
policy,
to attaching the region as a whole
more firmly to
industrial states.

Iy not all oil
Libya, and Iran for
tier state determines
tional rents lead to
as the
of
quantity of rents
modify this behavior.

states fol
of foreign policy outlined here (Iraq,
Thus,
question
whether the fact of being a ren
foreign policy behavior at all
answer is that while interna
regularities in foreign pol
such
regime, the
of
or
relation of
the
of the soc
may temporarily interrupt or permanently

complex and more paradox are
which
no oil (or an
of
19705.

pol
of those states in
amount), but were drawn into

Whereas the oil rentiers were,
all, beneficiaries
raw materials rents, which
originated under the influence
international markets and world political circum
tried to mobil
financial
which
the po
litical
of raw materials rents within the region. But
also often lived on
the "fall-out" from raw
contracts
"jobs"
to
by the oil-ren
tiers.
as

economic systems in the
adjustment to the
t
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technology) in favor of state reve

U
pressure
economic and
problems,
began
to put their foreign policies enti
in the service of
Every regime tried to
means to put its own
itical, military or cultural irnr.rv1c:>
find its own ways
into a favorable light for improving revenues,
example as a front-I
Israel
as a mediator in a regional
of influence (Syria), or as a peace
(Egypt).

Towards the
of the 1970s, all
had stabilized politically on the
01
financial
from international organizations,
injections from thE
Western
oil states and the participation of
labor force in the
of the
If.

Yet, access to rents by the semi-rentiers is purchased dearly. In contrast to the oil-ren
the sem
could not rely on one central source of revenue. They had to
improve the framework conditions for a number of slim and uncertain rents, not
unstable political rents.

In addition to
is,
governments were not
as the only recipients of exter
help and payments. They now had to make those rents possible, too, which
fited social groups, which were to raise external capital independently with its backi
and approval. This had to result in additional political problems:
com
petition for the external resources and ultimately conflicts over political participation
and power.
Since
mid-1980s,
explained by:
..
..
..
..

the
the
the
the

rent-receipts in the Middle East have

falling, which can

weakness
energy market,
breakdown of
East-West rivalry,
development of new military control mechanisms in
region, and
economic
from capitalism for structural
ustment.

It was not until
revenue
that
capacity
the rentier states came to light.
Instead of bowing to the political and economic
of
the international organizations,
developed
and
lis as "survivors." The policy of rent-seeking continued.

will
Whereas they had
in col
sizable war dividends for loya
ingness to cooperate in the
Gulf war or as a bulwark against fundamentalism, it
is not out of the question that the Middle
will harbor undreamed 01
possibilities of mobilizing international rents.
No

complex or difficult was
resistance of the semi-rentiers to
internal social
international
With rents dimin ing, they were forced to use their re
sources even more "economically" and, at the same
more efficiently than beforE
and to
the penetration of the
within limits.
protagonists coop
penetration of some
erated with pol
I
and organ
the state ijureaucracie~
and restricted more and more
deciSion-making processes
the cores of the elites.
Such interventions had to
carefully controlled in order to nrtc'_",rnrH any deprivatior
of power.
As a rule, however,
el
cores could
profit. Bureaucratic or party
eli
ents of outside interests were
to raise funds
their external patrons. If usee
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skillfully! then! through balancing bureaucratic or political forces,
could be brought into situations of competition.

external financial

Egypt is a very good example of such a rent acquisition policy between various Ameri
can, European and Arab interests, intervening into the political
My point is not that I regard this as a desirable foreign pol
my intention is to
of reaction
which weak rentier states can develop
on strate a whole
in
to
imaginatively and
Ilfully, even in apparently
Foreign policy thus becomes the central political field of the system: the political elite
act largely autonomously between
world economic
system on the
one hand and
national society assigned to them on the other. This view from the
angle of political economy not only gives extra weight to foreign policy: it opens up to
foreign policy analysis for more complex connections
interpretations.

5 November
Roundtable with a presentation by Dr. Mustafa Hamarneh, Director of
University ofJordan, Amman

fo

Palestinian Component in Jordanian Politics
PASSIA Staff; Iv1r. Walid Assali, Lawyer; HE Afif Safieh, Palestinian General
the UK and the Vatican; Dr. Musa Budeiri, Lecturer, AI-Quds University; Sahar
Research Manager, Friedrich Ebert Foundation, Jerusalem; Martin Kobler,
of the German
Office, Jericho; Dr. Riad Malki, Panorama, Jerusalem; Dr.
Jerusalem; and Pinhas Inbari, Journalist.
Mohammed Jadallah, Ph

Summary:
Dr. Hamarneh began his presentation by
the Palestinians and the Jordanians since
implementation of
Jordanization pol
outcome
the 1974 Rabat

that
has been m
Jordan's
experience of 1970 and
This mistrust was re-enforced by the

society in
is now divided. While 82% of the private sector is in Palestinian
hands, the
particu
the higher level
- is dominated
by Jordanians. Statistics show that not one
moved up in this
in politics.
example,
out
The Palestin
Iy do not
the riots of 1
and 1996. While Jordanian
the left
this to
Palestinians being from a
class, Dr. Hamarneh
that they actually fear
being disenfrandiised by the government. He added that
in Jordan
that any form of expression would bring a very suppressive response.
Dr.

that while the
ian Authority or the PLO have shown
this dichotomy of the
lestin
in Jordan,
a clear set
Thev want the Palestinians in Jordan to hold Palestinian citizenshi and

"
"'"'J .. vtJ"-'U CI'Ul ,,'G JU'UClIlICtil-rale:'Wlldfl Ulcnolomy Within
Ian
be solved as a
of the King's stand in the
If War. Jordanian-Palestinian
improved as the Palestinian outlook towards
King changed for
Palestinians who fled
Gulf to Jordan felt they had come home. Dr.
said
that jordan had missed an historic opportunity to resolve the dichotomy. However,
events did not
situation either.

from the middle of
political
in Jordan,
including himself,
to
the situation of the Palestinians. The Center for
Strategic Studies
a study and
a high
of Palestinian
integration in Jordanian society. There was, however, inward polarization.
study showed that
i
about
bureaucracy were accurate and that the
Jordanians were
about becoming a minority in Jordan. The study also
showed that while
of the private sector is owned by Palestin
this could be
misleading since street vendors were also
private t:>nt"t:>rr.rI
Dr. Hamarneh said that business
- such as the Dead
example created a
healthy
which strongly
Jordanian state's citizenship and
He added that people need to move towards pol
which Jordanian
This requires
novel approaches to
issues of minority status in Jordan;
is entails settl
concepts such as
and confederation in
to address

Discussion:
Participant: What
Or.

norre.n

of the population in Jordan is Palestin

are no conclusive
indicate that the
of the Palestinians in Jordan

Participant: How do the Jordanians'
structural adjustment programs?

avai
but
which are
make up about
of the population. At
themselves Jordanians.
of becoming marginal

fit in with the

Or. Hamarneh: This contradiction will hurt in
future but not now. The move is to
hire and promote on the basis of merit in any areas which are open to Palestinians, for
example, in
Min
of Health.
areas
as security, the army and
foreign
remain accessible only to families with a historic allegiance to the

Participant
basic problem in Jordan of having another population is not unique,
and Jordan cannot
the PNA to
all fhe Palestinians in
Jordan
and Syria. Why not a confederation
?
Or.
in
two Jordanians has real
The case of Jordan is unlike
that of Syria,
the
are
With regard to confederation
to be first a fully-fledged Palestinian
from.

What

do the Hashemites

Or.
They wish to create a
between the nationalists and the
anti-Hashemites.
jordan ian majority feels the relationship between the Palestinians
and the Jordanian communities. Intermarriage is very high
it is
difficult to
dismantle the two communities.
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:2.:2 DIPLOMATIC MEETINGS
Unless otherwise stated, the meetings took place at PASSIA.
4 January
Orient House, Jerusalem
Meeting with the RT. Hon. Jeremy Hanley MP, Minister of State, Foreign and Common
wealth Office, London
Eal.tic:jp.ants: Palestinian deleJiation: Mr. Faisal Husseini, Dr. Hanan Ashrawi, Dr. Mahdi Abdul
Hadi, Dr. Riad Malki, Mr. Ghassan Khatib and Dr. Mohammed jadallah; British deleJiation: Rt.
Hon. jerem Hanley, Mr. Peter Ford, Mr. Chris Skilton, and Mr. Chris Innes-Ho kins.

7 January
Meeting with Ms. Susan Moir, Deputy Director of the Middle East Division
in the Canadian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Topic: The Assassination of Yahya Ayyash / The Political Environment in the
Palestinian Territories
Summary:
Susan Moir inquired what impact the assassination of Yahya Ayyash may have on the
upcoming Palestinian elections and the negotiations with Israel. She also asked about
the state of affairs regarding the relationship between Arafat and Hamas.
She was briefed that Arafat was caught between the sympathy of the Palestinian people
for a martyr of the struggle and the pressure of the Israelis to dissociate himself from the
Ayyash case and Hamas in general. It is expected that although the assassination may
lead to a lower voter turnout and some candidates may witharaw from the elections,
they will go on as scheduled. Hamas, despite its boycott of the elections, is preparing
extensively for the municipal elections, which it sees as the real key to governing.
As for Israeli redeployment, it was important not to exaggerate the impact by calling
the areas "liberated." The redeployment, however, shoula be regarded as a positive
step by Israel in moving toward autonomy and possibly indepenaence for the Pales
tinians.
During discussion of the role of academics and intellectuals in the current phase, an
observation was made that there is a certain amount of hypocrisy among those who
criticize the PNA but at the same time stay remote from the difficulties on the ground
and enjoy a comfortable life elsewhere. With regard to the final status talks, it was said
that the role of Jordanian-Palestinian cooperation will be crucial and of great influence.

7 January
Orient House, Jerusalem
Meeting with a French delegation led by Mr. Phillippe Seguin, President of the French
Parliament
Topic: Current Political Situation and Upcoming Palestinian Elections
Participants· Mr. Faisal Husseini; Dr. Sari Nusseibeh, President of AI-Quds University; Dr.
Mohammed jadallah, Physician; Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Head of PASSIA; and Mrs. Leila
Shahid, PLO Representative in Paris.

Summary:
Topics discussed included the preparation and prospects of the Palestinian elections;
thp ;:J<:<:.::l<:<:in;:Jtinn nf Y;:Jhv<'l Avv<'lsh hv r Ii in
·
r·
r
PN

me l"'aleStinlans' deSire tor
and said that the French role in the
supported the
that
is willing and interested to offer expertise in
ild Palestinian civil

""I-"C;:'''C:U lI,,:::1I :'UUIIE; ::,ufJfJurt lur

freedom and
Palestinian
any field

9 January
Visit of Professor
Hornhues, Member of
Parliament]
Chairman of the Committee on Foreign Affairs

Current Political Situation in the Palestinian Territories
Dr. Mahdi Abdul Had!, Head
PASSIA; Dr. Riad Malki,
Sheikh Jamil
Director, Islamic Cultural and
Dr. Nazmi AI-Ju'beh, Birzeit University; Mr. Martin Kobler, Head
tative Office, Jericho; and Mr. Lar e, German Di loma!.

Summary:
The discussion
around
recent
Yahya
and its effect
on the general political situation. The Palestinian delegation explained that the
dialogue
the PNA and Hamas was jeopardized by the event and
Arafat himself
paid his condolences to Ayyash's family as
was
a
Palestinian martyr. Many
ians were shocked by the reaction of Leah Rabin,
who
wished
husband had been al
to see the assassination. However, it
was noted that this is an example of the deep feelings
suspicion and
that still
exist among
to the conflict. The assassination was also
as an example
o f ' s still not
altered its policy of violent
On the upcoming
Or. Abdul Hadi noted that most candidates
supp~rt
the same issues but run without a real platform. The opposition maintainS Its
is preparing for
mun
elections
it
to have more
The main purpose of
elections was to legitimize
ip wh
the
is would then
to
On the topic
Jerusalem Or. Abdul Hadi
that the Israelis will be
to avoid compromising on the issue of Jerusalem,
r statements to that
is a
usion.
Or. Abdul Hadi concluded by
ng that there are
challenges
for the
Palestinians, such as transforming
Intifada SOciety into a civil society, to create and
implement by-laws governing the people
to maintain
credibility of
bodies. There was a reminder that democracy cannot simply
mandated;
must have an extensive infrastructure to support it As for the economy, the closure
the h
rate
unemployment have to
fought in
to move forward without
looking back
build for the future.
Professor Hornhues
was in a weak position when it comes
to
and this is why the
i
stresses the
of their internal
He
to which extent Palestinians would be ready to compromise on outstanding
such as jerusalem.
Or. Abdul
by saying that it was the
who
DoP and not the Israelis. As for the final status issues, he said that it is the
to
the various
but that for the
side, they are all one
It IS not
He reminded the visitor that the international view on Jerusalem was
Israeli, and explained that
Palestinian stance was to share
city; to keep it an
- not "united" city, with equally shared
and 1:\\10 municipal
two
for the two peoples who live in it.
Malki
that both
are changing but neither to the same extent, nor in
Dr.
the same way, nor at the same speed. Leah Rabin's
on the assassination of
Ayyash showed that the transformation is very slow and
is sti II much hatred to
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overcome. On
the Israel is,
cance. To have h

he added that
Jerusalem was not tal
Iy to pinpoint it as part of the West
with no
lighted the issue would have isolated it.
that
have
a great deal while the
II possess
same mentality in terms of aggression
reAyyash was
latest proof. He added that the Israelis are
if they think they can
nue like this
their attitude or without compromisi
has an Arab, an Islamic and an i
th ree arenas to
n fu Ily aware of
in the city.

and

that
IS a
the city
He
Israeli annexation
more
Jerusalem is "non-negotiable" are considered null
void,
be a red Ii
it
eventually the Israelis will talk about it.
rely refused to
to the PLO but
Iy did. Dr.
as this: if they want peace they
to pay the price,
changed, and are not dogmatic
He added
the Palestinians
more pragmatic.
is is why they
UN Resolutions 242 and 383 as a
peace talks. He concluded that
ian needs in
are manifold, on
national, mun
political and
't own Jerusalem but
nize its meaning
the
im
that he asked Netanyahu what
would do with regard to
if he won the
the Oslo
The response was: "a
that his government would do it
"
Horn
nian reaction to the report of the
Delegation.

Dr. Abdul Hadi
this kind of pol
conducted in a

that people
Id not forget that
were
experience
nians,
they were
manner although some mistakes were obvious.

elections require a democratic infrastructure that does not yet
he was
by the report as the EU should
certain
lures. The real
lenges are still lying ahead: to build on
elections for the
in terms of democrati zation, formation
a party
manifestation of
notion of pol
pluralism.

11 January
Visit of an Efiyptian

Ut::lt::!!rll

Current
in
Countries! foreign Policies

Palestinian Territories I Middle Eastern

Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi,
PASSIA; Egyptian I H"If~!Jdrll
of
National Center
Middle East Studies
'Amran AI-Shaq'i; Dr. Ismat Abdul Hamid Hassan, I'iCMES;
Fawzi Hussein
NCMES; Dr. Sa ed Abdul Hamid, NCMES;
Dr. Mukhtar AI-Fayoumi, NCMES

Summary:
members of

NDI/Carter Center E

Observer

led

from the German

Ministry

Situation in the Palestinian Territories and Elections
L.<!.L~tj.l.W.:L~:

Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Head of
Dr. Gunter Mulack, Diplomat,
Jericho

Andreas von Hoessle, Diplomat, German
and Martin Kobler, Head of

Observers

and Elections
Hamami, Director, Islamic
Rouviere Andre, Senator;
Le Dorh,

BundestaR DeleRation

Political situation in the

and Elections

Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi,
Mr. Feldman, MP, Germany; Kai BoeckRepresentative Office, Jericho; Martin Kobler, Head of German Representative
Waltraud Schoppe, MP (Alliance 'gO/Green Party); Hermann Groehe, MP
Schmidt, MP (SPD); Dr.
MP (FOP); lamil Rabah,
Jerusalem; Sheikh Jamil
Islamic Cultural and
Suleiman Abu
Terry Boullata, WACT,
Safieh, Head
and to the Vatican.

Summary:
visiti
as

MPs were part of the EU
on election day.

to various West

k

surmising that
were the first pol
thus an important
event for the Palestinian
opposition movements will
to the advantage
a new opposition that may
within the elected Council.
that if there is not much
in
political situation
or so, the traditional opposition will
more strength. He noted
a
deal in that much of the opposition did not participate. This
only 40-45% of popular support. In
of the seats despite the fact that it
recent redeployments
i army gave Fatah a boost. Of the 88
Council, 51 are from
throughout the various constituendes.
I
not run as
as independents as they were not
member is from Fida, another is
Fatah list.
the PFLP, and
can be said to be close to the
run as
the Council are independents.
as well as for the Presidency
the outcome
reflected the latest
that
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Hamami thanked the
Palestine Question is
the elections was no surprise
the Islamists' pre-judgment
of the Israelis in Jerusalem.
many positive th

interest in Palestinian
He confirmed that
council" was
was confi rmed,
problems during the
being that the Pa
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people of
pol
background UU'LlCU the elections in a civi
lized manner and despite the difficult political situation.
Minis
ter
AI-Agha in
shown that the
but he did not
he
led to
as a min
Sheikh Ha
mami continued that it is the task of the
now to concentrate on two thi
to continue in their
to consol
r
to work on
many impor
tant
problems with
elections and their results.

isions of
about whether minorities who lost the election would
the majority, and what the positions of the Christians would
Hamami stated
that
did not know of
place in the world
Muslims
Christians get along
so harmoniously as in
no
problems between
two faiths
ever

about the role
Hamas. Sheikh Hamami
Hawho boycotted the elections do not feel as if
have missed
the Council will
able to function properly as a
train. They doubt
tive for
and they will
on the mu
elections, as many bel
they can serve
people better on a local level and
they command an impor
He
said
had been
tant amount of popular support among
some discussion among Islamists to found an Islamic Salvation Party, which would also
for
He
that pluralism is accepted and promoted by
tinians.
mas

As to why Hamas boycotted the elections and now criticized
performance of the
PNA and Arafat, Sheikh Hamami said
was sure that Hamas would
won some
seats had they participated and that their boycott does not mean that they
their role as an extra-parliamentary opposition.
Terry Boullata noted that while
was a
amount
attention
to a
Christian quota
was insufficient attention to protecting the interests
women.
Boullata noted that
of
population is women and that while their participation
:md contributions were readily
during
Intifada, they are now once
of
iSion-making process.

13 February
Visit of a German

Delegation

fopic: Current Political Situation in the Palestinian
:a!1icipillltS: Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Head of PASSIA; Dr. Zakaria AI-Qaq, IPCRI, Jerusalem; Dr.
<iad Malki, Head of Panorama; Dr. Andra
Head, Friedrich Ebert Stiftung, Jerusalem;
vlartin Kobler, Head, German Representative Office, Jericho; Robert Maier, SPD, Germany;
ngrid Matthaus-Maier, MP, German Bundestag; Simon Lunn, North Atlantic Assembly, Germa
ly; Gruubaun von Schenk, MP
Brigitta Voigt, Journalist,
Karsten Voigt,
Tel
)resident, North Atlantic Assembly,
Matthias Mlilmenstaedt, German
and Sheikh Jamil
Director,
Cultural and Scientific Societ Jerusalem.
f

~9

February

vleeting with a Diplomatic DeleRation from the UK

Palestinian legislative Council and Palestinian National Council
Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, PASSIA; Janet Hancock,
London; David Haines, British Consulate General,
~onsulate General, Jerusalem; and Sarah Armstron
London.

and Commonwealth
Mary
British

f

·ummary:
'met Hancock,
In 20 January,

s

ing developments in Palestine
elections for the PLC
for an interpretation
elections, including the future role
.
I'

ot the PNA. In jerusalem, me Clry WdS reucLufJleu WIUI d IlId;';'lve ,;,
which constituted a
violation
the
in
A positive development was the
of mobilization ane
voters.
the West Bank, however, there were
in the elections being clouded by a sense of the

roc,C)nr-o

out

symbolic value

the elections in

Jerusalem.
likely political formations in

about

PLC Or. Abdul

identified four

(1 )"The President's men,"
with the Chairman.
(2)A progressive,
lectual group forming around individuals such as Haidar Abdul
Shafi and Hanan Ashrawi. This group mignt
into a Social
Party.
The most significant group, 'vvhich may develop into a leadership role in the PLC
and
of an al
between the returning PLO old guard ane
younger
(4) Finalry, those who are waiting to see how the Council develops
what factions
committing themselves.

Or. Abdul Hadi added that it is still unclear when

PLC will meet for
how the
I can convene given the current
i
re of
Palestiniar
Territories. The lack of preparation among the
their duties
re
sponsibilities is
cause for concern, and something which
been commented or
by several members of the diplomatic corps in

With
to
said that the Jerusalem Arab Council will be expanded tc
include
seven PLC members from
Jerusalem constituency, and
of various
Palestinian institutions in the city. This will expand the membership to around 30,
providing a community body as an independent voice for the city.

01
that the members
the PLC will automatically
PNC.
latter body
a membership
of whom 186 are
of
the Palestinian
88 newly
members and the remaining 98, to
be appointed by Chairman
The first to
in
way was a losin~
candidate for the PLC in the Hebron constituency.
amendment of the
niar
National Charter
assent of two-thirds of the PNC, that
454 members.

He

raised the question of how close this amendment
sessment that the majority is secure, and Chairman Arafat is
sions from
Israelis by casting doubt on this.

the as·

Or. Abdul
opinion that amending
covenant will
Iy
necessary on
such as detainees, settlements, and
Some Diaspora re
turnees from among the members of the PNC, however, will see
individual returr
as
compensation
amendment. Other PNC
are unwilling tc
amend
covenant,
it as a historical document wh
has been superseded b;
events.
option of an
new covenant is
for
members. AboVE
all, there is a need for the closure on the Palestinian Territories to be lifted
th<
PNC can convene.
janet
would

whether new
to its "frozen" members.

Or. Abdul Hadi
would convene with
56

same

for

PNC were a possibil

and

there was no time
new
and that the PN(
as in 1991, including the
one
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Nho still count as
With the recent start of the
election campaign, Shi
non Peres is insisting on an amendment of
covenant, rather than simply caning for
j new one. Peres has also
his mind
allowing Na'ef Hawatmeh,
of
DFLP, into

4
Visit of a DeleRation from

International

Office

Geneva/ Switzerland

Topic: Political Situation and the Palestinian Authority
(larticipanl:£: W. R. Simpson, ILO, Geneva; Catherine Simpson-Comtet, ILO}
Fred
Fluitman} flO, Geneva; Zahira Kamal, Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation} Ra
mallah; Dr. Bernard Sabella, Bethlehem University; Sheikh Jamil Hamami, Islamic Cultural and
Scientific Society; and Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Head of PASSIA..
I
meeting was part
the ILO's annual mission to the Palestinian Territories and Is
ILO delegation was briefed about the current
situation
the diffi
cult issues
PNA.
.

21 May
MeetinR with Members
the
War Col/eRe/US Air War Col/eRe)

and Army/Navy

Topic: Palestinian Perspective on the Peace Process
P.aI1idpa1ltS: Carolyn Bargeron; Mark G. Beesley; David H.
G.G. Gisolo; Lora Griffith; Rich

T. Muckenthaler; Scott E.
Abdul
Head of PASS/A.

Summary:
Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi began the
ian view of the
process} looking
on major
as
outl
them for

with a short presentation about the
positions of the Likud and Labor parties
upcoming
i elections.

issue of Jerusalem, the Likud's position is
any compromise is unacceptable,
it will not honor any concessions
a Labor government. Meanwhile,
the Labor party has proposed to
functional jurisdiction, with the Israelis
keeping political sovereignty and
authority while sharing municipal
rei
ious authority with various parties.
On
issues, the Likud
that Israel retain responsibility for both internal and
external security throughout
Palestinian
The Labor party
conced
ing internal security to the PNA, while maintaining control over security on interna
tional borders and settlements. With
to the issue of
i settlers, Likud has
prom
to continue expansion of
so that
Jewish population will
doubled in Jerusalem by the
2000. Labor favors the slightly different
of
consolidating and annexing the settlements near
green line and then allowing set
in the West Bank to retain Israeli citizenship.
On the issue of the Golan Heights, the Likud has
that it is reluctant to talk about
it with the
is unwilling to give it up. The Labor party, on
other hand}
a will
to return the Golan to Syria in exchange for a full
treaty, with international observation forces and early warning systems to ensure Is
ro.." I ,<: C::lfptv

_, .. f""'~""~-' 'UVV' "'t:: IIU!!lldIILdllon or relations with the Arab world, However, th(
Likud party considers Israel a part of
West and will try to
this
Meanwhile, the labor party under Peres favors trying to make Israel a normal citizen 0
Middle
with the idea that regional economic
will
to
arrangements.

With regard to the Palestinian side in the
most of
have been postponed until the final
negotiations.
confiscation, the isolation of
the continued
prisoners, the furthering of
separation between
and
West Bank, the
hampering
exclusion of West Bank and Jerusalem leaders from the PNA and
connections with Egypt and Jordan This brought many disappointments.
As Palestinians look toward
final status negotiations, they are primarily concerned
for themselves an independent,
and with
their position is that it should
a city of two
two municipalities, two peoples
two flags,
of responsibility for the Christian and Muslim religious

Discusssion:
. It seems there are really no economic structures upon which to build in the
Strip and
How will you rebuild economically?
Palestinian economy has been utterly destroyed by the Israeli occupation.
to
us alone. They
I interfere with price
and
We
to focus on our connections to
Arab world. Those in Gaza
on the relationship with Egypt, while those in
West Bank
focused on Jordan. We need to stop struggling internally on this matter and cu
relations with both, as one entity and with one economy.
Is the Israeli market crucial to your
Answer: If we can make it without them, we will.
is
there is still a mutual
of trust. Additionally, with
II divided over whether it wants to become a
real member of the Middle East, we do not want to tie our economy to that of Israel's.

Question: The example of East and West Pakistan shows the difficulties of states with
non-contiguous territory. How wilt
be
to deal with this?
Answer:
is a key point. Israel has
trying to increase
autonomy of the
Strip while suppressing autonomy in the West Bank in the hope that
will
become an independent unit, while the Israelis will then
the West Bank with the
Pa
ians.
to be measures to counteract this
and to
coordination and links
the West
and
There is a need for practical
measures that can help close the
between the two.

Question: Would

Palestinians
the
from Israel on jerusalem?

if they were unable to

Answer: No
ian politician or party could ever survive if they
to total Israeli control. Jerusalem also cannot
divided in the way that
wants, according to which it will remain under
i
We do not
accept th
All the different functional areas must be
simultaneously and there
must be a
by Israel that
Palestinian sovereignty over
lem and
izes its current status as occupied territory.

Question: What about
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area in the Golan that you claim as part of
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Answer: This
once the Golan

imma, is something that we
are returned to them.

Question: You
that the
this will remain so in the face of
throughout
Middle

to work out with

agenda is secular. What are the
of Islamic fundamentalism in rlarHoc

Syrians
that

Answer: A Christian
of mine told me
wouldd·oin Hamas if the Islamic
movement could guarantee the return of Jerusalem. The ivisions
Christians
Muslims are only
the
is. As for Hamas,
is a political
wing with com~unity
roots support that wants and must
to JOin the peace
is also the military
Unfortunately,
the I
of communication
cut as
the
military have
imprisoned, exiled or killed.
younger radical members
is thus no way to
Hamas are uncontrollable
they
no
and
bring them into a dialogue. This is all the more reason we need a Palestinian
so
that we can build something
that these young people can
a part of and
channel
into.
Question: We
a
little from public sources.
off Peres until
confiscations - do the

from the Palestinians but very
Palestinian
ip wants to take
some sort of pattern to the
the election? Also, is
have some sort of a larger plan?

are nervous that
is a hidden agenda: if the Israelis are
they continued confiscating land
building
the Arabs living in Israel proper and
Answer:

1948-67, the Arabs in
were portrayed as
and collaborators.
1967, they were seen as heroes for having kept their identity and struggled
the Israeli authorities. Then, after the expulsion of
PLO from
in
the Arabs
a bridge
Arabs in
territories
I
in the Arab world and other places. They portrayed a
helped the
cause tremendously.
the return
more concerned with gaining equal rights as Israeli
We
much to
them, but we have tried to keep communications

Question: How important will the Arab vote

in

Answer: Traditionally,
voting population in
. They have, however,
been
and
This
is a different
as they have put aside
in this
they will
an important
impact on the coming
They may also
their representation in the
but they will not be able to make any headway in reducing the power of Likud
or Labor.

19 June
Orient House, Jerusalem
I\/,<,',,-,nna with a Norwef.?ian Delef.?ation.

Bilateral Cooperation; the Situation in the Middle
ments in the Peace Process.
Harold Rosendal, Assistant
to the Norwegian
artment of Justice.

Current Oevelop

Summary:
The visitors noted that
and with
autonomous areas. They
Israeli
continuously
agreements between the

within
framework
violations in
a strong position
Convention. They
of
A despite the

Or. Mahdi Abdul Had; said that the ICRC has not

equally strong statements
i attacks on
as it did against
Palestinian suicide
added that there should
more immediate statements
respond to
that there was a constant stream of statements from Bosnia and that
Palestine as well.

nnl"ltit:'ti that the lCRC has been
busy behind the scenes in
an
to
comprehensive forms of
that
humanitarian issues must be
without always
bound to security issues.
He conceded that
ICRC
not completed
mission operationally! but went on to
say that a new
the
role will be undertaken
that it will include a
stronger
and more balanced statements.

Michel Muller interjected that
main
laws! to
victims and to guarantee
maneuvers are not an immediate part of
the ICRC
does not really

of the ICRC is to uphold humanitarian
ization's access to them. Political
while violations are often
this in

Or. Abdul Hadi suggested that the JCRC could monitor Israeli behavior more closely by
officially stationing people or
at
This would
an important
symbolic message from the international commun
to the
is.
stated that
r",,,,,::>n(',,, is more important than the
Christen
through checkpoints.

was

of

Or. Abdul Hadi warned that a tense

is imminent with
in the
of AI-Aqsa
This will lead to a potentially
rights situation for which the ICRC must be ready. Israeli behavior over
has provided many lessons,
human rights
izations must prepare to
upcoming period.
problems as they inevitably arise in

Darcy
is a
of tension that
possibly explode.
He added that
serious problem is that of
under
PNA interrogation, especially
the last wave of arrests.
situation is terrible
and it is hard to obtain results from the PNA on this
He
that the
goals are first
foremost humanitarian and thus the situation of prisoners in PNA
detention is of
importance, but the political situation is very sensitive
has
hurt leRe

Or. Abdul Hadi asked whether the ICRC was in contact with PNA Justice Minister
Abu Meddein.
that this
little
PNA
which! in
r view, is
with
Palestinian
noted the helpfu
of Jibril Rajoub, who was
Iling
to
matters
to open his fi
to the leRe He
that his
organization
information from numerous families about
who have
disappeared without there
any information about their
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PASSIA Roundtable on Jerusalem with Professor Everett Mendelsohn and
Dr. Jeffrey Boutwell of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

PASSIA Seminar 1996 "The Foreign Policies of Arab States":

Participants and Lecturers

PASSIA Seminar 1996 "The Foreign Policies of Arab States" : Participants
background , center: Dr. Claire Spencer, HE Faisal Husseini, Dr. Rosemary Hollis

Yael Dayan, Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, and HE Alii Salieh

Guests

Meeting of Regional Arab Research Centers, hosted
by the Lebanese Center for Policy Studies, Beirut

The Israeli Team - Workshop 7 (from left to right):
Dr. Asher Susser, Dr. Yossi Shein, Dr. Gad Barzilai

The Palestinian Team - Workshop 3 (from left to right) :
Dr. Giries Khoury, Dr. Riad Malki, Sheikh Jamil Hamami, Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi

The Jordanian Team and the External Partners - Workshop 8 (from left to right) :
Dr. Rex Brynen , Dr. Ibrahim Othman , Dr. Mustafa Hamarneh, Dr. Sabri Rbeihat, Ms. Ailie Saunders

Bertelsmann Foundation, Second Annual Conference on "Europe
and the Middle East: Dialogue for Future Oriented Cooperation",
Schlosshotel Kronberg.

Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi (right) at the MECC Conference
"Muslims and Christians Together for Jerusalem", Beirut.

Diplomatic Meetings

3 October
Meeting with a Delegation from

for

Studies (ReDS), London

Current Situation in Palestine

L"L~,IJ.!.'l~. Col. D.R. Wilson, British Army; GP N.j.

Navy; Eileen Roach Smith, US Department of
Republic; Col. Jan
Royal Netherlands Air
UK Ministry of Defense; Maj
AJG Pollard,
German Army; Col. Crichton Wakelin, Defense/Military
Japan Defense Agency; Sgt. Antony Fyson, Defense Attache's
Lt. Col. D.
British Army, RCDS; Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Head of PASSIA; Dr. Bernard Sabella, Bethlehem
University; Sheikh Jamil
Islamic Cultural and Scientific
Jerusalem;
Mar Prin , British Consulate
Zakaria AI-Qaq, IPCRI,

Summary:
Or. Mahdi Abdul
by
that
are two main interpretations of why
how th
to the confrontations of the past week [angry outburst in
Septemberl.
i version says that
ian economic conditions
past two years have been bad which
with an
PLC that functioned
below expectations, culminated in the
outburst.
ian version
the PLO
in
that Netanyahu's 100
in office were like the 90 days of
Beirut. This,
with provocative Israeli settlement policies, the non-redeployment
from
Israeli
pol
with
PNA,
continuing
Judaization
Jerusalem and
opening of
tunnel in
heartof Jerusalem
of protests.
have unavoidably led to
Or. Abdul Hadi
that the
week was comparable to the
War, or
Intifada which was also a spontaneous reaction of the masses to unbearable
occupation pol
After having
Oslo, the Palestinian leadership finds
once
at a crossroads and its credibility is in question. Nobody could know what
height
outburst would reach but the frustration in
street is obvious.
The Palestinians real
that Israel is no partner and that even after 29 years they had
only
of
Israeli people who are ready to
I with Palestine:
other
is not interested. Likud and Netanyahu say they will not share the West
or
Jerusalem, and
will not
Hebron. Before going to Cairo, Netanyahu said
would redeploy
He did not
President Mubarak lost
with Israel
as a result. During the first days of the confrontations, and while on the European tour,
Netanyahu cal
President Mubarak and King Hussein to
them to intervene
to Chairman Arafat.
Palestinian leader
and calm
situation. They told him to
for his part cannot
seen as u
to
times during the
100 days of
office, Netanyahu visited Washington. The
US has not put pressure on Israel but involves itself in crisis management rather than
trying to resolve
Chairman Arafat did not go to Washington alone or weak. He went with
'100- day
war' which he had to bear, and with the backing of the
world. During Arafat's
stopover in Egypt, President Mubarak confirmed his support but
could not join
him in Washington
he could not see Netanyahu
the latter had I
to his
Although King Hussein and Netanyahu have developed a good chemistry, the King's
in Washington was to assure
that no one in the Arab world is
in taking his seat. He advised Chairman Arafat to
by himself and
Arafat stood firm. The Arab
was that Netanyahu
and negotiate with
The
nel,

Netanyahu
in Washington was not to
not to compromise on
- all under the
•

I

•

Chairman Aratat knows his plattorm
well WrJlle l"leldllydllu I;, ::>VVIII II 1111115' JaLl"5
a divided Israeli society and army. The current phase is considered a
period of
brains and
whereby both
are under pressure to deliver due
domestic
constra i nts.
Palestinians cannot trust the new Israeli right wing government that
stationed its
tanks at
entrances of
towns. The clashes woke the Israelis up, and they
with reality: Washington confirmed this. Netanyahu was forced to
that there is no other partner but Chairman
After ten days of confrontations the
ians with the
of Amman, Cairo
and Riyadh tunnel in Jerusalem to
closed and Israeli redeployment
Instead, Chairman Arafat
to control
anger in
with empty hands and
nothing to offer. How can one
surrrised to see Palestinian police taking off their
uniforms to fight alongside
children 0 the Intifada
the Israeli occupiers?
Under other circumstances we might
seen suicide bombs in addition to the
stones, but Hamas is split since its moderate
a national dia
with the PNA This developed with events such as the assassination of
"engineer."
movement is left with young ill-experienced people, inclined to spontaneous
revenge.
is going in two directions:
(1 l

side questions why it should
labeled with suicide
It wants to
back to the rules, not under
Moslem Brotherhood label, but by establishing a
iar to Palestine.
is made up of
youths who question why they should
The
for AI-Aqsa is

Regarding the role of the Diaspora,
were
attempts to
a
involving Diaspora Palestinians in Jordan but it was viewed as an anti-Arafat move. In
Washington, a simi
forum was established under
idance of
H
Sharabi, and we have heard
news from Lebanon.
is another sensitive issue.
irman
already
is no system of continuous
coordination between
Palestine. The
irman could use
of security coordination as a bargaini
The Preventative Security is supported by the EU and the US.
function of
National Police is not
is it to maintain the US's definition of security?
Another crucial and
issue is Jerusalem, that is still
by
and
US. Palestinians
construction continues as before, supported by
are becoming a minority in the city but they continue to fight for their rights. Some
220,000 Palestinians live in Jerusalem,
more than 200 Palestinian institutions, in
including AI-Aqsa Mosque, and the religious bodies haVE
addition to the holy
ma
their presence. There have been talks on the
of Jerusalem:
points
the custodianship
the holy sites, neighborhood councils,
such a~
London borough system, and
(aivided or shared 11948 or 1967
dersl.
are ready to
but Netanyahu is closi
the fi
. Was Netanyahu's election one of
handling of

direct results of the bombings anc
of Rabin which reflects tht
th is was before the

Answer: Perhaps, but it
existence of strong
Question: Netanyahu tried to find an
option?
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to

Did

view Jordan as (
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Answer: The

question is whether \'Jetanyahu will pullout his tanks and redeploy
from Hebron. \'Jetanyahu is aware that Jordan is not an option and Arafat - with the
His influence, however, depends
backi
of
iro and Amman will remain
iver another leader
Iy: Chairman
on the support of his people. One cannot
is therefore
was elected
. What about normalization?

Answer: At the present time many
can neither
to un
nor to
hospital, nor even
up in the morning to go to work. \'Jow is a critical moment;
family dynamics are changing and pressure and violence are internal
We
living this occupation for 29
\'Jow \'Jetanyahu
taken a particular
world has to play to
tune. If Chairman Arafat would declare Zones
position and
A and B as a I
and independent state he would
support of the
and
Question: Is it

to declare

Answer: We are in a better situation than in 1948 and the world will support us. We
must not fall into the trap of the
is, we have
The new Israeli
government wants to suspend permanent status negotiations in order not to allow
a
provisional government in
territories. Today, Arafat's
is
If he was
to
everybody in,
could implement Oslo unilaterally.
Question: How much support would this need from outside?
Answer: If Europe supported the Palestinian security apparatus, and if the majority of
the

supported Arafat,
and Jordan, would

in addition to the economic and political support
moves.

Question: People do not have the basic

ofl

Are

other areas of

support? What are the

Answer: There are currently not

resources to support an independent state.
However,
village seems to
state as it is difficult to travel from
one to
Understandings can
with
Jordan on economic
relations. There is also the disparity
the
for an
i is US$15,000 per annum compared with US$l,OOO
is a real difference and, together with an unemployment rate of at
50% and the
closure, seriously limits what one can and cannot do.
zones are
Israel
their establishment. Many Palestinian businessmen here and
are
willing to invest under the current conditions.
The recent explosion of
was necessary, and it will happen again. We are back to
situation where for many
is noth
to lose. But mind
it was not
\'Jetanyahu who imposed the
it was
Labor party.
in a
day,
killed 50 persons in Qana. \'Jetanyahu, in
days, killed 68 people. The
ian
fabric is fragile: the
of the streets
changed from "long I
to
"Allahu Akbar."
. You are painting a bad picture. What is

reaction of

young?

Answer: This is a very important question. There was a lot of hope for a better future
reality falls short of our expectations.
turned some towards religious radicalism, as
shown. Why
Id society if people cannot
I look at the

youth
no perspective which has
phenomenon of suicide attacks
a better

ity as displayed by the Likud as an immature mentality that is
sta es of eace makin . They still think that
.;m m;:lint::lin

What are

v,,,.,.... \.-,.> for the

Answer: The peace process is not only governed by the moods of Netanyahu and
it is in many ways an international matter. Now, Israel is using the pre-election
time
the US. Yet, Palestin
have gone through worse. We are a
a
cause. The worst thing would be if people lost patience in the Middle
Question: If we don't see any international intervention, how can
continue?
Answer: Some 50% of the Israeli people bought the
of peace. But
Israeli
government has its own version of peace and disregards the Palestinian
This is
the dilemma we are in. We
frustrated
we were ready not to look back
future; otherwise nobody
anymore no
telling the stories
land loss - but to
could have borne the negotiating so
The Israelis, however, are obviously not
mature enough to
with Oslo. Netanyahu delivered nothing but provocations.
Question: What about the Syrian role?
Answer:
had even on
Syrian track at
some approach to Asad; there was
an eight-point draft ::>m~c>o,rn'''nt between the Labor
the Syrians. I expect a storm
within the Labor
their coming election will eventually deliver a new

28 October
Visit of the OeleRation from the

Parliamentary Croup

Developments in the Peace Process

~~.j.!ill:,-,:,,'

Siegfried Vergin, MP; Christian Schmidt, MP; Waltraud Schoppe, MP; Jochen
Dr. Mahdi Abdul
Martin Kobler, Head, German
Malki, Panorama
of PASSIA; Abed Abu Diab,
Jerusalem.
and Sheikh Jamil

Summary:
The meeting focused on the
developments in relation to
peace process;
PNA and democracy; the Palestinian
national goals; the outside-inside
ian relations; the importance of having an
European role in the
process; and the
actions which contradict the context of
Or. Mahdi Abdul Hadi placed the
in
lowi
groups: an
independent
Palestinian
an
free from Israel control and open
to Egypt and Jordan; and a civil society with democracy. He stressed the difficulty of
changing
image of
enemy while the Israelis continue
expansion actions
and persist in not recognizing the Palestinian
right to have an independent
Palestinian state.
In replying to a question concerning the way in which dialogue between Israelis and
Palestinians is conducted, Or. Abdu7 Hadi mentioned
discussions with Israeli
are usually handled in harmony
that only very rarely
affiliated to right wing parties lead discussions to disaster; and he
more dialogue and forums for discussion.
While discussing the
of the European donations in relation to the practice
of democracy by the PNA, Or. Riad AI-Malki attracted attention to the fact that the
European states do not link
preserving Palestinian human
to
providing donations to the PNA.
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2.3

VISITING DIPLOMATS &
POLITICAL REPRESENTATIVES

ince 1987, PASSIA has been a favored venue for foreign political and diplomatic
visitors to gain a Palestinian perspective on current events in the region . In
addition, PASSIA is regularl y invited to send a representative to meet visitors at
other venues, such as Orient House or consulates. PASSIA 's visitors in 1996 included:

S

Canada
D avid Berger, Ambassador, Tel Aviv; David Viveash, Consul, Tel Av iv; Louis Sinard,
First Secretary; Sandra McCardell, Second Secretary; Deidre Kent, Second Secretary;
Kirsty Wright, Consultant, Canadian Dialogue Fund; Allan Rock, Minister of justice,
Attorney General of Canada; Susan Moir, Deputy Director, Middle East Division,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Canada.

Czech Republic
Col. Petr Voznika, Army of the Czech Republic (RCDS).

~Jjouh

Hilmi, Consul General, Tel Aviv; Ahmad Kamal, Consul General; Dr. Ali
Sadek, Deputy Director of the National Center for Middle East Studies; Ambassador
'Amran AI-Shaq'i; Dr. Ismat Abdul Hamid Hassan, National Center for Middle East
Studies; Dr. Fawzi Hussein Hamad, National Center for Middle East Studies; Dr. Sayed
Abdul Hamid, National Center for Middle East Studies; Dr. Mukhtar AI-Fayoumi,
National Center for Middle East Studies.

European Union
Thierry Bechet, EU Representative, jerusalem; Michael Bahr, Matthias Burchardt,
Bettina Muscheidt, Fernard Clement, EU Representative Office, jerusalem .

France
Stanislaw de Laboulaye, Consul General; Christian jouret, Deputy Consul; jean
Christophe Peaucelle, Acting French Consul , jerusalem; Gilles de la Guardia,
Commercial Counselor, French Consulate General, jerusalem; Kucheida Hurre,
Deputy; Rouviere Andre, Senator; Aidier Nathers, Deputy; Philipe LeGras, Deputy;
Daniel Garrigue, Deputy; Le Dorh, Administrative Secretary; Philippe Richert, Senator;
janine jahbu, Def2uty; Michel Antoine, Counsellor, National Assembly; jean Bardet,
Deputy; Monique Papon, Deputy, Loie Atlantique; Marc Laffineur, Deputy Minister.

Germany
Professor Karl-Heinz Hornhues, Member of the Bundestag [German Parliament] and
Chairman of the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the Bundestag; Andreas von Hoessle,
Diplomat, Foreign Office; Dr. Gunter"Mulack, Diplomat, Bonn; Martin Kobler, Head of
German Representative Office, jericho; Kai BoecKmann, Representative Office, jericho;
Dr. Lore Gutzeit-Poeschel, Senator of justice, State Government of Berlin; Robert
Maier, SPD, Germany; Ingrid Matthaus-Maier, MP, German Bundestag; Simon Lunn,
North Atlantic Assembly, Germany; Gruubaun von Schenk, MP (SPD), German
Bundestag; Brigitta Voigt, journalist, Germany; Karsten Voigt, President of the North
Atlantic Assembly, Germany; Mrs. Waltraud Schoppe, MP (Alliance '90/Green Party);
Mr. Hermann Groehe, MP (CDU/CSU); Mrs. Dagmar Schmidt, MP (SPD); Dr. Olaf
Feldmann( MP (FDP); Siegfried Vergin, MP; Christian Schmidt, MP; jochen Feilcke,
MP; Co. Guenther Scnwarz, German Army; Mr. Large, Diplomat; Matthias
Muelmenstaedt, German Embassy, Tel Aviv.

Japan
Ryutaro Matsumoto, Japan Defense Agency (RCDS).

Jordan
Samia Kabariti, Press Attache, Embassy, Tel Aviv.

Netherlands
Daan Rosenberg Polak, Consul, Tel Aviv; Sven B. Bjerregaard, Head of the Dutch
Rep'resentative Office, Jericho; Mr. Jan Pronk, Minister for [)evelopment Cooperation;
Col. H. Jo Vandeweijer, Defense Attache, Royal Netherlands Embassy, Tel Aviv; Col.
Jan Broedersen, Royal Netherlands Air Force (RCDS).

Palestine
Afif Safieh, Head of the PLO Delegation to the UK, and PLO Representative to the
Vatican; Ali Kazak, Head of the PLO Delegation to Australia; Leila Sliahid, Head of the
PLO Delegation to France.

Portugal
Jorge Torres Pereira, Counselor, Portuguese Embassy, Tel Aviv.

Spain
Manuel Cacho, Spanish Consul General, Jerusalem .

Sweden

Karin Roxmann, Swedish Consul General, Jerusalem; Mrs. Lena Hjelm-Wallen,
Minister for Foreign Affairs; Nicholas Nordstrom, Swedish Labor Youth.

Switzerland

Ms. Sal pi Eskidjian, Director of the Commission of Churches/ International Affairs,
World Council of Churches, Geneva .

UK

Richard Dalton, British Consul General, Jerusalem · Sir Timothy Garden, KCB MPhil
RAE Commandant, Royal College of Defense Stu dies; Sir John Moberly, Chatham
House,
London; RT. Hon Jeremy Hanley MP; Janet Hancock, Foreign and
Commonwealth Office, London; David Haines, Consulate, Jerusalem; Mary Pring,
Consulate, Jerusalem; Sarah Armstrong, Foreign and Commonwealth Office, London;
Col. D.R. Wilson, British Army; GP N.J. Day, Royal Air Forcei Sur}?;. Capt. C.W. Evans,
Royal Navy; Timothy Daniels, Civil Servant, UK Ministry or Defensej Maj. Gen . AJG
Pollard, RCDS; Col. Crichton Wakelin, Defense & Military Attache, Tel Aviv; Sgt.
Antony Fyson, Defense Attache's Office; Lt. Col . D. Mackaness, British Army, RCDS .

US

Edward Abington, US Consul General, Jerusalem; Lea Perez, Susan Ziadeh, Cultural
Officers, Consulate, Jerusalem; Lorraine Kresse, Sue Saarnio, Conny Meyers, Political
Officers, Consulate, Jerusalem; Jake Walles, Deputy Principal Officer, Consulate,
Jerusalem; Mr. Duncan Mcinnes, Consul for Public Affairs, USIS, Jerusalem; Anne
Casper, Vice Consul for Information and Culture; Kim Delane Y Donna Ives, USAID,
Jerusalem; Members of the US State Department and Nationa rIUS Air War College:
Carolyn Bargeron; Mark G. Beesley; David H. Cyr; H.S. De Santis; S.T. Gilbert; G.G.
Gisolo; Lora Griffith; Rich Holzknecht; T. Muckenthaler; Scott E. Nahrwold; J. Nay; J.
Snell; J. Sporn; Donald Yamamoto · Ambassador Kenton W. Keith, Director, Office of
North Africa, Near Eastern & South Asian Affairs, USIA; Eileen Roach Smith , US
Department of Defense (RCDS).

International Orqanizations

W .R. Simpson, 1[0, Geneva; Catherine Simpson-Comtet, ILO, Geneva; Fred Fluitman,
ILO, Geneva; Darcy Christen, Michel Muller, ICRC, Jerusalem .
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3.
THE QUESTION OF JERUSALEM
Introduction

P

ASSIA's activities in connection to the question of Jerusalem have always had
special significance and remained a priority in 1996. Being located in East
Jerusalem, PASSIA experiences first-hand the effects of the Israeli occupation and
closure as well as the impact both have on the activities of Jerusalem's Palestinian
institutions. PASSIA strives to disseminate information on the city as part of all its
activities. In 1996, PASSIA published two research studies on Jerusalem: The Struggle
for jerusalem, by Dr. Sami Musallam, and The judaization of jerusalem, by Allison
Hodgkins (see Chapter 1). It also published a special resource book entitledjerusalem 
Documents, containing documents, statements, resolutions, a chronology, bibliography
and maps on Jerusalem (see Chapter 1), and held a special seminar titled liThe Late
jerusalemite Scholar Dr. Kamel AI-Assali" (see below).
PASSIA also participated in international and local conferences, in addition to hosting
meetings with guest speakers and collaborating with other institutions to raise
awareness of the issue of Jerusalem. The meetings listed below took place at PASSIA
unless otherwise stated.

3.1

T

Meetings

he following is a listing with partial summaries of meetings held at PASSIA, and
of workshops/conferences on various aspects of the question of Jerusalem in
which PASSIA participated:

31 January / 7 February
Orient House, Jerusalem
Palestinian Meeting
Topic: Lan~ Confiscation in Jabal ~bu ~hneim and Devising a Plan of Action for

Summaries:
(March 24) In the context of

current
the upcoming
status
negotiations, this conference was
to coordinate Palestinian policy towards
Jerusalem. Aziz
Jan
Jong,
Anne
spoke in the first session
about
Israeli View of
Future of jerusalem. In
second session,
American
and International View
Future
jerusalem, Naseer 'Aruri and Ibrahim Abu
Lughod
and directed
discussion.
third
a discussion on The Arab Position Towards
(March 29)
was led
Shehadeh while
Abu Sakr gave a speech to
the
The
fourth
was a discussion on The
Dr. Mahdi
Palestinian Political
Abdul
by Dr.
of PASSIA gave a presentation and
session was then
Salim Tamari.
(March 31)
ad
on
Palestinian Negotiating Situation and
for
Future, was chaired by Ibrahim AI-Diqaq. Ahmad AI-Qrei'
Hassan
Asfour both
group on this
The
was a general
discussion on the thinking of Chairman
on strategy
Jerusa
and it
was chaired by Mahmoud Abbas.

Sciences (AAAS), Cambrid{;e; MA

Professor Everett Mendelsohn, AAAS; Dr. Bernard Sa
School for International Training; Terry Boulla
Sheikh Jamil Hamami,
Dr. Anis AI
PASSIA.

Summary:
American Academy
Arts
(AAAS) introduced a project on Jerusalem
is came
to try to find common
in
in which
and
concerning
difficult issue of
mutually
iling of some of these commonalties.
effort resulted in a
Everett Mendelsohn gave a presentation outl
some current
the question
He
that a
at Jerusalem'S
throughout the
20th Century reveals that its borders have
more than 30
He pOinted out
history has also been
with
of
ment
under
regimes, with virtual sovereignty or autonomy. Thus, h
Iy there
is some sort of precedent
negotiati
and adjusting administrative and
matters in Jerusa

cause
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that
is and
tend to
on two major
history. The
from 1948-67 is decried by Israeli
besince 1967 is
by
in the c . Meanwhile the
i occupation. However,
are different camps

The Question ofJerusalem

within the two
- nationalist, religious, and economic - that
different ideas
about what must
ieved for their side in the final status negotiations on
Mendelsohn
that it is within the complex rabyrinth of overlapping
and interconnected relationships between issues that areas of agreement and
tion are to
found.
Professor Mendelsohn then went on
negotiations over
status of
Israelis and three Americans compiled
41
41

41

41
41
41

41

41
41

41

to deliver a list of basic premises relating to the
that a group of four Palestin ians, four
a project under the auspices of the AAAS:

Jerusalem should remain an open city, phYSically undivided.
There should
an allowance for the expression of the national aspirations of both
Security should be mutual and indivisible - security for one at
of the
other is not real security.
Free access to all religious sites.
Free political expression for both sides.
There should be overall equality as opposed to equality in every field concessions
in one area should be compensated in other areas.
adoption of a borough system, whereby there can be smaller functional, ad
ministrative bodies
do not mean the city is divided: that is, the possibility of
two municipalities.
Political
should
fair.
Implementing agreements all at once is impossible and they will have to
imple
mented in phases.
The agreement on Jerusalem must
seen in
light the overall agreement
between
and the Palestinians.

Or. Mahdi Abdul Hadi
that one of the most important issues is that the
different components
question of Jerusalem (i
national, political, religious,
civilian, historical, cultural, demographic, and
are all in one oasket
that did not use
and cannot be separated or divided. He also said that any
the 1947 boundaries of Jerusalem was a nonstarter, in that recognizing Israeli
tions
policies to Israelize
city is unacceptable. Furthermore, he emphasized
that the premises of the AAAS did not mention Israeli
and an
is
impossible without resolving
issue.
Or. Anis AI-Qaq commented that the
presentation was
but commented that Netanrahu's government has rendered the issues
Mendelsohn
raised a theoretica exercise. There are more immediate, tangible problems that
tinians in Jerusalem
He
that economically, religiously, and geographiand there can be no final solution which fails to
Iy Jerusalem is the heart of
adequately
the issue of the Holy City. He stated that it was occupied in 1967
and UN Security Council
242 and 338 should be appl
to it. He
that it is important to study and implement functional divisions in the
Or. Abdul Hadi
to bring

that rectifying the
to equal terms was also essential.

Terry
added that even more important is the need to
effort and establish more "facts" in Jerusalem.

by Palestinian society in
the current Israeli

Sheikh Hamami wondered how relevant the
are with
current Netanyahu
government, which sees the world in a narrow-minded way which
not account
for
in the international
He noted that
stability in
region
on resolving this issue,
failure to do so could lead to the violence of
rlor::lrip<;
Hp further commented that
Arabs'. ,c~rrent P?sition of weakness is only

_ ~, .,~ " .. ~vv" tllCC I dle:>UllldllS are weak and is aware that
Arab
states are fundamentally rivals of the Palestinians, and that they can be counted on to
abandon the
they see an opportunity for their own state to gain
some advantage. Final
he expressed his concern over the Palestinians' use ofthe
phrase "AI-Quds
in that it implies only the area of the Dome of the Rock and
AI-Aqsa Mosque, which jeopardizes the Palestinian national rights in Jerusalem.

Dr.
Sabella iterated that the
mentioned by Professor Mendelsohn
were merely
given the current political situation and that hoping for some
from Arab unity is futile. He worried that Netanyahu might try to distract
Palestinian people by improving their quality of I with an easing of the
dire situation of many Palestinians means there is a possibility that this might actually
work. He
noted that Palestinians often diminish the importance of
bargain
ch
one third of the population in Jerusalem, international
and the rei
ious dimension.
are the tools they should use in their struggle for
Allison Hodgkins reminded the group that all the pessimistic talk about the Likud
seems to insinuate that the Labor party's fundamental plan was different, despite
fact that Labor's
four years in power brought 50,000 new Jewish
to Greater
She pointed out that concerted action on the issue of settlements and
must
taken.
Palestinians
three
options: to
and
in Jerusalem, to
Jerusalem, or to become
two are unacceptable, it is necessary to stand up to the new
that
was not talking about violence, but maintaining
and strengthening
in the city as an inseparable part of the
West Bank, and using the courts,
international and regional arenas and
other
means at their disposal.

Mendelsohn thanked everyone for their useful comments. He agreed on the
need to stop Israeli settlements. He added, however, that the Israelis should not
i side with whom the
monized, because there are vibrant
on
tinians can work. Finally, he
that criticism is insufficient: the Palestinian side
must come
with positive ideas and possible courses of action.
Some of the participants suggested that
AAAS
on Jerusalem should be ex
tended in order to study carefully
new chapter
i
fol
lowing
election of a right
government in Israel, and that it is too early to pub
lish its findings and determinations.

Summary:
The discussion focused on the implications of the election of a new Israeli government
on the Muslim
Christian communities
and on the impact the current debate
between rei
and
Jews over the Jewish character of the state of Israel has
on non-Jews.
discussion was
15 August on the BBC World
(London) weekly religious current affairs program
on Faith.
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NI1,V,pnu,\,p,.

Meeting with Dr. Lore Maria
of Berlin

State Minister

Federal

The Question of jerusalem
Dr. Musa Budeiri, Lecturer,
Ebert Foundation,
Hanna

I-n,~rlrlr

Summary:
Dr. Lore Peschel-Cutzeit said that she was
in 1
1977 and 1
and was
interested in hearing about
that have occurred in addition to the
pants' point of view on Jerusalem as an occupied and polarized city that is full
bois.
Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi: Since Oslo, the
have wanted Jerusalem to
the negotiations
by
technical
the Pa
eluded that
were three major concerns:
• One group said
the issue of Jerusalem was too big for
Palestinians to deal
with alone and suggested enlisting the help
the Arab-Moslem world.
•
second group
people should be given the right to try and work to protect
their rights in the city.
e Some Palestin
felt that by establishing a
with
Israelis
could
seen as sell ing out on the issue of
The clear points were that Jerusalem
to be our capital, that we
to
our
institutions,
the religious
that Palestinians! both Moslems and Christians,
need to deal with Jewish views.
task of the technical committees or Arab council was to represent the
in Jerusalem and to try to maintain links with the West Bank, but is it pos
the file on Jerusalem while the other side is not
regarding con
ians] talk about shared
cessions?
for the question of sovereignty! we
;overeignty, meaning two municipalities and not of being only a part of the Israeli
llun icipa Iity.

civil

[he Palestinians of Jerusalem face many problems. The Israeli
and
aim
1t
ing Jerusalem
Ily while cutting it off from
West
hinterand. At the same time,
imposes numerous restrictions, regulations and high
which forces people to move
axation, and attempts to
in
a
West Bank.
vlovement
prevent West Bank
making them grow
alem with the long-term aim
in thei r m
and
Iy activities.

ians from coming to Jeru
to living without the

's political and economic
Ised
be
the closure.
10bilization is no longer
Palestinian.
here were many
and the problem of how to solve the
:llem question; many
that
so-called Abu Mazen-Beilin document was the
is also a lot of interfaith dialogue
on.
utcome.
he frustrating th
today is that three
alf a partner in peace but not a fu
s
.

we realize
we have at
committed Israeli partner. The Israelis do not
.
nt \J\/~nt tA 'D:l\/O h$ If t.-.. ,..{...-...,

IS not oUlSlUe tile dg,eelln:::,". I I I " , . "
u ... u.J~'
Israel ignores the
that Jerusalem is an integral part of
to wh ich both sides must be comm

Camille Mansour: Jerusalem

'';>

Walid
The
ian elections in jerusalem had nothing to do with sovereignty
as
could vote only in certain places, e.g., post
Moreover, mail
were used (the slit to the side) rather than ballot-boxes (with the slit at the top). This is
one school
thought; another school of thought
that the elections were a form of
Palestinian sovereignty in
The casting
votes at the post
was under
which constituted a direct attempt to
the supervision and direction
Israeli pol
interpret the
in a manner suiting
i viewpoint.
main problem is
not the
but Israeli
in jerusalem. The non-interference of the
world commun
Iy
Israeli violations of the
of the text
Oslo accords, is at the expense
The
is can alter
status quo
however they want with no
to what they have
Hanna Siniora: l\legotiations on the issue of Jerusalem should have
in May
1996. An international
position with reference to the 1948 UN Partition Plan
should be taken and the same standards should
applied to claims in West
as to those in East jerusalem. In 1947, none of today's settlements
Also
vant to
Palestinian claims are
ian villages
were
in and
around Jerusalem. Today, Palestinian development is severely hampered by restrictive
Israeli permit systems and zoning measures.
Mansour: There is an agreement but Israel is imposing
own
which we refuse to accept. It was this mechanism that prevented us from voting.

ism,

Jerusalem? Isn't Jerusalem part

Camille Mansour. In the DoP it was agreed to postpone
question of Jerusalem
to
with it in the final status negotiations. It does not say that Jerusalem is outside
the West Bank. The problems have
been postponed. Jerusalem is an extremely
to prepare the public gradually. The
complex issue
the negotiators
Palestinians
to the postponement in good faith as they believed it would lead to
a
on
Could you say somethi
about
's
Dr. Peschel-Cutzeit: There is an international
for the Jerusalem question.
in
was also a very complicated
are many similarities: there was no pos
sibility to move freely, the
accepted, somehow,
status quo
did their
utmost to ensure that the Russians wourd not
it a capital. Would
two capitals?
I see only one solution for Jerusalem in the long run, which includes free access to thE
holy sites, the elimination of all
of discrimination, and the
a
free entry
all Palestinians to Jerusalem. As for Germany, we have not
Jerusalem as Israel's capital;
German position is that it is
a capital for both
or not a capital at all. I
Iy am not in
position to offer solutions,
am
to I isten to your views.
rQC'r\nrn

Camille Mansour: All we are asking is that other countries

consistent with thei'
international positions. You mention the balance
power but it is not;
matter of the balance of power. A position
an official position. We are no
the
to send
but Germany
economic
with Israel
not use these
It is only a matter of
not in a position to
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how do you think we shoul(

The Question of Jerusalem

Hanna Siniora : We have a Palestinian university in Jerusalem: we could for example,
have a twin university in Germany . That would also be some kind of a message.
Or. Pes chel-Gutzeit: Again, I am not Germany's minister of justice - I am only a state
minister in Berlin . Apart from this, the issue you just mentioned would be dealt with by
the minister of science. I am here as an individual. Germany is in a weak position : the
Palestinians do not know us and there are special German problems . I have been asked
these questions many times. The Palestinians still underestimate the constraints related
to Germany's gu i It complex. We try to change, but we also face other problems such
as the unification.
Or. Abdul Hadi: We would expect a balanced approach; we would like to see more
pressure in your house. We see half a million Germans coming to Israel but not to Pal
estine. Germans are afraid of Israeli interpretations.
Or. Abdel Rahman: We see the German position as weak and not up to the strength of
the country itself. How long will the Holocaust be something we pay for? The French
have declared support and are able to influence Middle Eastern development and to
challenge Israel. There is also a European role with relevance to Germany. The
Palestinians need economic assistance . Israel has an extremist government. For the first
time, Israel has nuclear power and is led by a fundamentalist government.
18 October

Palestinian National Theater "AI-Hakawati", Jerusalem
Meetinf? orf?anized by the Lobby for Palestinian Women's Rif?hts in Jerusalem
Topic: Palestinian Residency Rights in Jerusalem

3.2 Special Seminar on the Late
Jerusalemite Scholar Dr. Kamel Al-Assali
Introduction

T

he Palestinian scholar Dr. Kamel AI-Assali, who was born in Jerusalem in 1925,
played a leading role in introducing Western literature and scholarship to Pales
tinian society . In recognition of the importance of his work and his contribution
to the development of tne Palestinian library through analysis, studies, translation
and documentation, PASSIA held a seminar reviewing his work and assessing his
achievements. PASSIA coordinated with leading academics from various Palestinian
and regional universities and institutions to organize the seminar, which aimed at pro
viding a comprehensive reading of AI-Assali's writings and studies on Palestinian his
tory, neritage and culture, in particular with relation to the question of Jerusalem.
Several researchers and scholars were invited to either submit working papers, dealing
with a specific topic, or to review such papers and to write a discussion paper accorcf
ingly:
1.

The Demography of Jerusalem at the End of the 11th Century, with Reference to

3.

Analytical Study of the Historical Resources in the Work of Dr. Kamel AI-Assa/i
Presenter: Dr. Hassan Silwadi, AI-Quds University
Discussant: Dr. Mahmoud Attallah, An-Najah University

4.

The Current DemograRhic status quo in Jerusalem
Presenter: Dr. Bernard Sabella, Bethlehem University
Discussant: All participants

5.

Dr. Kamel AI-Assali as Librarian, 1968-82
Presenter: Mr. Yussef Qandil , Shuman Foundation Library, Amman
Discussant: Mrs. Afaf Harb, Birzeit University Library

6.

Documents and Records of the Jerusalem Shari'a Court in the Work of Kamel AI·
Assali
Presenter: Mr. Fahmi AI-Ansari, AI-Ansari Library, Jerusalem
Discussant: Mr. Khader Salameh, AI-Aqsa Mosque Library, Jerusalem

7.

The Life and Work of Dr. Kamel AI-Assali
Presenter: Mr. Walid AI-Assali, Advocate, Jerusalem
Discussant: All participants

8.

The Heritaf(e of Beit AI-Maqdis in the Writings of Dr. Kamel AI-Assali
Presenter: Dr. Mohammed AI-Hizmani, Hebron University
Discussant: Dr. Abdel Qader Jabarin, Hebron University

9.

Ornamentation on Ummayad Buildings in Jerusalem
Presenter: Dr. Marwan Abu Khalaf, AI-Quds University
Discussant: Dr. Adnan Musallam, Bethlehem University

10. The Political Face of Jerusalem in the Early Decades of Islam
Presenter: Dr. Khalil Athammeh, Birzeit University
Discussant: Sheikh Jamil Hamami
11 . Introduction to the Book "Palastina im Umbruch" by the Late Alexander Scholch
Presenter: Dr. Nizam Abbasi, An-Najah University
Discussant: All participants
12 . Jerusalem and a Political Solution
Presenter: Dr. Ahmad Sa'id Nufal, Yarmouk University, Jordan
Discussant: Dr. Manuel Hassassian, Bethlehem University

Publication
he studies and research papers of the symposium on the life of the Jerusalemite
scholar Dr. Kamel AI-Assali and his works were published by PASSIA. The book i~
divided into 12 chapters and an introduction by Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi of PASSIA.

T

I

The Jerusalemite Scholar Dr. Kamel AI-Assali and the Question of Jerusalem
with contributions by many authors
PASSIA Seminar, June 1996, Arabic, Pp. 475)

r,----------------------------------------------------
I NB: For other publications on Jerusalem released by PASSIA during 1996
L ____________________________________________________
_
see Chapter 1: Research Studies.
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4.
TRAINING & EDUCATION IN
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Introduction
ith its Education and Training in International Affairs program - initiated in 1992
- PASSIA has pioneered educational seminars for Palestinian graduates. This
program provides a much needed focus inside Palestine for training Palestinian
graduates and mid-career professionals in the field of international affairs, with lectures
and workshops held by Palestinian and foreign specialists of the highest level.

W

PASS lA's seminars aim at enabling the Palestinian participants to deepen their knowl
edge and expertise in specific areas of international affairs. Subjects dealt with thus far
include Strategic Studies and Security, The European Union, and Diplomacy and Proto
col. As well as the purely academic value of such programs, PASSIA aims to assist in the
establishment of a cadre of Palestinians with training in these areas which will be of in
creasing importance as Palestine moves more and more into the international arena.
In 1996, the PASSIA Academic Committee decided to add the topic of The Foreign
Policies ofArab States to its series of seminars. The seminar aimed at providing Palestin
ian graduates with the ability to understand and analyze the process of foreign policy
formulation in general and to examine the actual policy positions of leading Arab states
with roles to play in the Middle East peace process.

Seminar Program
1.

Preparation

PASSIA consulted with Palestinian and European scholars in order to plan and imple
ment the seminar. Consultation began in June and PASSIA advertised the proposed
seminar in the local press, AI-Quds, An-Nahar and AI-Ayyam, during the months of
August and September 1996. Notification was also given to national institutions such as
universities, research centers, and PNA institutions. No course fees or travel, accommo
dation, food or other expenses were required from participants. The seminar was kindly
supported by the Ford Foundation, Cairo.

2.

Participant Selection Procedure

PASSIA formed a committee specifically for the preparatory stage of the seminar. Its
members were: Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Dr. Rosemary Hollis and Mrs. D~niz Altayli.

Reading Period
The lecturers provided lists
the topics
in their
Required reading material was photocopied and distributed to
in November in
that they could familiarize
with
conof the seminar
participant
a reading
including
assorted articles
essays amounting to approximately 300 pages.
During the seminar,
distributed further reading material on
and additional material recommended by the lecturers was available for the participants
at the PASSIA library. The
period included
of a country-position
paper, whereby each
the 15 participants was
one Arab state about which to
collect the required information. PASSIA
Awad Mansour was at the partici
disposal for
they
their
work and was
available throughout the seminar to answer any
questions.

4.

Lecture Program

From 9-20
1996 a series of lectures, workshops and other educational exer
and
cises was
by Palestinian scholars and
experts. In addition,
US diplomats gave
on certain
There were also two sessions in
which
participants themselves presented
findings on country-related
issues which
had prepared as
of
one-month
period.

Social Activities
the two-week seminar beverages and luncheon for all
by PASSIA. At one time
for all involved, as well as for
corps in Jerusalem/Jericho and
tion, PASSIA invited HE Afif Safieh, PLO
and Yael Dayan, Member of
for a
Peace in
Middle East. The event
dor
in Jerusalem, prior to the

6.

and lecturers

Writing Assignments

were required to write two
on one of the
Arab states, had to
seminar. It was to cover
on
country's
policy and its position
presented
country-related topics
quired for

the first one, a position paper in
submitted at the beginning of the actual
respective country or information on
the Arab-Israeli conflict. The participants
seminar.

in English or
on
end of January 1
participants
titles for these essays

studied during the seminar was re
Seminar
compiled a list of
one
for analysis.

Participants who
all required tasks were handed a
successful participation in the seminar program.

7.

Publication

PASSIA

of the seminar for publication in the SemiI-'r.J,rJL)C
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ofArab States.

Education & Training in International Affairs

Lecture Program
DAY ONE:

Monday, 9 December

• Opening Remarks and Introduction
by Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Head of PASSIA

• The State in the International System - Alternative Theoretical Frameworks
by Dr. Rosemary Hollis, Head of the Middle East Program, Royal Institute of Interna
tional Affairs (RIIA), "Chatham House", London

• The Arab States in the Regional and International System: Foundations
by Dr. Bahgat Korany, University of Montreal, Canada

• Decision-Making Theory: Three Approaches
by Dr. Ros emary Hollis

DAY TWO: Tuesday, 10 December

• Arab States in the Regional and International System: Evolution/
by Dr. Bahgat Koran y

• Arab States in the Regional and International System: Contemporary Concerns
by Dr. Bahgat Korany

• The Seconil Track - The MultIlateral Talks of the MIddle East Peace Process
by Dr. Joel Peters, Reading University

• Country Profiles (pres ented by th e participants):
a) Basic Data (population/ resources, political system)
b) Policy Making Institutions/Processes
DAY THREE: Wednesday, 11 December

• Defining the National Interest
by Dr. Ros emary Hollis

• The Arab League and the Arab-Israeli Conflict
by Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi

• Country Policy Positions (presented by the participants):
a) General Priorities and Positions
b) Positions on the Arab-Israeli Conflict and the Peace Process.
DAY FOUR: Thursday, 12 December

• Egypt's Regional Role and Foreign Policy Imperatives
by HE Ahmad Kamal, Egyptian Diplomat

• Syria: National Security and State-Building
by Dr. Volk er Perthes, Research Institute for International Politics and Security, Eben
hausen, Germany

• Syrian Interests and Role in Lebanon
by Dr. Volker Perth es

• Arab States/ the Arab-Israeli Conflict and the Peace Process: Comparisons and
Contrasts
Discussion with lecturers

DAY FIVE:

Friday, 13 December

• The Maghreb States: Foreign Policy Priorities
by Dr. Claire Spencer - Th e Center for Defense Studi es, King's College, London

• The Maghreb States, the Arab-Israeli Conflict and the Peace Process
by Dr. Claire Spencer

• The Arab States and Jerusalem
by Faisal Husseini, Orient House, Jerusalem

• Writing Position Papers
with Dr. Rosemary Hollis

DAY SIX/SEVEN: Saturday/Sunday, 14-15 December: WEEKEND

by Ht tdward Abington, US Consul General, Jerusalem

II: Europe, the Arab-Israeli Conflict and the Peace Process
by HE Richard Dalton, British Consul General, Jerusalem

• Exercise: Lobbying the External Powers
with Dr. Rosemary Hollis
DAY NINE: Tuesday, 17 December

• Resources Scarcity as the New Regional Imperative
by Dr. Rosemary Hollis

• War and Its Impact on Foreign Policy
by Dr. Yezid Sayigh

• Film: "Palestine - The Story ofa Land" - followed by a discussion
DAY TEN: Wednesday, 18 December

• The Evolution of Palestine
by Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi

• The PL O's Foreign Policy
by Dr. Yezid Sayigh

• jordan's Foreign Policy
by Dr. Yezid Sayigh
DAY ELEVEN: Thursday, 19 December

• Political Islam in the Arab World
by Sheikh Jamil Hamami

• Foreign Policy Imperatives for Saudi Arabia,
by Dr. Rosemary Hollis

• Exercise on Responding to a Regional Crisis as Policy-Makers for the Arab States,
with Dr. Rosemary Hollis
DAY TWElVE:

Friday, 20 December

• Policy Imperatives for Palestine - view from the PNA
by Dr. Sami Musallam, Director of the President's Office, Jericho

• Policy Imperatives for the Palestinians
Participants'Views

• Lebanon's Place in the Region
by Dr. Basma Kodmani-Darwish, Institute Francais des Relations Internationales, Paris

• Concluding Session/Round-up: Discussion and Feedback

Palestinian Participants
Rawan ABDElRAZEK, Jerusalem
• BA International Relations, John Hopkins University, USA
• Desk Officer 'Asia', Orient House; previously, Research Assistant,
Department, John Hopkins University
• (Country prepared): Morocco

Anthropology

Basima ADAWIN, Jerusalem
• BA English Literature, and Diploma Education, AI-Quds University; currently, MA
International Relations, Birzeit University
• Office Manager, Salaam Children; previously Correspondent, Press Agency and
Palestinian Broadcasting Corporation
• Palestine
Huwaida ARRAF, Jerusalem
• Student (Political Science) Hebrew University, Jerusalem
• Lebanon
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Education & Training in International Affairs

Dina DA'NA,
., BA English,
., Field Officer,
Assistant, UNICEF
., Saudi Arabia

previously, Teacher

Saadeddin Al-HAlAWANI, Jerusalem
., BA
Birzeit U
., Egypt
Firyal HASSOUNEH,
., BA Business
., Project
., Morocco

Ali OMAR, Nablus
., BA English
., Assistant to
., Lebanon

.,

Beirut U niversHy
Affairs; previously, Director of

Governorate of Nablus

University
Interior Committee, J
JeninjRamallah
Yarmouk University, Jordan;

U
., EditorjReporter,
., Palestine
Najeh SHAHIN,
., BA English
., Faculty Instructor,
., Syria
Suha SHAHIN, Nablus
., BA International
Boston University,
., Previously
., Jordan

Affairs, ibid

in Broadcastingj

UK
Corporation;

MA Philosophy, Jordan U
Ramallah; previously at

The American

Qol AI-Arab

in Amman

Relations,
lordan

Literature, Birzeit University
NOI (Bethlehem)

-

-

DR. ROSEMARY HOLLIS
Head of the Middle East Programme at the Royal Institute for International Affairs
(Chatham House) in London.

DR. MAHDI ABDUL HADI
Head and founder of the Palestinian Academic Society for the Study of International
Affairs (PASSIA), Jerusalem .

DR. VOLKER PERTHES
Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik (SWP), Research Institute for International Politics and
Security, Ebenhausen, FRG

DR. YEZID SAYIGH
Centre for International Studies, Cambridge University, UK

PROF. BAHGAT KORANY
University of Montreal, Canada

DR. CLAIRE SPENCER
The Centre for Defence Studies, King's College, London.

DR. JOEl PETERS
Reading University, UK,
University, Jerusalem

Visiting Researcher, Harry S. Truman Institute, Hebrew

DR. SAMI MUSAllAM
Director, President's Office, Jericho

SHEIKH JAMIL HAMAMI
Director, Society of the Islamic & Cultural Committee, Jerusalem

HE AHMAD KAMAL
Egyptian Diplomat

HE EDWARD ABINGTON
Consul General, US Consulate, Jerusalem

HE RICHARD DALTON
Consul General, British Consulate, Jerusalem
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5.
CONFERENCES & SEMINARS
s a major Palestinian academic institution and think tank dealing with interna
tional affairs, PASSIA is invited to many conferences, seminars and workshops
worldwide and locally which deal in some way with the Palestine Question .
This chapter lists those conferences attended, and summarizes the proceedings of se
lected events that took place in 1996.

A

Date:
5 January
Topic: .
The Palestinian Vision of East Jerusalem
Seven Arches Hotel, Jerusalem
Place:
Organized by: Orient House
Summary:
A documentary film, East Jerusalem Beyond the Year 2000, was shown to start this
seminar that sought to educate attendees about various plans, ideas, aspirations and
needs for the city of Jerusalem. The impetus for the conference was the beginning of
1996; the year in which the final status talks on Jerusalem, among other issues, would
commence. Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi represented PASSIA at the seminar.

17 January
The Oslo II Agreement on Water and the Implications on Future
Negotiations and Plans
Place:
Notre Dame Center, Jerusalem
Organized by: Israel/Palestine Center for Research and Information (IPCRI), Jerusalem
Date:
Topic:

Summary:
The Harvard University Middle East Water Project has been conducting studies and
meetings to learn about the water situation in the Middle East, in order to facilitate
practically feasible and mutually acceptable solutions to the current disputes between
the Palestinians, Israel and Jordan. The committee's primary conclusions are that water
for human consumption does not present a serious problem for the future, and the
members predicted that household water costs will not rise substantially. Indeed, the
total value of the water (its opportunity cost) disputed in even the most pessimistic
projections is quite small in relation to the region's economies. On the other hand,
agriculture presents more of a problem . Ensuring sufficient water for agriculture will
necessitate improvements in infrastructure and recycling facilities .

The Project Committee recommended that water rights not be distributed as exclusive
property, but rather that shares that can be bought and sold should be allocated. Thus
supply and demand will regulate many important water issues. The main recommen
dations were to im rove infrastructure and to coordinate national Dolicies. It was em

Summary:
conference included
discussions, and
Among the topics
were
history of Jerusalem,
in the city in particular.
was also a focus on current
icies towards the Christians in
city and strategies for
24 January
Refugees
Notre Dame Center,
: Palestine-Israel

Economics and

Iture

Summary:
Afif Safieh,
i Minister of Commun
of the Panorama
Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi,
that was held on the occasion
spoke at this discussion of
Volume II, NO.4 of the Palestine-Israel Journal of Politics, Economics
14 February
Women and the
American Colony
. Bat Shalom, The Jerusa
Hanan

for Women

Zahira Kamal,
Hass were invited to

of
to a

suicide
debate
was broken up

of

under

nar for a group of American
in a course which was organ
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College. Duri
world to learn

course, the offlcers were taken to
itics of the area.

Summary
Dr. Mahdi
prominent
former and
Africa
aimed at
Middle
security concerns,

of PASSIA, attended this
people, financial
governmental officials from
of a series of
cooperation
It was
into three main
governance and political legitimacy.

treated the subject of the future of the relations
in the context of the significant events
over the past several years. The conferences
and British thinkers, who tried to come to some

and discussed included the fol
(Khalil Shiqaqi); reactions in the PNA
context of jordanian-Palestinian
(Hisham Awartani);
(Ibrahim Badran); political el
Jordan
i economic relations
(Farida
Ifiti).
Summary (17-18 ...""....."",.....
During the
day
relation to

policy positions of the US, Europe
were presented by a number of the participants
a whole. During the second day sessions strategic
and the strategic setting, and military security in

in Nablus, where the participants introduced papers
between Jordan and the Palestinian
four scenarios can
summarized as follows:
(1)
(2)

(3)

inaction, "wait and see."
and separation between Jordan and the
by both independently.
and Palestine work deliberatel toward some

v

possible in the arran'gement on
Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi presented a
each of the four different

Date:
Topic

impl

for Jerusalem in

and Future Arab Choices

Summary:
This was the fourth annual
experts came from throughout the Arab world to d
the future of the Arab
world, as well as military, cultural, economic
world. Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi
on
Talks. After putting the current
towards the Palestine
tion
the Palestinian
as it
outlined the positions of the two major
terms of Israeli policy towards the Palestinians.

Date:
Topic

7-8June

Cooperation on Foreign and
Policy in the
How to Achieve the Goals of the Barcelona onto..,,,, ......-,,,,
Sesimbra/Lisbon, Portugal
: Mediterranean Stud Commission

Summary:
Along with Dr.Basma Kodmani-Darwish (lnstitut
Paris) and Dr. Mark Heller Uaffee
Abdul Hadi (PASSIA) addressed
Proliferation, Crisis Management
the Mediterranean. Dr. Abdul
also addressed the effect of

Internationales,
Aviv), Dr. Mahdi
Armament and
Measures in
issue and

Summary
aim was to bring
Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi represented PASSIA at this
Muslims and Christians throughout the
world to show their solidarity in
for
struggle for Jerusalem and in trying to arrive at
in the city. Dr. Abdul Hadi was one of the
a speech entitled Jerusalem: Current Practices and Future
Muslims
emphasized the absolute necessity for Christians
for
world to unite their positions in fighti
declaration also strongly censured Israeli policies
Jerusalemites and that aim to empty the city of its Palestinian in
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Summary:
Dr. Hanan Ashrawi, Dr. Azmi Bishara
relating to
throughout the
Khamis

Dr. Ali AHarbawi
which
concern
Palestinians. Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi
meeting.

Summary
Mahdi Abdul
Edward Mortimer, Abdallah Bishara,
Alpher,
ng the specially selected senior
participants in
Royal College of
Studies's course in international
Dr. Abdul
addressed the participants on the Palestinian view of the Arabi conflict in its current context.

Summary:
and current
included Dr.
Jawad Anani. The
Region and
Strategies
included
Context. The
international organizations from Palestine,

conference
and Dr.

Security in
in a Regional
members of

US.

Regional Arab
Hotel, Brumaneh Na'
Center for Polic

Participants:
Lebanese Center for
Dr. Paul
Lebanese Association
Dr.
It AI-Ahram Center for ,-ty.,ln.",
Abdul Monem
It
Khaldun
Cairo; Dr. Sa'ad
Dr. Fathia
•
Center for
Mustafa Hamarneh
•
rdun AI-Jadid
Hourani
Studies (CPRS), Nablus; Dr. Khalil
•
for Palestine
It Palestinian
Academic Society for the Study
Jerusalem; Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi
It Ford Foundation,
ro; Dr. Salim Nasr
It
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Summary:

The goal of the panel was projected towards advancing the theory of conflict resolution
by looking at the Oslo process from a number of different viewpoints. The following is
a summary of Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi's presentation on Oslo - The Conflict the

Mediators and the Breakthrough:

During the last ten decades, the Arab-Israeli conflict went through various phases, thaI
may oe classified as the international, the Arab and the Palestinian era. Although they
each represent a certain period, they are interconnected and overlap in terms of dates,
places, proposed solution (political and military) and respective outcomes. ThE
evolution ot the conflict throughout these three eras shows that each left its mark and
influenced the others in terms of players, mediators and issues of concern. None can
be studied independently or separated from the others since each stage of the conflicl
evolved over time and led, eventually, to some kind of result, which influenced thE
development of stages yet to come. Moreover, what may be viewed as a breakthrough
at anyone stage in any of the eras has to be seen as a product of preceding events. In
order to understand the full meaning of what is widely chronicled as the "break
through" at Oslo in October 1992, there is a need to trace and study certain events as
they occurred during the three eras.

The International Era
The political environment of the time included the "renaissance" of the Arab national
movement and the birth of the Zionist movement, both of which faced three major,
contradicting political documents: the Hussein-MacMahon Correspondence of 1915,
in which the British invited the Arabs to become allies against the Turks and offered, in
return, to help them establish their sovereign independent Arab states; the Sykes-Picot
Treaty of 1916, which outlined the new colonial map of the Middle East as drawn up
jointly by the British and the French; and the Balfour Declaration of 1917, in which thE
British declared their support for the establishment of a Jewish homeland in Palestine.

At the doorsteps of the Versailles Peace Conference in 1919 we saw the British officer
T.E. Lawrence adopt the role of a mediator and attempt to satisfy both sides' aspiration5
by drafting the Faisal-Weizmann Agreement. The Arabs, including the Palestinians, die
not recognize nor accept the concept or the content of that document, arguing tha1
since Faisal spoke no English and Weizmann no Arabic, the document reflected Law·
renee's "interpretation" in accordance with British "wishful thinking" and was merely an
attempt to close the gap between the three contradicting political documents.However,
as the British and French governments held the mandates in the region for several dec
ades, the international era was dominated by third party involvement.

The Arab Era
As an outcome of World War II the geopolitical map of the Middle East was redefined.
The Palestinians emphasized their Arab roots and their status as an integral part of thE
Arab nation with all its aspirations. With the establishment of the Arab League in 1945,
a central Arab political address was realized. At the same time, the Jewish-Zionist
political decision-making apparatus moved from London to Washington, and thus, thE
center of influence and alliances was shifted. Soon after, a series of events - the UN
Partition Plan for Palestine of 1947, the subsequent first Arab-Israeli war of 1948, ane
the establishment of the Israeli state - led to the uprooting and expulsion of thE
Palestinian people and their search for refuge in the neighboring Arab countries.

The mediators, their proposals and ideas for resolving the conflict, and the manner in
which they were introduced during this era were not very different from those of thE
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and the Political System
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Palestinian Legislative Elections
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Ministry of Information

.. 1
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Palestinian Refugees
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and International
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•
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UN North American NGO Symposium on the Question of Palestine
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National Democratic Institute's International Visitors Forum
Chicago, Illinois, USA
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in the World
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An-Najah University, Nablus
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an Independent Palestinian
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Political & Security Cooperation: Armament Disarmament and Confidence Building
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Working Group Meeti
Morocco

Peace

Years After Oslo
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The Arabs in Israeli
" Dilemmas
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Middle Eastern and African Studies / Program on Arab
Politics in Israel'
Tel Aviv University
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New

West

and

in

Middle East Environmental NGO Forum
Center for Culture and Art, Jericho
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of the Municipalities:
Municipalities Draft Law

•
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6.
THE PASSIA DIARY
Introduction

T

o present relevant historical facts, figures, events, addresses and statistics related
to Palestine in a widely accessible form, PASSIA invented its diary in 1988. At
that time, it did not realize the extent of the vacuum it helped to fill . Each year
ever since, PASSIA has made efforts to improve and extend its diary and it can be said
that the diary has become an invaluable source of information on Palestinian
institutions, affairs and issues, both here and abroad . Throughout each year PASSIA
updates existing information and adds new data and documentation as it becomes
available.

The 1997 edition contains 270 pages, divided into three sections:
The first section of the desk diary is the comprehensive Directory , which contains
details of Palestinian and international institutions operating in the Palestinian
Territories. The comprehensiveness of the directory is unique and makes it an
invaluable resource for all those interested in or working on the Palestine Question.
Among the information provided one finds names of contact persons, phone and fax
numbers, e-mail and mailing addresses, and a brief mission statement for each
organization. Directory entries include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ministries, Agencies and Institutions of the PNA
Associations & Unions
Economic, Educational & Financial Institutions
Local and Foreign NGOs
Media Agencies & Press Offices
Offices & Institutions of the Service Sector
Refugee Camps
Local Government & Municipalities
Hotels & Restaurants
Offices dealing with Computer & Communication

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Research Centers
Charitable Institutions
Cultural Centers
Human Rights Organizations
Health Organizations
Diplomatic Missions
Religious Forums
Women's Organizations
Air Lines & Travel Agencies
Agriculture & Industry

•
•
•
•

a day by day planner
calendars for the previous and following years
address and note space
dates of importance to Palestine and wider international affairs,
anniversaries and national holidays of foreign countries

The final section of the diary consists of the PASSIA Agenda, a source of information
and facts about the Palestine Question and contemporary Palestinian society .
The agenda begins with 14 brief chapters in which many aspects of Palestinian society
and the Palestine Question are described, sUf2Por~ed by many tables, statistics and
suggestions for further reading. These Facts & FIgures on Palestine include the
following sub-categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

History (late Ottoman and Mandate periods)
PLO, Palestinian Politics and Factions
Population
Refugees
Economy
Health
Human Rights

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Israeli Occupation & Intifada
Geography
Religion
Settlements
Education
Land & Water
State Building & Administration

Another major section of the agenda is devoted to Jerusale~ including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

a comprehensive historical chronology
facts and figures of the city from the past until today
demographic information
Israeli policies and practices
details of settlements in and around the city
a bibliography.

final part of the agenda includes a detailed Chronology on Palestinian
ContemporaJ'9 History i.e. from the beginning of the peace process to the present
day, (1993-1996) as well as a selection of partly colored Maps, including geopolitical

The

maps of West Bank districts, maps of Jerusalem, Gaza, and of Palestine within the
Middle East.

I

PASSIA DIARY 1997
by PASSIA Research Staff, November 1996, (English, pp. 272).
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PASSIA JOINT PROJECT 1995/96
Building a Base for Cornmon SCholarship
and Understanding 

PALESTINE - JORDAN - ISRAEL
in the New Era of the Middle East

Introduction

T

hree players at the heart of the transformation process the Middle East is under
going are Palestine, Jordan and Israel, and despite the importance of internationally
applauded agreements reached between them during 1993 and 1994, the real
process of achieving durable peace among the people has only just begun. There are
many obstacles which could prevent the peace process from reaching the conclusions
broadly aspired to: moreover, misunderstandings and mistrust generated by decades of
conflict still exist in the general outlook of each of the societies involved.
Against this background, three institutes - one Palestinian (PASSIA), one Jordanian
(Center for Strategic Studies) and one Israeli (Moshe Dayan Center) - consulted together
and decided that a significant contribution can be made to resolving differences and
promoting understanding by pooling their resources and their expertise through a
program of dialogue, presentation of position papers and workshops.
The three institutes found that the comprehensive amount of knowledge accumulated
on each of the entities independently, regarding their separate identities and existence,
their histories and their relationship to others in the region, too often remained the
exclusive preserve of each individual country. The workshops were designed to address
particular subjects and to develop a forum for open, multilateral dialogue which
promotes an analytical approach to the relevant issues.

Partner Institutions
1. THE PALESTINIAN ACADEMIC SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF INTERNATIONAL
AFFAIRS (PASSIA), JERUSALEM.
PASSIA was established in 1987 as an independent non-profit making Palestinian institu
tion, unaffiliated with any government, political party or organization, which undertakes
studies and research on the Palestine Question in its national, Arab and international
contexts. PASSIA has accumulated consi.derabl~ experience in academic research, ~ub-

__ . . . . ~ ~ .. ~ .. ~
~,,~ u,""uUC""1... :>LlIUldIlY exuldnge nave been established with institutions,
and scholars in Europe and North America. Thus, PASSIA has access to an extensive
pool of Palestinian academic expertise as well as links with Israeli and international insti
tutions. It has a proven record of dialogue, symposia and workshops - international, in
ter-regional and intra-Palestinian - which have always been open, self-critical and con
ducted in a spirit of harmony and cooperation.

2. THE MOSHE DAYAN CENTER FOR MIDDLE EASTERN AND AFRICAN STUDIES
AT TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY, TEL AVIV
The Moshe Dayan Center for Middle Eastern and African Studies is a research center
devoted to the study of modern history and contemporary affairs in the Middle East. It
was first established as the Shiloah Institute in 1959 under the auspices of the Israel Ori
ental Society. In 1965, it was incorporated into Tel Aviv University and 1983 saw the
establishment of the present center which combined the Shiloah Institute and various
documentation units dealing with the Middle East. The center is funded by the Univer
sity of Tel Aviv and by its own endowment.
The Moshe Dayan Center seeks to impart a better understanding of the Middle East 
past and present - to academic and general audiences in Israel and abroad. Some of its
conferences have dealt with Shi'ism and Politics, Iranian Foreign Policy, Central Asia, the
Middle Eas~ Minorities in the Middle Eas~ the Intifada, and Demography and Politics in
the Region. Since 1976, the center has produced the Middle East Contemporary Survey,
an annual account of political, socioeconomic change in the Middle East. The center
also contains an outstanding documentation center which includes the most compre
hensive collection of post-1950 Arabic press in the world. The center is the largest of its
kind in Israel with some 25 research associates and a large number of support staff.

3. CENTER FOR STRATEGIC STUDIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF JORDAN, AMMAN
The Center for Strategic Studies was established in 1984, and its first director was Dr.
Kamal Abu Jabr. The objectives of the center have always been to conduct research
studies in the fields of politics, economics, social science, and military issues.
The center succeeded, together with the AI-Ahram Strategic Studies Center, in holding
the first Arab conference on strategy and following this success, held two more. Three
years ago, the center turned its attention to redefining the concept of strategy in line
with new regional and global developments. It paid special attention to Jordanian
related issues and strongly promoted the necessity of more far-sighted and long-term
planning. The general direction of its research then became more focused on issues
such as political change, the economy, democracy, demography, and the environment,
and it was the first institute of its kind to conduct and publish a variety of wide ranging
polls. Among others, the center established a unit for Israeli studies in order to study
Israeli society and its development from an objective scientific approach.

4. ROYAL UNITED SERVICES INSTITUTE FOR DEFENSE STUDIES (RUSI), LONDON
As part of the project, a conference was to be held in London. In order for the
conference to succeed, the fourth partner involved in this project was the coordinator
and facilitator of all activities in London on 1-2 July 1996. RUSI already had connections
with PASSIA and the Dayan Center through previous programs and it is currently
developing contact with the Center for Strategic Studies in Amman.
RUSI is a long-established, independent professional body based in London with world
wide membership of individuals and organizations, dedicated to the study, analysis and
debate of issues affecting defense and international security. One of the oldest
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institutions of its kind in the world, RUSI has been at the forefront of contemporary
political-military thought through debates, public and private seminars, conferences,
lectures and a wide range of publications.

5. INTER-UNIVERSITY CONSORTIUM FOR ARAB STUDIES (ICAS), AT McGill
UNIVERSITY, MONTREAL
The Inter-University Consortium for Arab Studies (I CAS), established in 1989, is a
collaborative undertaking of McGill University and the University of Montreal together
with other associated Canadian research institutions. It seeks to promote and facilitate
research on issues concerning the Middle East and the Arab world as a whole.
In order to achieve this, ICAS has pursued four mandates dealing with the following:
•
•
•
•

the encouragement of academic and research cooperation;
providing research resources to students and scholars;
conducting specific research projects on the contemporary Middle East;
supporting training and research of an emerging generation of Canadian scholars.

Encouraged by the Canadian Embassy in Tel Aviv as well as by the substance of the
project, the Department of Political Science of the McGill University approached
PASSIA in 1994, proposing to be the fifth partner involved in the project.

The Project

T

he intention of the project was to draw on the expertise of each of the three regional
institutions and to allow specialists to meet on an equal footing in order to discuss
specific issues of mutual interest.

The emphasis was on domestic developments in the three soci eties as an understanding
of the countries and the people among whom peace is intended to prevail is a prerequi
site for any conflict to be truly resolved, and gaining an objective awareness of the out
look in societies next door is part of the process. Each of the eight workshops was to
involve nine scholars, three from each institution, chosen according to their expertise on
each of the designated topics. It was decided that one scholar from each team would
present a paper which would then be discussed by the remaining participants.

The Workshops
WORKSHOP ONE:

Domestic Constraints on Middle East Negotiations
74-76 july 799~ PASSIA, jerusalem

The Palestinian Team:
Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Head of PASSIA
Dr. Riad Malki, Director, Panorama Center for the Dissemination of Information, Jerusalem
Professor Said Zeedani, Professor of Philosophy, Birzeit University
The Jordanian Team:
Dr. Mustafa Hama rneh, Director, Center for Strategic Studies at the University of Jordan, Amman
The Israeli Team:
Dr. Asher Susser, Head, Moshe Dayan Center for Middle Eastern and African Studies, Tel Aviv
Dr. Elie Rekhess, Senior Researcher, Moshe Dayan Center for Middle Eastern and African Studies
Professor Yohanan Peres, Sociolog ist Tel Aviv University

rlule~~or

Y onanan

Peres mentioned the following obstacles to peace Israel is facing:

Structural considerations: these aggravate concession-making and include: the smallness
of the three territories (Jordan, Israel, Palestine), in all regards (economy, security, etc.);
the deep historical cleavages and mistrust due to the long-lasting Arab-Israeli conflict; an
Israeli leadership which thinks of peace first in terms of CVs, power and positions; a
religious competition between Judaism vs . Islam and Christianity; and the internal
religious conflict between secularists and religious observers.
The historical context of the peace process: Zionism and Palestinian nationalism are
"second-wave" national movements. The military sphere is replaced by "unification" and
"cooperation" in fields such as the economy and culture, etc. This is still new and people
are confused by the picture of the enemy who has now become an "ally."
The "Masada-Complex'~ the fear of defeat still exists and has caused Jewish
hypersensitivity to anti-Semitism. For Israelis today the question is not whether the
Arabs are motivated to fight us - this is taken for granted anyway - but whether they
have the opportunity to do so, and whether they would take it.
The issue of consistency Jordan, Israel and Palestine are all incapable of surviving
without external allies, which they must consistently keep interested. Today's
concessions center around questions such as if the argument for Hebron to be returned
to the Palestinians is that it is Arab land, then what about Jaffa? Where is the line to be
drawn for concessions since the whole of Israel is built on Arab land? What is the
justification for returning one place but not the other?
Constraint of the electoral balance: the Israeli electoral situation is characterized by a
long-term balance with small fluctuations, between two major parties, which are often
dependent on coalition with rather insignificant groups. The Rabin coalition is built on a
majority of less than 0.5% over the right wing opposition! This creates a very unstable
situation. Such "skin-majorities" are typical results and any organized minority - such as
Russian immigrants (10%) - could claim to be the crucial coalition partner without
which it would be impossible to win the next elections. Furthermore, the borders
between the parties are quite blurred: there are MKs in the current Knesset who are in
fact much closer to the Likud or right wing.
Public opinion: a public opinion poll (June 1995) about the peace process has shown a
gradual but clear decline of support for the peace process. The response indicates also
that general principles are easier to reach than specific ones: 60% agreed in general on
the "Concept of Peace," while only 38% agreed on the actual "Oslo Agreement."
Mistrust still proves to be strong with 71 % fearing that the Arabs would destroy Israel if
they could. Only 36% believe that the Oslo Accords will lead to peace between Israel
and the Palestinians, and only 48% believe that peace between Arabs and Israel is
possible in the near future.
Discussion: Ashkenasi vs. Sephardi Jews; Arab-Israelis and their parties; Islamic funda
mentalists in Israel and Hamas; Israeli elections 1996; peace process; Arab Druze; land
confiscation and Israeli "morality"; security concerns; coexistence in the Middle East.

I

Domestic Constraints on Middle East Negotiations - A Jordanian Perspective
by Dr. Mustafa Hamarneh

Dr. Hamarneh listed the following main constraints to peace from Jordan's perspective :

Lack of information: e.g., Jordanians were not aware about Israel's occupation of
Jordanian land until Madrid, when this issue was put on the agenda.
Public opinion: following the peace treaty with Israel, Jordanians witnessed neither a
change in the Israeli attitude towards them, nor any economic benefits. For the people
it is as if they contributed to the solution of the Arab-Israeli conflict, but did so while
J 04
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failing to settle the refugee problem and the jerusalem question, and by selling out the
Palestinian people on the West Bank.

The government's attitudes and policies. since the secret initiation of peace, a lot of
censorship as well as other forms of oppression has occurred, and democratic
achievements are on the wane.
Discussion: jordanian-Palestinian relationship; Arab states and normalization with Israel;
King Hussein-Arafat relations; what comes after the King?; political elite in jordan;
Palestinian Authority - performance and relation with Jordan.

I

Domestic Constraints on Middle East Negotiations - A Palestinian Perspective
by Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi

I

Background
With the Intifada, Palestinians entered a new chapter in their struggle for freedom and
independence; family/ clan policies faded away and a new generation of young middle
class activists emerged. After the phase of sumud(steadfastnesst these new activists
aimed at changing the status quo: the establishment of the state of Palestine now com
prised only 22% of historical Palestine, i.e., for the first time, the West Bank and Gaza
appeared as the territory for the future state, with East Jerusalem as its capital.
During the Middle East peace negotiations, the Palestinians inside delivered the "PISGA"
(Palestinian Interim Self Government Arrangements) Plan which consisted basically of a
national authority, a transitional phase, Israeli military withdrawal and elections. The
"inside" attempted to lead, while the "outside" (PLO) was far away. Therefore, the PLO
opened five secret channels of negotiations, one of which was Oslo and led to the DoP,
thereby putting the PLO in the driver's seat again.

Constraints Concerning the Current Process
• jerusalem (land, demography, Israeli closure policy, Palestinian institutions).
• Palestinian national legitimacy: Palestinian national legitimacy is institutionalized in
the PLO (PNC, Central Council, Executive Committee), but following Oslo, all of
these institutions were challenged by pro- and anti-Oslo issues, the domestic vs.
Diaspora leadership argument, and the question whether the PNA's performance was
satisfactory or not. The leadership is witnessing a crisis: the Arafat-appointed figures
are not real leaders, nor are they recognized, and only elections can deliver new
faces and new thinking while legitimizing leaders. As for now, though, the elections
are designed as "Fatah-elections." Another problem is the national political agenda vs.
cities' agenda: Hebron and Gaza for example, are "special cases" and we can expect
others under the Israeli concept of redeployment. It makes it almost impossible to
unite everyone under one agenda. The probl em of the special cases threatens to
replace the national cause, and there is also not a single place to which everyone has
access in order to meet and discuss. The Israeli agenda aims at a "Ghettoization" of
Palestine. The geopolitical fragmentation leads inevitably to a national fragmentation
of the people, and to division and competition of interests.
• Performance of the PNA: the competence and credibility of officials are questioned,
and despite a huge number of civil and security staff nothing seems to move.
Regarding the negotiations agenda and the negotiators: Arafat is dealing autocratical
ly with his staff, and there are neither clear responsibilities nor continuity within the
negotiation team. Other problems regard confusion regarding spending, accountabili
ty, institutions, civil servants and police.
• Legal system: the current legal situation in the West Bank, Jerusalem and the Gaza
Strip is still a "jungle," a combination of Egyptian, Jordanian, Israeli and British
(Mandate) laws and by-laws. The shape of a future Palestinian constitution is still
unclear, as are future internal and external security arrangem ents, the status of
religion, and new. Palestinia~ laws.

• l<evlVa/ of the Jordanian option: cooperation b~t~-e~~~'J~rdan and Palestine will be
necessary but we need to build a relationship .
• Prospects: possible scenarios: (a) the existence of two de facto bi-national states:
Jordan (Palestinian-Jordanian) and Israel (Israeli-Palestinian) with one nation always
having less rights and opportunities than the other; (b) a clear divorce, accompanied
by a leadership legitimized through elections, a Palestinian entity on Palestinian
national soil, and a Palestinian state; (c) Jordan having a say on the West Bank while
Palestinian issues are pending and not yet resolved.

Discussion: PLO vs. PNA; ideological and leadership crises within PLO bodies; current
legitimacy and coming elections; future negotiations; Palestinian-Jordanian relations;
refugee issue; PNA performance and future prospects; Palestinian opposition;
Palestinian sovereignty; the amendment of the Palestinian covenant.
WORKSHOP TWO:

The Opposition and its Role in the Peace Process
24-25 November 799~ PASS/A, Jerusalem

The Palestinian Team:
Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Head of PASSIA
Dr. Riad Malki, Director, Panorama - Center for the Dissemination of Information, Jerusalem
Dr. Hanan Ashrawi, Former Spokeswoman, Palestinian Delegation to the Middle East Peace Talks
The Jordanian Team:
Dr. Mustafa Hamarneh, Director, Center for Strategic Studies at the University of Jordan, Amman
The Israeli Team:
Dr. Asher Susser, Head, Moshe Dayan Center for Middle Eastern and African Studies, Tel Aviv
D r. Elie Rekhess, Senior Researcher, Moshe Dayan Center for Middle Eastern and Afr ican Studies
Professor Ephraim Yaar, Head, Tami Steinmetz Center for Peace Research, Tel Aviv University
D r. Tamar Hermann, Director, Tami Steinmetz Center for Peace Research

Summary:

I

The Opposition and its Role in the Peace Process - A Palestinian Perspective
by Dr. Riad Malki

There has never been a classical opposition in Palestine, on the one hand because there
were no elections, and thus no government-opposition situation, on the other, because
opposition exists only regarding specific issues (e.g., the peace process), but not in
general. Vis-a.-vis other topics (e.g., the occupation) there is often unity among the
factions. The opposition lacks the experience of being an opposition; it does not know
how to play the role properly.
The Palestinian people experienced separation between factions only on certain issues
but disputes always ended with a reconciliation, so no real "feeling" for opposition has
developed. Furthermore, the concept of opposition found no space within the PLO
system which is based on and functions by consensus. Thus, even during the last 18
months, perhaps with a few exceptions, the public never saw a serious confrontation
between the PNA and the opposition. Relations are rather characterized by the
development of a dialogue between the two camps.
Today, the opposition has two basic options: to find and define an entirely new role, or
to continue its traditional role with some possible extensions. For the time being, the
opposition has chosen the second option: not to destroy what the PNA tries to build,
and to 'swallow' policies and decisions rather than actively display real opposition . The
existence of such a loyal opposition is to the PNA's advantage, and there is no real
threat of a civil war.
Previously, the opposition did prevent peace initiatives since they were regarded as
failing to achieve justice and the recognition of Palestinian rights . After the Gulf War
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and the disappearance of the Soviet Union! however, new realities emerged and made
it impossible to talk in the old terms regarding the Palestinian-I sraeli conflict. This made
the opposition look at Madrid in a new way whi ch could best be described as the
concept of phases: it became more pragmatic and receptive to the idea of various
stages which eventually will lead to a Palestinian state.
The opposition differs between the Jerusalem-Madrid-Washington stage and the
Oslo/ post-Oslo stage of the peace process. The first stage is considered the "premature"
stage since the opposition was still in the making, did not materialize in terms of
actions/ statements and did not even seriously count with an outcome of the peace
negotiations as all previous peace initiatives had failed.
With the shock of Oslo the "mature" stage began. The opposition felt it was time to
respond and increased its political activity considerably : meetings and lobbying took
place in order to create public opinion, and military actions were launched! although
initially by the Islamic opposition rather than th e PFLP or DFLP.
The position of today's opposition can be best described as "rejectionism ." As things
develop and the PNA sets up offices, the activity of the opposition declines, although
the PNA's policy of detaining members of the opposition groups has also played a role
in restricting opposition activities. Anoth er factor is that the DFLP/ PFLP were always
attached to the PLO system; therefore, they have opted for "contained confrontation,"
i.e., confrontation! but with recognized limits in order not to reach a point of no return
in regard to their relation with the PNA. In contrast, Hamas and Islamic Jihad w ere
neither used to th e PLO style and leadership (Arafat) nor bound by traditional ties, and
thus went beyond certain limits, launching numerous military attacks on Israeli targets.
After Oslo, the opposition began to discuss among themselves and with the PNA the
new relationship between the two sides. Initially, the opposition decid ed not to deal
with the PNA at all but when pressure started mounting the lead ership outside was
forced to revise its position . Now, its members contact Arafat on certain matters. The
PNA, however, has more of an interest in maintaining contact with Hamas because of
its military actions which are counterproductive to the PNA's activiti es.
The opposition is still preoccupied with more pressing current issues such as Oslo I and
II and the coming elections, so it has not yet had time to discuss the perman ent status
negotiations and its role regarding them. It can be assumed though that its role will be
very limited, due, in part! to the existing sense of continuity as far as the negotiators are
concerned which doesn't leave place for the opposition . The opposition sees its future
in representation in local councils (i .e., village or municipal councils), from wh ere it will
be able to articulate its opposition. Furthermore, it se es peace as a risk which it does
not want to take. Thus, Fatah decides, takes the risk and pays the price while the
opposition prefers to see what happens and th en to decide if it agrees or not.

Discussion: the opposition during the Intifada; the opposition's failure to present an
alternative agenda; evolution of the PLO outside vs. development of the political
structure inside and their de facto competition; anti-systemic vs. systemic opposition;
Islamic vs. secular opposition; opposition during the state-building process; Palestinian
elections; Syria and its impact on the opposition .
The Opposition and its Role in the Peace Process - A Jordanian Perspective
by Dr. Mustafa Hamarneh
Th e proc ess of political development and participation in Jordan has some unique
characteristics starting with the Jordanian state being a result of territorial reconstruction
in the region following World War I. Jordan has developed from without while other
states are usually built from within.
1989 saw an unprecedented democratization campaign. In April 1989, it became clear,
however! that the Palestinian communit of Jordan was out of the game; the elections

step back from democratization and the beginning OT an erosion regdruilig tile "1111:) ~
popularity. Jordan's economic opening to the West, which was soon followed by a
political opening, might have strengthened the government but was not actually
approved by the people.
At the beginning of the peace process with Israel, the opposition said it could under
stand Jordan's need for peace but stressed that it could not agree due to its own point
of view. The government became increasingly authoritarian, banning the opposition al
most entirely from the media and meetings under the pretext of securing the peace
treaty. However, a poll conducted in August 1994 showed that two-thirds of the popu
lation supported the Washington Declaration [July 1995], mainly for the sake of ending
the Arab-Israeli conflict, but the people were very doubtful about Israel's seriousness.
In Jordanian elections, it is almost impossible to run along issues as patronage (services)
and tribalism still play a major role. A constituency build on tribal structures and the
state of the Palestinian-Jordanian relationship are two aspects that effect the opposition
considerably. Even Palestinians who feel comfortable in Jordan are, after all, Palestini
ans. This self-defense mechanism traces back to the exclusion of Palestinians from the
entire Jordanian bureaucracy/ public sector. This discrimination has forced many Pales
tinians to emigrate (Gulf countries) or into business. A recent study by the Center for
Strategic Studies has shown that today, 83-84% of the capital of the Jordanian private
sector is Palestinian-owned. While the public sector is almost entirely occupied by Jor
danians, the private sector is mostly in Palestinian hands.
Sooner or later the public sector must be reduced; this will affect mainly Jordanians. At
the same time, the private sector becomes more powerful. Reforms are urgently
needed and should include more innovation, new forms of property rights, and more
Palestinian participation, etc., all of which would have a positive effect on the redistribu
tion of the domestic income. Such reforms need state intervention, however, and the
government does not show any movement in this direction.

Discussion: King's legitimacy (Western, Israeli Jordanian viewpoint); Jordan's de
democratization process; Jordan-Israeli peace; ethnicity and identity in Jordan; issue of
Hashemite vs. Jordanian; Jordan's plans vis-a-vis the West Bank and Iraq; King Hussein
Arafat relations; return of refugees; Islamic fundamentalism in Jordan; security issues.

I

The Opposition and its Role in the Peace Process - An Israeli Perspective
by Professor Ephraim Yaar

Israel's political parties and their stand towards the peace process have to be seen
against the background of their historical evolution . The roots of Israel's main political
parties and their characteristics go back to the formative years of the Yishuv(pre-state
era). Parties were formed as soon as Jewish settlement began, i.e., in the 1920s. Israel
represents a classical case of Parteienstaat, where political parties playa more important
role and have greater influence than in other democracies because they and their
constituencies have always been strongly ideological. Today's parties have - in their
identity and ideology - emerged from those in the pre-state era.
Israel's multi-party system dates back to the beginning of Zionism . It developed due to
two main reasons:
• The electoral system of "relative representation," invented in order to allow wide
support and participation among the various Jewish communities in Europe. A major
result of this was the need to form coalition governments ever since .
• The ideological cleavages within the Zionist movement, within which the underlying
ideologies have been the same for about 100 years. This has contributed to thE
development of a multi-party system, since the creation of many smaller parties i~
very likely if political parties are formed on ideological rather than pragmatic bases.
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The political spectrum during th e Vishuv reflected the three ideological dimensions:
• socialist vs. capitalist vision of society;
• strategy/attitudes vis-a-vis a) England and b) the Arab world (accommodation vs.
conflict);
• secular-religious issue.
After 1948, the Israeli political structure remained much the same. The change came
with the War of 1967, when Israel witnessed an unprecedented revival of nationalism,
particularly among the religious Jewish-Orthodox communities. Previously, the religious
camp was mainly interested in annual budgets and its representation in the government.
With the occupation, a "messianic spirit and vision" re-emerged. Particularly the younger
members of the religious parties became the spearhead of the national forces, joined the
radical secular right and laid the foundation for an ideological joint venture between the
religious and secular ultra-nationalists. Since then, the political spectrum of Israel can be
described along a single dimension: the left-right continuum, now expressing where
someone stands towards the Arab/ Palestine-Israeli conflict. (In th e current Kness et, 56
members out of 120 are left while the remainder, i. e., the majority, are right.)
Today, when examining the attitudes towards the peace process in terms of the degree
of religious adherence, one finds that religious observance is the main parameter. A poll
of 29 October 1995 confirmed the general rule: the more religious one self-d efines
himself, the less likely he is to support the peace process. Most supporters come from
the secular camp, but many of those would not go as far as supporting the evacuation of
settlements, for example, for the sake of peace.

Discussion: Rabin assassination and effect on Israeli political system/ peace
process/ elections; secular vs. religious vs. national forces; the implication of Rabin's
assassination for the religious right; right wing settlers and their future; de-legitimization
of right wing groups vs. decline of democratic values within Israel.
WORKSHOP THREE: Religion and State
9-70 February 79961 PASSIA, jerusalem
The Palestinian Team:
Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Head of PASSIA
Dr. Riad Malki, Director, Panorama Center for the Dissemination of Information, Jerusalem
Dr. Giries Khoury, Head, AI-Liqa Center for Religious and Heritage Studies in the Holy Land,
Bethlehem
Sheikh Jamil Hamami, Director, Islamic Cultural Society, Jerusalem
The Jordanian Team:
Dr. Mustafa Hamarneh, Director, Center for Strategic Studies, University of Jordan, Amman
Hani M . Hourani, Director General of AI-Urdun AI-Jadid Research Center, Amman
Musa Shteiwi, Assistant Professor of Sociology, Faculty of Arts, University of Jordan, Amman
The Israeli Team:
Dr. Asher Susser, Senior Fellow, Moshe Dayan Center for Middle Eastern and African Studies, Tel
Aviv University
Dr. Benyamin Neuberger, Professor of Political Science at the Open University of Israel, Tel Aviv
Dr. Martin Kramer, Head, Moshe Dayan Center for Middle Eastern and African Studies, Tel Aviv
University
Canadian Embassy:
Mrs. Sandra McCardell, Canadian Dialogue Fund, Canadian Em bassy, Tel Aviv

Summary:
Religion and State - A Palestinian Christian Perspective
by Dr. Giries Khoury
The topic on today's agenda is very sensitive and important. As a Christian, I cannot just
talk about my faith without carefully considerin the context. Judaism and Islam arp
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Religion and State - An Israeli Perspective
by Dr. Benny Neuberger
In an Israeli context, the topic should read Religion-Nation-State: most government crises
in Israel have occurred due to religious issu es and not political ones. Th e Israeli ca se is
different from the Christian case because w e are dealing with a one-religion nation. The
word 'nation' in a Jewish context is always related to religion. There are three general
observations to be made:
• The Israeli Declaration of Independence is very secular in its wording but does
include religious phrases linking the people to the land .
• Religion is a unifying element in Israeli society and politics.
• In Israel, a phenomenon - known in sociology as civil religion - is very wid espread:
traditional religious symbols become symbols for peopl e regardless of their religious
origin . Hardly anyone knows the meaning of the Menorah, for example, but it is
acc epted as a symbol of Israel.
Five main groups can be identified within the Jewish population :

• Secularists, i.e., non-believers; only 'civil religion' in terms of holidays, Shabbat as the
day off.

• Liberals, believe to som e extent/might go to synagogue; believe that the state has to
be secular while religion is part of the private sph ere.

• Traditionalists, believe that the state should be separated from religion but against
civil marriage and reform-Judaism; quite happy with the status quo.
• The National-Religious camp, wants a religious state; religious Zionists; ready to
cooperate with government.

• Ultra-Orthodox (Haredim), anti-Zionist, believe that only th e Messiah can found the
Jewish state; reject the establishment of the state of Israel as an irreligious act.
At their time of founding, none of the religions was democratic. Liberalism and civil
rights are therefore not part of the Jewish religious system . What we have in Judaism is
freedom of religion (i .e., the freedom of worship for all religions) and freedom from
religion (i.e., the freedom to be non-religious) . The system of marriage and divorce is
bound to Orthodox procedures, often viol ating individual rights, especially those of
people with no religion.
The widespread acceptance of the status quo in Israel is mainly in order to avoid
conflicts. All governments stress that they will maintain the status quo, the formula of
which goes back to 1947 when certain promises were made in order to obtain the
support of the religious camp for the establishment of an independent state. These
"promises," the interpretation of which causes problems until today, included:
• the commitment to observe Shabbat as the day of rest;
• the commitment to follow Kashrut laws and to serve only kosher food in public;
• the exclusion of the possibility to introduce civic laws concerning marriage and
divorce.
Among possible Israeli tactics to deal with such status quo probl ems are the following:
• to transfer the issue of conflict to the local public/ respective municipality (allows
for differentiation between secular and Orthodox neighborhoods);
• to transfer the issue to courts (ruling preceden ces, e.g., on whether TVs may be
switched on on Shabbat or not);
• to transfer the issue into an informal debate within the coalition (trying to find a
compromise ).
The Israeli system is one of recognized religious communities, all of which have the right
to autonomy regarding their own institutions and procedures for marriage and divorce.
Institutions include : Chief Rabbinate,' religious courts,' local Rabbinates and the religious

counCIls,' Ministry of Religious Affairs,' schools (state schOOl/religious-Zionist state school/
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abortions, archaeological diggings, ~the non-existence ofsecular cemeteries.
Religion and State - A Palestinian-Muslim Perspective
by Sheikh Jamil Hamam;

Living conditions in the Arab Peninsula at the time when Islam appeared
Islam came to transform the marginalized Arab society that was mostly distinguished
by the following features:

• Ignorance: some scholars interpret 'ignorance' as the opposite of knowledge, others
as the opposite of tolerance.

• Previous civilizations: sculptured stones dating back to 1200 Be prove that civiliza
tions existed in the Arab Peninsula at that time. The AI-Ghasasenah monarchy for
example, established a semi-autonomous system protected by the Byzantians and
under the Persians, the AI-Hira monarchy lived in Iraq. In these systems, the social
life was closely linked to the political one.
• The character of AI-Hijaz: AI-Hijaz is distinguished by the fact that AI-Ka'ba was
established in its most famous city: Mecca. Before Islam, Arabs traveled there to
honor and glorify it by performing the haj They visited the place where Ibrahim and
his son Isma'el built the base [for the Ka'baJ. The existence of town and other
councils, alliances and tribal customary law prooves that a special system governed
the life and relations of the people. Islam gave them the responsibility to spread the
new religion, its doctrine, worship and system. The cohesion between these three
pillars enhanced the society's stability, strength and solidity in facing difficulties, and
spread the foundations of justice, security and stability in people's life.

The Islamic Governing System's Foundations:
The governing system in Islam is set up on solid foundations that leave room for action
only within the space specified by the wise legislator (God). The source of all legislation
is God. The Mujtahid(diligent) can judge on the basis of interpretation of the four usul
and only within certain boundaries so that the judgment is not subject to human
inclinations and moods. The most important foundations for governing in Islam are:

• Freedom of religious belie/ everyone enjoys the freedom of thought, belief and
behavior on the condition that it does not violate the freedom of others. Islam was
possibly the first system to introduce the concept of freedom in society. Islam laid
down freedom of the individual, freedom of religious belief and social and political
freedoms 1200 years before human laws - dictated by the desires of their legislators 
were written down. In the Holy Qur'an, God says: "There should be no compulsion in
religion ." Islam emerged in an environment of monotheistic religions; their believers
were described as 'people of the book.'
• Political freedom: special attention was given to this freedom so as to allow the
expression of ideas without fear and suppression.
• AI-Shura (consultations): consent and general acceptance with regard to certain
issues are needed in order for the people to feel safe and justly treated. Islam
legislated the principle of AI-Shura for guiding people's life like a basic law. It
examines different ideas and viewpoints in order to be able to choose the best. As
the Holy Qur'an tells the prophet: "and consult with them on the matter."
• justice and equality.' when Islam came people belonged to the classes of the masters
or the classes of the slaves, who were obliged to serve the former without compensa
tion. Islam introduced the concept of justice and equality regarding rights and duties 
Muslims and non-Muslims alike - and put the principle of piety (i.e., commitment to
God's rules) above everything else. Only then did the society of the Arab Peninsula
stabilize. The absence of security in today's societies, as well as trust between the
ruler and the ruled, is due to the fact that oppressive regimes are prevailing.
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Discussion: minority issue; religiously determined places of conflict (e.g. AI-Haram AI
Ibrahiml); Jewish Halacha and Islamic Shari'a; Dawla Islamiyya and Dawla Yahudiyye;
constitutions and basic laws and their role vis-a-vis religious issues; Islamic political
parties; Islamic state-building; religious legislation; Palestinian draft constitution .

Religion and State - A Jordanian Perspective
by Musa Shteiwi
The more we witness a rise of Islam the more is the Arab-Islamic world challenged,
especially against the background of a worldwide democratization process and pressure
from within our states to initiate such a process following a long period of non
participation by citizens.

The Relationship Between State and Religion and Legitimacy:
Religion has always been an important source of legitimacy for the Hashemite rulers in
Jordan. The Hashemite dynasty traces back to the Prophet's family and due to this
descendance the Hashemites claim to a certain degree the "divine" right to rule the
country. The Jordanian monarchy did not get its legitimacy from the people but from
this lineage. On the other hand, the Jordanian constitution was imposed through the
Hashemite relation to the British and is, therefore, rather liberal. The government has
taken a dual position. The incorporation of Islam into the state occurred due to its highly
ideological nature and has repeatedly been used to counter other political trends.

State, Religion and Constitutionalism:
As a constitutional monarchy, Jordan concentrates the power in its government with the
King on top. The Jordanian constitution is largely liberal, guaranteeing equality for
everyone in the eyes of the law, although Islam is the official religion . At the end of the
1980s, Jordan faced a socioeconomic and legitimacy crisis which led to the suspension
of the constitution. This crisis led to the drafting of a feasible political program by a
gathering of various people; the outcome was a covenant which states in Article 4 that
Islam is the main source of legislation in Jordan . In brief, Jordan is heading in two
directions: towards developing a modern legal system which governs the political
(democratic), social and economic domains, and towards strengthening the Sharia,
ruling over religious and related issues.

The State's Relation to OfficiaZ Religious and Islamic Movements:
The state used religion for its own purposes. The Ministry of Religious Affairs, for
example, is in the hands of the government. Thus, while the state is subservient with
regard to the implementation of religious programs, it controls the religious sphere and
its institutions. The Islamic movement, (i.e., Muslim Brotherhood), was the only group
allowed to operate publicly, allowing it to become strong and efficient. It did not present
itself as competitor to the state nor did it pose any threat, so the state supported it and
used the movement to fight other threats such as communism (carrot-and-stick policy).
When the Islamists won over 30% of the votes (1989), they began to act politically;
consequently, the government began worrying and arrested several members of the
Brotherhood. The peak of the Islamic rise was at a time when Jordan faced a serious
economic crisis and during/after the Gulf War. Later, when political parties were
legalized and the peace process began, the influence and strength of the Islamists
gradually declined (currently 16 seats in the government).

The Presence of Religion within the State and the Society
The prominence of religion within the state's structures indicates the need for the state
to be identified with religion. Examples : Ramadan (working hours and length of
university/ school classes, no sale of food, smoking, drinking and eating in public); places
for prayer in schools, universities and other public institutions.

Restrictions on Religious Freedom in jordan:
Muslims are restricted from changing their religion; Muslim women cannot marry a non
.
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political p'ower/influence, The state has enforced the move towards CIvil society and
democracy, but oppression occurs, resulting in an "empty" democracy, The state is at the
threshold of political modernity but does not dare to cross, The reason is that the state is
unable to create legitimacy as long as it relies on religion, from which it is not yet ready
to disengage itself.

Discussion: Constitutions/PLO National Covenant of 1964; Muslim Brotherhood in
Jordan and its role in the 1989 elections; the question of Jerusalem and the city's
religious significance; Hashemite family and its history; King Hussein's legitimacy;
religious nature of Israel and Jordan; prospects of the peace process,
WORKSHOP FOUR: Economics and Demography
18-19 Aprt/1996, PASSIA, jerusalem
The Palestinian Team:

Dr, Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Head of PASSIA
Dr, Osama Hamad, Research Coordinator, MAS
Samir Huleileh, Assistant Undersecretary, PNA Ministry of Economy and Trade
The Jordanian Team:

Dr, Mustafa Hamarneh, Director, Center for Strategic Studies, University of Jordan, Amman
Hani M. Hourani, Director General of AI-Urdun AI-Jadid Research Center, Amman
The Israeli Team:

Dr. Asher Susser, Senior Fellow, Moshe Dayan Center for Middle Eastern and African Studies, Tel
Aviv University
Dr, Elie Rekhess, Moshe Dayan Center for Middle Eastern and African Studies, Tel Aviv University
Dr. Martin Kramer Head, Moshe Dayan Center for Middle Eastern and African Studies, Tel Aviv
Dr. Paul Rivlin, Fel row, Moshe Dayan Center for Middle Eastern and African Studies, Tel Aviv
Others:

Ms. Ailie Saunders, Head, Middle East Program, Royal United Services Institute for Defense
Studies (RUSJ), London
HE Richard Dalton, British Consul General, Jerusalem

Summary:
Economics and Demography - A Jordanian Perspective
by Hani Hourani

General observations:
Economic and demographic factors in Jordan have a reciprocal relationship and it is
difficult to separate one from the other. Jordan's socioeconomic development has
always been and still is influenced by regional conditions and is affected by the
consequences of regional disputes, be it the Arab-Israeli conflict in general or particular
events such as the Gulf War.

Population and demography:
Jordan's total population was 4,139,458 in 1994 - among them 1,193,339 Palestinians
refugees registered with UNRWA. This implies a seven-fold increase since 1952 and an
average annual growth rate of 4.7% (increased in 1991 with the return of expatriates
from the Gulf). The average family consists of 6.2 persons . While in 1979, 50% of the
population were 15 years old or younger, in 1994, only 41 .1% fell into this category.
The sex ratio is 100 females to each 109 males . 38% of the population live in the
Amman district, followed by Irbid (18 .2%) and Zarqa (15.4%) . 92.4% of the population
are Jordanian citizens while 7.6% are non-Jordanians. Illiteracy rates dropped from
48.2% (1979) to 20.6% (1994) among females, and from 18.9% to 9.8% among males .
The rate of holders of secondary school certificates rose from 19.1 % to 37.2% among
males, and from 10.2% to 31.8% among females. 7.4% of the population are university
graduates while 9% hold college degrees. 50.3% of the population over 18 years of age
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are economically active (83.9%= males). The labor force (1994) was estimated at
949,000 people, among them 795,000 males. 9.7% of the population changed their
residence within the country, moving outside their place of birth.

Economy:
Jordan's economy is affected by regional developments, immigration patterns and the
internal distribution of the population (manpower concentrated in central Jordan).
Historically, Jordan has been influenced by two main factors: its small economy and lack
of natural resources (limited by its small population, low per-capita-income and internal
productivity capacity, which have made it dependent on foreign aid and imported
resources), and the influence of its geopolitical position . The government is the largest
employer (employing an estimated 50% of the work force).
All this led to the expansion of imports and limitations of exports of Jordanian origin and
an increase in government spending while no remarkable domestic revenues were
available. While remittances from expatriates working abroad and, domestically,
revenues from the tourism sector help balance the balance of trade and the balance of
payments, Jordan relies on foreign loans and aid to offset its budget deficit. Jordan's
spending on consumption exceeded the GOP consid erably and investment depended
on external financing. State development projects were mainly financ ed with foreign
loans which eventually led to Jordan's inability to service its fo reign debts, which stood
at US$ll billion in 1988. This led to negotiations with the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) to reschedule the debts and to apply a structural adjustment program, which is still
in force. In terms of labor, Jordan faces high unemployment rates, an abs ence of skilled
workers, many of whom work in the Gulf, and an imbalance in its sectoral and
professional distribution to the disadvantage of the commodity-producing sector.
Jordan's economy has achieved considerable growth, but mainly due to external funding
and foreign aid, and without dealing with the underlying structural problems. Reforms
are urgently needed, especially in the post-peace treaty era when comp etitiveness is
becoming more important. Jordan has to reduce the economic role of the state while
the private sector should be encouraged and government funds should be reallocated
for infrastructural projects. Jordan has to create an attractive climate for investment.
However, Jordan cannot be seen separated from its geopolitical context: its future will
be affected to a great extent by the developments on the Israeli-Syria-Lebanon track, the
PLO-Israeli final status negotiations, and the developments within the wider region.

Discussion: Jordan's GOP and prospects; impact of the peace process on the economy;
the Gulf area and its meaning for Jordan; Jordan and the EU-Mediterranean partnership
program; competitiveness in the region; Israel-Palestine-Jordan future economic links;
priorities and opportunity costs for Jordan; und erlying political structures; Jordan's
population policy; refugee issue; population growth and polici es; Jordanian expectations
of peace dividends; possibility of Palestinian investment and capital flow into the West
Bank and Gaza from Jordan; Palestinian-Jordanian confederation; regional integration.
Economics and Demography - A Palestinian Perspective
by Dr. Osama Hamad
The Palestinian economic capacity for job creation has traditionally been low and has
led to huge migration rates. Emigration from 1982-90 was a relief for the employm ent
market while now, th ere is negative immigration due to returnees and the coming young
generation. Following the Gulf war, the availability of jobs in the Gulf and inside Israel
decreased considerably, which means that the economy is now under extreme pressure
to absorb the growing labor force.

Long-term Development Prospects:
A lasting and acceptabl e political solution will solve many probl ems and is the only basis
for any real development of the Palestinian economy. Then, the economy will rely on
.
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ti~-;{s~- Cha~ges in this regard will depend on future trade arrangements and labor laws.
As for high-tech industries, our education system cannot provide the necessary skills and
qualifications. Here, too, a strong linkage to the Diaspora will be crucial. As for future
trade cooperation, total independence from Israeli interference is decisive, and this in
clud es th e need for our own port and airport. As for capital creation, there are still limits.
Most banks have only (re)opened in the past two or three years and the banking sector
is still in th e making; banks are hardly used other than to deposit money or obtain loans.
The main resource base for the Palestinian economy remains the Diaspora, but it needs
incentives and a healthy investment environment, including free mobility of capital, an
infrastructure for funds systems and legal regulations regarding investment and other
economic activities. Government intervention needs to be kept to a minimum.
Short-term Prospects:
In the short-term perspective the main obstacle for development is political uncertainty.
In addition, Israeli measures such as closures impose harsh restrictions on any develop
ment and make it impossible to deliver. Regarding many imports, Palestinians are bound
to Israeli trade agreements and cannot compete with their Jordanian counterparts. While
we have to import our leather from Italy for example, Jordan purchases it in South East
Asia where the prices are 20-30% cheap er. Anoth er problem is our linkage to the Israeli
wage structure, which makes our workers too expensive. Because of credit risks, loans
are still unavailable to the poorer members of society. There is a lot of potential for pro
gress, especially regarding housing-related lending, but it will depend on external sup
port. Furthermore, private sector initiatives need to be encouraged; incentives could be
given by introducing investment insurance schemes or export insurance programs, limit
ing the risks of those willing to invest. Shortcomings of the agreements with Israel also
hinder our development (e.g., the Paris Agreement provides that some US$200 million
of collected tariffs on imports go to Israel, not to th e Palestinians). Israel has the right to
veto on issues such as th e Palestinian currency, and there is a pressing need to establish
a Central Bank if we are to solve our liquidity problem s. Lastly, we urgently need access
to international markets.

Discussion: Investment structure and legal regulations in th e Palestinian Territories;
problems regarding transparency and monopolies; Pal estinian competitiveness by
sectors; free trade arrangements; taxes and revenues; Palestinians in the Israeli labor
market - future prospects; Israeli intentions regarding Palestinian development.

Economics and Demography - An Israeli Perspective
by Dr. Paul Rivlin
Since 1990, the Israeli economy has grown rapidly, due to several reasons: There has
been increased immigration from the former Soviet Union which has subsequently
increased the demand for and the supply of labor. The peace process improved Israel's
image and increased confidence in the region . This enabled Israel to import capital on a
large scale and on favorable terms, which helped the effort to balance the deficit and
finance the investment boom by _supplier credits and loans; with the end of the Arab
secondary boycott, foreign firms and banks began business with Israel. The burden of
the defense budget was finally reduced, releasing resources for civilian uses and
investment. The main growth occurred in the trade and service sector (by 12%), industry
(7.5%) and construction (7%).
Nevertheless, th e Israeli economy also faces - problems. The balance of payments has
deteriorated due to several factors, including: a high growth of private consumption; an
unchanged Shekel-Dollar exchange rate _which led to a real revaluation of the Shekel,
making exports to the US less competitive and reducing the relative price of US imports
in Israel; and slow growth in productivity.
Recent Israeli economic and demographic trends include:
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• a gradual move towards lower government spending as a share of CDP;
• increased internationalization of the economy (opening up of formerly closed
markets, new trade agreements and increasing foreign investment);
• increased level of spending on civilian research and development;
• a population growth that is faster than that of the EU states;
• the immigrant population constitutes some 12% of the total population or 15% of
the Jewish population;
• Russian immigrants have a smaller average size than the average native-born Israeli
family;
• since 1960, the Jewish population has grown more slowly than the minority
population so that its share of the total population has declined continuously ever
since.

Discussion: Relationship between Jews and Arabs in Israel; foreign investment; expected
changes in trade relations; protectionism vs. free trade; Israeli-Palestinian economic ties;
internal migration; right of return for Palestinians/returnees impact on the economy.

WORKSHOP FIVE:

State-Building, Identity, Pluralism and Participation
1 july 1996/ RUSl London

The Palestinian Team:
Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Head of PASSIA Jerusalem
Dr. Ahmad Khalidi, Chief Editor of Majahat AI-Dirasat AI-Filastiniyah (Arabic Quarterly)
HE Afif Safieh, PLO General Delegate to the UK and the Vatican
The Jordanian Team:
Dr. Mustafa Hamarneh, Director, Center for Strategic Studies, University of Jordan, Amman
The Israeli Team:
Dr. Asher Susser, Senior Fellow, The Moshe Dayan Center for Middle Eastern and African
Studies, Tel Aviv University
Dr. David Vital, Department of Political Science, Tel Aviv University
Dr. Ephraim Karsh, Department of War Studies, King's College, London
Others/Guests:
Dr. Rex Brynen( McGill University/ICAS, Montreal
Ms. Ailie Saunaers, RUSI, London
Rear Admiral Richard Cobbold, Director, RUSI, London
Jane Armstrong, Ministry of Defense, London
Bassam Asfour, Jordanian Information Bureau, London
Douglas Davis, The Jerusalem Post, London Office
Christopher Dreyfuss, RUSI
Dr. Rosemary Hollis, Royal Institute of International Affairs (Chatham House)
Valerie Grove, Royal Institute of International Affairs (Chatham House)
Dr. John King, BBC Arabic Service
Awad Mansour, King's College, London
Jonathan Rynhold, London School of Economics
Greg Shapland, Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO)

Summary:
Opening Remarks (1)
by Rear Admiral Richard Cobbold
Based on the presumption that there are still many obstacles that could prevent the
peace process from reaching the conclusions broadly aspired to, not least the decades
of conflict which still live in the minds of the people involved, three institutes - one Pal
estinian, one Jordanian and one Israeli - consulted together and decided that a signifi
cant contribution can be made to resolving differences and promoting understanding
by sharing their knowledge and views through a program of workshops, each address
ing a particular subiect in an academic manner. RUSl's role within this framework was
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emphasize, however, how important it is to keep such a dialogue valid and to continue
such important projects.
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Opening Remarks (2)
by Dr. Mahd; Abdul Had;
The idea of the project evolved against the background that the Middle East is undergo
ing a transformation, based on several agreements signed by the players at the heart of
the process (Palestine, Jordan and Israel), but a real process of achieving durable peace
among the people is far from being reached. Mutual misunderstandings and mistrust
still prevail in each of the societies involved, partly because the knowledge accumulated
on each of these independently, regarding their separate identities, histories and rela
tionship to others in the region, too often remain the exclusive preserve of each coun
try. The basic objective was to construct a forum for dialogue and analytical approach
to the issues which affect each with an emphasis on domestic political developments.
This academic endeavor gathers specialists on each of the chosen issues to present
their respective views on an equal footing.

I

State-Building, Identity, Pluralism and Participation in Palestine
by Dr. Mahd; Abdul Had;

The formation of a Palestinian identity goes back to the periods of Ottomanization and
Arabization. With the opposition to the British mandate and the emergence of the first
anti-Zionist movements, a new chapter in Arab unity began, based on the common
desire for sovereignty and independence. Palestinian-Arab unity emerged against this
background for the sake of their common cause.
From today's perspective, the irony is that some decades ago autonomy for the Jews in
part of Pal estine was discussed, while now Oslo provides for autonomy for Palestinians
in part of Palestine.
The Palestinians formed all kinds of institutions, organizations and Muslim-Christian
societies in Jerusal em, Haifa, Nablus and elsewhere on Palestinian soil, many of which
were devoted to working against the Zionist penetration and for Palestinian rights and
aspirations. At the same time, the Palestinian national movement was divided along the
line of other Arab states which were utilized as potential allies or supporters, especially
with regard to the Nashashibi-Husseini rivalry. This division had a negative impact on
the Palestinian national movement. While the political elite had no desire to fight and to
give up their privileges and the middle class/peasants were divided along the religious
dim ension, it was the guerrillas that actually fought the battle.
Following recognition of Palestine as the core problem of the Arab-Israeli conflict and,
in 1964, of the PLO as the embodiment of the Palestinian national movement, marking
the turning point towards "Palestinization", hundreds of gras s roots organizations, clubs,
women's groups and centers dealing with all kinds of issues were created, building the
foundation of what today is called "civil society" as well as for a Palestinian democratic
society and its future state.
Th e period between 1969-82 was characterized by th e strategy of steadfastness. During
this time, th e Palestinians witnessed arrests, land confiscation, humiliation and all kinds
of harassment brought about by the occupiers, but despite all obstacles, they tried to
live normally and to keep th eir institutions functional. Th e main aim of this period was
to maintain the status quo while waiting for the PLO leadership, on which all hope was
focused, to make the next move.
With the outbreak of the Intifada in 198 7, things changed and the status quo was
challenged; national pride replaced the fear. This change was mirrored by the civil
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;ociety in the making; the inside eventually convinced the outside of a two-state
;olution through negotiations, endorsed by the PNC in Algiers in 1988.
vVith the beginning of the negotiations, another
the people of the intifada, convinced the PLO to
the Madrid conference. At the same time, the
nightmare for the outside, which reacted by
negotiations, one of which was Oslo.

leadership crisis emerged. The inside,
overcome the humiliation and to join
inside developed its own ideas - a
opening several secret channels of

The Palestinians now face various challenges with regard to their institution-building
process and statehood. Among these are: the development of a democratic system;
public support for the elected PLC and national aspirations; and the need to convince
israel of the importance of real peace in the region.
At the same time, the Palestinians have to deal with outstanding issues, including:
Jerusalem; the right of return; settlements; and relations with Jordan .

Discussion: minimum demands of the Palestinians; the Intifada agenda; Israeli elections;
Netanyahu's scenarios; Arab summit and its meaning.

State-Building, Identity, Pluralism and Participation in Israel
by Dr. David Vital
The independent State of Israel was up and running on the 15 May 1948 - precisely on
schedule and in a form which it has retained to quite a remarkable extent and without
interruption ever since. There was no orderly transfer of power from the imperial
authority to the emerging state. Palestine, a political unit unknown before the British
arrived, was simply evacuated and, upon evacuation, dissolved . The historically relevant
questions of israeli state-building are (1) how was it possible for a functioning state to
promptly emerge and (2) how was it that modern israel turned out to be from the first
an enduring parliamentary democracy?
The Jewish people had no king, no prince, no established council of elders, no
aristocracy, no clans and clan leadership, no bishops, and no method for agreeing on
and implementing issues of common interest. The main characteristic of the Jews was
that they constituted a coherent social entity, though linguistically, culturally, religiously,
and historically distinct. in their communal affairs, they benefited from their experience
in running their own affairs and conducting their own public business on a basis that
excluded the participation of the sovereign power, enabling them to maintain their
separate national cultural, religious and social identity.
internal autonomy depended on a moral hold over the community; Jewish leadership
was traditionally not aristocratic or hereditary or military but drawn from two sources:
the rabbis and men of material substance. it was an oligarchy and not necessarily
popular but perceived as legitimate. Traditionally, the society was accustomed to being
bound by law - the Law of God - which also held it together as a coherent social body.
it was therefore inherently conservative and communal leadership had to be consensual
and democratic in the sense of "follow the majority/mainstream." Leaders needed to
present themselves as servants of their community. The two central operative principles
that led Jewish society were that social action must be free and voluntary, and that
leaders were answerable to those they led and subject to public criticism.
For all these reasons, parliamentary democracy came naturally to the Jews as the sole
form of government that was conceivably acceptable to them . The great deviation from
it was the Zionist movement that initially formed only a small fraction of the Jewish
people worldwide. A small executive committee, the elected "Smaller Actions
Committee" presided over by Herzl, was authorized to handle the affairs of the
movement. This "parliament," the Congress of Zionists, and an intermediate, smaller
hoc:lv. the Greater Actions Committee, built the skeleton of overnment. A ran e of

/VIapal - In COalitiOn with other parties - had the dominant presence in all relevant
institutions (e.g., the Histadrut, Va'ad Le'umi, Jewish Agency) and was the basis on
which David Ben Gurion converted the Yishuv into a fully autonomous nation .
Sir Harold MacMichael, High Commissioner (1938-1944) who was to implement the
White Paper of 1939 judged according to what would be best for Britain in the Middle
East. He did not doubt that any Jewish state in Palestine would be viable. His wisdom
was very much that of the man on the spot; like the Royal Commissioners seven years
earlier, he knew what he was talking about.

Discussion: 1947 Partition Plan; Jewish Agency as predecessor of the parliament; Zionist
movement; Jewish immigration and the transition from pre-state to state; multi-ethnicity
in Israeli society and nationalism.

State-Building, Identity, Pluralism and Participation in Jordan
by Dr. Mustafa Hamarneh
The process of Jordanian state-building fits very much into the pattern of state-building
in the Third World in general. Jordan lacked two important "ingredients": (1) an
economic surplus; and (2) an elite other than the Hashemite dynasty stemming from the
Hijaz. Both were temporarily provided by the British authorities. The state was
developed from outside which had a monopoly on the government and its entire
bureaucracy from the beginning.
It was people like Majali, AI-Fayez, and Arra who during the early years demanded that
power be given to the "sons of the land" and were subsequently promoted. Along with
this, the exclusion of non-Jordanians in relevant positions within the state bureaucracy
began. The next step was the attempt to Jordanize the Palestinian population of Jordan
but what was intended to be an integration process turned into a series of conflicts and
clashes, not least over political positions.
During the 1950s and 1960s, the relations between Jordanians and Palestinians were
satisfactory but this changed with the War of 1967. The emergence and rise of Fatah,
then led from Gaza, brought a lot of unrest into the country and resulted in the
exclusion of Palestinians from positions of power and heightened discrimination.
Today, we can speak to a large extent of integration. The relations between Palestinians
and Jordanians could have improved during the Gulf crisis but this unique opportunity
was missed. As for the future, I don't see a confederation with the Palestinians in the
near future, although we will continue to have a say on the West Bank.
In the political spectrum we are currently witnessing the main party losing ground. The
Islamist movement is more sound than in other Arab states; it is imbedded in the middle
class and not so much a protest movement as one that promotes its Islamic ideas and
believes. A major problem in Jordan is tribalism and strong communal relations. From
the Jordanian point of view, the Arab-Israeli conflict has formally come to an end and
no major protest has occurred. Political activism, as well as participation and mobiliza
tion is less fruitful than was the case in the 1960s, and more difficult to implement. The
sense of belonging to a large community still plays a big role and elections are clearly
run along tribal lines and other clan linkages that are mainly based on patterns of land
distribution. Political parties exist but not as formal institutions as in the West. At some
time, tribal links will become democratic in terms of voting patterns, but the long-term
impact of such a change on the Jordanian civil society is unclear.

Discussion: state-building; demographic features; Palestinian-Jordanian cleavages;
Abdallah and Hussein; balance of power in Jordan; Isfamists; tribalism; identities; three
state scenarios (Palestine, Jordan, Israel); recent dissatisfaction and unrest; opposition.
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WORKSHOP SIX:

Patestine, Jordan and Israel in the Middle East
2 July 1996 - RUSl London

The Palestinian Team:
Dr. Mahdi Abdul Had~ Head of PASSIA, Jerusalem
Dr. Khalil Shi<;:Jagi, CPKS, Nablus
Dr. Ahmad Klialldi, Chief Editor of Maiallat AI-Dirasat AI-Filastiniyah (Arabic Quarterly)
The Jordanian Team:
Dr. Mustafa Hamarneh, Director, Center for Strategic Studies, University of Jordan, Amman .
The Israeli Team:
Dr. Asher Susser Senior Fellow, Moshe Dayan Center for Middle Eastern and African Studies
Dr. David Vital, el Aviv University

t

Others/Guests:

Dr. Rex B[ynen( McGill University/ ICAS, Montreal
Ms. Ailie Saunaers, RUSI, London
Rear Admiral Richard Cobbold, Director, RUSI, London
lane Armstrong, Ministry of Defense, London
Bassam Asfour, lordanian Information Burea~ London
Douglas Davis, The Jerusalem Post, London uffice
Christopher Dreyfuss, RUSI
Dr. Rosemary Hollis~ Royal Institute of International Affairs (Chatham House)
Valerie Grove, Royal Institute of International Affairs (Chatham House)
Dr. John King, BBL Arabic Service
Awad Mansour, King's College, London
Dr. Joel Peters, Reading University
Sqn Ldr Balaam Ministry of Defense
Ya'akov Hadas-Handelsman, Isra eli Embass , London

Summary:
Jordan in the Middle East
by Dr. Mustafa Hamarneh
From the beginning, Jordan's foreign policy was determin ed by three factors:
• Its geopolitical significance as a buffer zon e between Israel and Iraq, as well as its
potential role as dumping ground for refugees from Palestine, and its status as an
entity separating Syria from the Peninsula and a bridgehead from Egypt to Iraq.
• The lack of natural resources that made it always dependent on external support.
• Its establishment as a counter power regarding the search for an Arab order (since
1920, Jordan has been pro-West and anti-communist and has played a major role in
Arab summits and the formulating of common Arab resolutions).
The combination of all th ese factors had an effect on dom estic issues, alliances, politics
and the critical space between state and society, including civil society and opposition.
Jordan could not afford to stay away from the Madrid Peace Conference; the people
drew scenarios on possible outcomes but no one knew wh ere it would lead to. Jordan
insisted that the talks resume in Washington in order to stress the non-normalization
with Israel, symbolized through the geographic distance, and to lobby the US admini
stration and public opinion.
Th e news of the breakthrough in Oslo led to anxiety and fear of what might happen
next. During the negotiations, Jordan did not have its own program but shared the
Palestinian agenda. The peace treaty with Israel was seen as the King's own deal,
design ed to get rid of his headaches and to end the fear of threats from outsid e.
Beyond this he did not care what others thought. The people expected at least
economic benefits and are disappointed that nothing has significantly changed.
The King is not interested in playing a functional role on the West Bank; he compro
mised on Jerusalem, he accepted Egypt's leadership role, and he managed to present
Jordan as the only Arab state able to deal with Labor and Likud. The Arab states some
how accepted Jordan's role as a bridgehead between Israel and the Arab world but his
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Palestine in the Middle East
by Dr. Khalil Shiqaqi
Since 1948, three basic elements guided Palestinian decision-making: Palestinian
nationalism; the Palestinian perception of the regional balance of powers; and the
sociopolitical structure in Palestine.
Palestinian priorities have changed during the past decades. The most important change
occurred in the mid-1970s when the PLO accepted the notion of Palestinian independ
ence in a state in the West Bank and Gaza. Today, Palestinian objectives are as follows:
independence/ and independent state; establishment of an open, stable and democratic
political system embracing all segments of society; economic prosperity; and good rela
tions with regional neighbors.
In seeking to achieve their goals, the Palestinians perceive the following threats:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

threats to Palestinian existence within a state;
threats to the integrity of the Palestinian Territories;
threats to the right of return to the Palestinian state;
security-related threats;
threats to national identity (due to geographic separation);
the threat of outside intervention;
internal threats (e.g., instability; polarization within the society; rivalries among
security services; changing attitudes towards the peace process; discontent with the
political and economic developments, and an increasingly authoritarian leadership) .

Palestine could very possible contribute to the region by:
• increasing security and stability by minimizing the potential for conflict;
• contributing to political stability, mutual recognition and "normalization";
• facilitating political and sociocultural relationships and economic cooperation .
The Palestinian future role in the region will depend on three main factors :
• The nature of the future entity (a sovereign state, self-rule entity or a confederation);
of the political system (democratic or authoritarian) and of the players/ elite.
• The nature of regional power structures, alliances, and role of outside powers.
• The nature of regional challenges in terms of security (armament, war, terrorism),
political stability (Islamic fundamentalism , political participation, liberalization, elite
rivalries), and economic prosperity.

Discussion: settlements as security threat; growing radicalism; jerusalem; national
identity; citizenship; sovereignty.
Israel's Place in the Region
by Dr. Asher Susser
Historical events and the ev olution of corporate identities determined the three entities
jordan, Israel and Palestine, which are all products of the struggle for Palestine. As
jordan's policy evolved so Israel was compelled to recognize Palestinian nationalism;
the "jordan option" dissipated and Israel, in coming to terms with the Palestinian
national identity, had to redefine itself accordingly. From Camp David (1978) onwards
Israel gravitated towards the acceptance of some form of disengagement from the West
Bank and Gaza in favor of autonomy or statehood for the Palestinians.
The Oslo Accords and Israel's withdrawal from parts of the West Bank and Gaza
diminished the notion of Greater Eretz Yisrael. Polls in the 1980s have already shown
that a majority of jewish Israelis prefer the preservation of their state over the Greater
Eretz Yisrael concept. The Oslo process paves the way for a Palestinian state or entity of
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any form and changes the internal balance within the triangle of Israel, Jordan and the
Palestinians. The less integrated the Palestinian Territories are with Israel, economically
and politically, the more likely is the development of political and economic links with
jordan, also given the Palestinian population there. However, despite their cultural and
social affinity both sides will do their utmost to preserve their separate identities. As
Israel does not share such cultural, linguistic and religious affinity, it is unlikely that
future bonds with Israel would ever be as close.
Israelis are deeply divided on policy issues and the nature/identity of the state, basically
on the definition of Israel as a "jewish State" or the "State of the jewish People." The
Arab-Israeli conflict is carried out on two fronts: between Israel and the Arab states, and
intercommunally, between Israel and the Palestinians. The former is more a military one
and directed by the balance of power. The latter has also a military aspect but is primar
ily a demographic struggle of which side has more people. Israeli withdrawal from Pales
tinian territories was not due to high military expenses but due to the realization that
demographically, and politically, the occupation has become an undesirable burden.
Any "normalization " of the Arab world with Israel occurs due to pragmatism and the
regional balance of power rather than due to ideological transformations. Israel is not
yet accepted as part of the family of Middle East nations. The Arabs view peace with
Israel as an admission of historical defeat, also regarding cultural and civilization
conflicts, with Israel as an outpost of the West that has imposed itself on the region.
Thus, Israel is not a "normal" state in the region, but a monument to the Arab-Muslim
failure to cope with Western-style modernity.
Israel is a mixture of Western, Middle Eastern and Mediterranean influences. Decades of
Arab boycott left Israel with little choice but to orient itself to Europe, the US and the Far
East, which makes economic integration with the Arab world now unlikely.

Discussion: "normalization"; ideological transformation; Arab-Israeli conflict vs. European
conflicts and the Cold War; Arab perception of defeat.

WORKSHOP SEVEN: Government and Civil Society

3 November 1996/ PASSIA, jerusalem
The Palestinian Team:
Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Head of PASSIA, Jerusalem
Dr. Salim Tamari, Director, Institute for Jerusalem Studies, Jerusalem
Dr. Bernard Sabella, Professor of Sociology, Bethlehem University

The Jordanian Team:
Dr. Mustafa Hamarneh, Director, Center for Strategic Studies, University of Jordan, Amman
Khawlah Ali Sbetah, Center for Strategic Studies, University of Jordan, Amman
Dr. Sabri Rbeihat, Sociologist, University of Philadelphia, Jordan

The Israeli Team:
Dr. Asher Susser, Senior Fellow, Moshe Dayan Center for Middle Eastern and African Studies
Dr. Gad Barzilai, Senior Lecturer, Political Science, Tel Aviv University
Dr. Yossi Shein, Chair, Political Science, Tel Aviv University

Others/Guests:
Dr. Rex Brynen Associate Professor, McGill University/ICAS, Montreal
Ms. Ailie Saun ders, RUSI, London
HE David Berger, Canadian Ambassador, Canadian Embassy, Tel Aviv
David Viveash, Canadian Embassy, Tel Aviv
Dr. Joel Peters, University of Reading, Visiting Fellow, Truman Institute
Haj Abed Abu Diab, Jerusalem Electricity Co.
Sheikh Jamil Hamami, Director, Islamic Cultural and Scientific Society, Jerusalem
Dr. Yossi Alpher, Jaffee Center for Strategic Studies, Tel Aviv
Mr. Faisal Husseini, Orient House, Jerusalem

We all face the challenges and problems of the ongoing peace process. For Jordan, Pal
estine and Israel it is important to reach a real understanding as the base for a genuine
agreement on which to build for the future and to contain the peace process. This has
to involve the issue of Jerusalem as Jerusalem is the key to peace - or war. Israel's poli
cies towards Jerusalem are a threat to both the Palestinians and the peace process.
Jerusalem was built to be the Palestinian people's capital. All important hospitals and
the main institutions and service providers are here. The current isolation of Jerusalem is
threefold - the siege on the city, the prevention of its development (through restrictive
permit systems and tax regulations etc.) and the detachment from the international
community - and does not serve peace.
The same goes for the evacuation of Palestinian Jerusalemites through economic
obstacles and discriminatory ID card policies. Israel has always tried to create and
maintain a demographic majority in Jerusalem by building Jewish-only settlements on
confiscated Palestinian land and preventing Palestinians from using their land for their
own purposes.

Government and Civil Society in Jordan
by Dr. Sabri Rbeihat
Jordanian civil society is mainly related to urban areas/cities and the degree of
democracy and effectiveness of the government. To examine civil society the following
political theories may be drawn on: Theory of Democratic Systems; Elite Theory,
Pluralist Theorr and Hyper Theory.
The Jordanian government is based on a tribal society and the concept of a political,
military ruled state that began to evolve in 1920. Democratization has begun but there
have been no real efforts. The society has not experienced democracy; the principle of
equality and of information and the level of participation are the parameters which
should be used to measure the degree of democracy.
"Civil society" embraces all organizations that fill the vacuum between the family and
the state. The first political party ("Independent Party") emerged in 1922 but lasted only
four years. From 1921 to 1948, ten political parties emerged, but with no democratic
substance, program or agenda. After 1948, the political spectrum widened with more
parties and movements, such as the Muslim Brotherhood, Communists, Ba'ath, Tahrir
and the National Socialist Party. With the 1970 events and the banishment of the PLO
from Jordan, the Jordanian identity began to develop. This situation lasted until 1988,
when the King made his first moves towards democracy. After the ban on political
parties was lifted, new political organizations emerged .
Professional associations have existed since 1944 when Jordanian law provided a legal
framework. The government felt threatened by them as many were highly politicized
and involved graduates returning from abroad with new ideas and approaches.
Therefore, they were denied a real mandate. The Jordanian society suffers from this until
today, especially as everyone is obliged to be part of a professional association, none of
which are real civil society organizations as they lack the voluntary nature.
The legitimacy of Jordan's political regime is still determined by religion - the ruling
family are descendants of the Prophet Mohammed - and tribalism, which always helped
contain and preserve the government, while hindering progress and modernity within
the society. The frequent changes in the cabinet do not allow for stability and for the
mandates to be considered serious.

Discussion: role and function of civil society; voluntary vs. mandatory membership;
space between government and society; Islamization; political parties and elites;
tribalism in Jordan; state-building; social transformation.
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Government and Civil Society in Israel
by Dr. Yoss; Shein
Interrelations between civil society, political society and the state have undergone a
critical evolution in Israel. Originally, there was a symbiotic coexistence between civil
society and political society with both being subordinated to state power. This attitude
has declined; an example is that today, military officials are less appreciated in Israeli
society than stock market brokers.

Civtl society vs. State - ideally, the state is the umbrella under which civil society acts
and interacts. The state should be there to create a body of solidarity.
Civil society vs. political society - civil society is the arena of "polities" where self
organized groups function relatively independent from the state, trying to promote the
interests of a certain constituency; political society is the sphere where polity unfolds
and develops. Indicators are elections, th e existence of parties, legislators and laws etc.
Both spheres are usually interrelated, but civil society can emerge and develop without
parallel developments in the political society (e.g., the case of China).
Israel's early years were determined by the post-war experience, the notion of survival
and new hegemonies, including civil and political societies. The main forc es within
society were almost identical with the state officials in power. Political society was
rath er marginalized, at least while Mapai was the sole party with a say. Despite the
waves of immigrants and the rise of the Orthodox as a player in th e power game, ethnic
divisions were suppressed by the prevailing patronage system. After 1967, political
society and the state w ere no longer symbiotic but split, mainly due to issues related to
the occupation and to economic liberalization efforts.
Today, Israel is culturally divided into the secular segment of the society and the
Orthodox community. The latter is powerful through its demographic development and
has emerged as a major challenge to the state. The Orthodox have succeeded in
creating their own realm, with self-run schools and special regulations. Fundamentalism
still exists in Israel: when the state fails to deliver, a new, often extreme force is given
room to emerge and gain power (e.g., Shas in Israel, Hamas in Gaza,).

Discussion: religious parties in Israel vs. Islamic movement in Palestine; Haredi (Ultra
Orthodox); political parties as mediators for civil society; secularity vs. religiosity;
Di aspora, linkage to Israel and identities; role of women.
WORKSHOP EIGHT: Political Trends and the New Elites
4 November 7996/ PASSIA, Jerusalem
The Palestinian Team:
Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Head of PASSIA, Jerusalem
Dr. Salim Tamari, Director, Institute for Jerusalem Studies, Jerusalem
Sheikh Jamil Hamami, Director, Islamic Cultural and Scientific Society, Jerusalem
The Jordanian Team:
Dr. Mustafa Hamarneh, Director, Center for Strategic Studies, University of Jordan, Amman
Dr. Ibrahim Othman, Professor of Sociology, University of Jordan, Amman
Dr. Sabri Rbeihat, SOCiologist, University of Philadelphia, Jordan
The Israeli Team:
Dr. Asher Susser, Senior Fellow, Moshe Dayan Center for Middle Eastern and African Studies
Dr. Gad Barzilai, Senior Lecturer, Political Science, Tel Aviv University
Dr. Yossi Shein, Chair, Political Science, Tel Aviv University
Others/Guests:
Dr. Rex Brynen Associate Professor, Political Science, McGill University/ICAS, Montreal
Ms. Ailie Saun ders, RUSI, London
Dr. Joel Peters, Lecturer in International Relations, University of Reading
Ms. Kirsty Wright, Consultant, Canadian Embassy, Tel Aviv

Generally, the tragmentatlon and cantonlzatlon ot tne vvest t5anK, LJaza :::>mp ana tas(
jerusalem limit and constrain the integration of the whole society and hence the ability
of the Palestinian political elite to effectively standardize and enforce its power and in
fluence across the three territories. Historically, the Palestinian elite was based on relig
ious affiliation with the Fath, with holy places, with religious personalities or associa
tions. For centuries, families with such association, "notables," used their privileged
status to gain advantages and powers in socioeconomic, political, and other areas. After
1948, jordan integrated many of them into its bureaucracy but their position was
weakened due to the leadership's failure in 1948, due to the shift in the center of power
from the West to the East Bank, and because they were seen as self-contained and not
interested in serving the society.
With the emergence of the PLO, political commitment and involvement !;>ecame impor
tant aspects for influence and power. Revolutionary ideology of liberating Palestine re
placed the old basis for status, privilege and elitism. The PLO sought to be the major or
only center of power and was not interested in competing with forces inside the occu
pied territories. The inside adopted the passive strategy of "steadfastness" and non-co
operation with Israeli authorities. Any perceived threat to the PLO's role (e.g., the
Autonomy Plan of the late 1970s), was answered with the establishment of bodies such
as the National Guidance Committee (1978), to consolidate the center-periphery rela
tionship. The local elite was not able to become a national leadership mainly due to the
loyalty of the majority of the Palestinians inside to the PLO and due to the Israeli poli
cies of fragmentation and cantonization of the Palestinian Territories. The local elite
could deliver only at the local level, Oslo being a good example: while the "local" dele
gation was negotiating in Washington, the PLO decision-makers conducted secret talks.
The institutionalization of the PNA changed the role of grass-root organizations and
political groups; they are no longer mobilizing the masses to confront occupation but
are expected to coordinate with the PNA. The PLO has adopted the policy of co
optation of members of family elites; they mutually need each other to legitimize their
privileged positions and prestige and build the foundation for an elite-based leadership.
A recent poll showed that influential groups can be divided into a number of "elites" (by
ranking): academic, security, government, political, industrial-financial-commercial, relig
ious, local-municipal, tourist, real estate and traditional-family. Also, the majority of Pal
estinians perceive themselves as middle class. Palestinian society tends to adopt policies
that encourage the development of open systems of social structure, government ac
countability, economic development and institutionalization of power and influence.

Discussion: Dialogue among elites; inside-outside conflict; fragmentation of the political
elite in Palestine; influence of economic factors on elitism and constituencies.

I

Political Trends and New Elites in Israel
by Dr. Gad Barzi/a;

The history of Israel's party system is divided into two periods:
(1) The emergence of Mapai as the dominant socialist party (1932-1973), run by parti
san leaders (e.g., David Ben-Gurion, Moshe Sharett, Levi Eshkol) and controlling most of
the financial and political bodies in the Yishuv, and a military force. Since 1932 Mapai
has won the jewish Agency, Histadrut, and the National Committee elections; it could
supply jobs, land and immigration licenses to its constituencies. Its main political rival,
the Revisionist movement, was no real counter-elite. After 1948, Mapai established the
IDF and the security services, ensuring its control over them. The successors of Ben
Gurion, who was in charge at the time, have greatly benefited from this apparatus.
(2) The evaporation of dominance in the partisan system, and the emergence of polari
zation (1974-1996). With Eshkol's rise to power in 1963, the party's prestige declined.
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He lacked the military image and was, in 1967, forced to enlarge the ruling coalition.
With the joining of Begin's right wing Gahal, Mapai lost its unique partisan system and
the exclusive sources of popular support, which were the main cause of the evapora
tion of Mapai's hegemony. Since 1974, due to the two wars and the occupation, politi
cal leaders' military/security experience became more relevant. While in earlier years
Mapai enjoyed the support of the public majority and most parties, after 1974, polariza
tion and ideological fragmentation made a national leadership almost impossible.
Extra-parliamentary bodies such as Gush Emunim (1974) and Peace Now (1978) mir
rored a change in the political fabric. Both were able to mobilize the public, enjoyed
the support of larger parties (Likud/Labor) and had an impact on the public agenda as
well as on the media. Their activists rose to leadership positions in political parties. Dedi
Zucker and Mordechai Bar'On (Peace Now) became major political figures in Ratz;
Hanan Ben-Porat (Gush Emunim) in Ha'Mafdal.
The new election law (1996) weakened the effectiveness of the parliament and its elite
in supervising the government; political leaders enjoy more executive power outside
the legislature, bureaucracy and the military establishment. The large political parties are
also weakened while religious and ethnic parties gained more electoral weight. The
Haredi parties - a unique type of political elite, based on communal constituencies and
religious affiliation - benefited from the new system's split-voting (e.g. vote for Netan
yahu and for a religious party). Arab parties do not depend on Jewish parties and can
express autonomous aspirations. Their elite was effective in gathering the various
groups into two coalitions: Hadash (traditional post-communist Palestinization) and the
United Arab list (cultural autonomy for Israeli-Arabs).
The Israeli society has become more Americanized; the Middle Class is stronger than
ever before, the economic elite is more powerful, and individualistic traits are more im
portant. Israel is a nationalistic society, with strong elements of racism and militarism.

Discussion: Difference between civil society, the Middle Class, elites and leaders; parties
and constituencies; racial, ethnic and gender divisions in Israel; Ashkenasi vs. Sephardim
elites; comparison: Palestinian and Israeli pre-state situation/Ben Gurion and Arafat.

Political Trends and New Elites in Jordan
by Dr. Ibrahim Othman
Two factors have influenced Jordan's policies since the time of Prince Abdallah, namely
Jordan's geopolitically significant location, and the lack of natural resources which made
Jordan dependent on foreign aid .
In its early years, Jordan's political structure and politics were determined by a society of
nomads and tribes and the Ottoman bureaucracy.
Political trends are almost exclusively directed by the Hashemites and the King himself.
Political parties emerged (1950-60s) but with no clear agenda. The traditional elites 
loyal to the Royal family - overpowered the political parties and ruled in all aspects,
including the economy. Only the Muslim Brotherhood was to some extent allowed to
gain ground as a counter-force to communist groups. Now, its activities are restricted
by the government. Today's political parties have no real influence and people do not
trust them. The King and the Crown Prince are the only decision-makers. The elite
surrounding them has no public support, does not represent any group interests or
constituency, and is fully dependent on the royal family.
The Palestinian elite in Jordan is split into two groups both of which depend on the
King's/army's backing: (1) those Jordanized and loyal to the Royal family, and (2) those
who gained influence and certain power due to their economic status.

Discussion: "bread riots" · stratification in Jordan; role/participation of women and the
ca
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D.
PuTTING PASSIA ON-LINE

Introduction
ith more than 40 million users throughout the world and the number of
subscribers increasing daily, the Internet is a powerful tool that Pales
tinians cannot affora to ignore. PASSIA, as a Palestinian academic and
research institute that strives to be as professional and efficient as possible in its
efforts to present information, data, facts and analysis related to Palestine to a
national and international audience, decided in early 1996 to utilize the new
tool to disseminate its material, activities and analyses to a broader international
audience, and thus, to promote a better understanding of Palestinian aspira
tions, issues and concerns.

W

PASSIAl s Homepage

W

ith the kind support of the Canadian Dialogue Fund in Tel Aviv, PASSIA
was able to purchase the needed equipment and to establish its
homepage on the Internet:

www.passia.org
The homepage, which is constantly being updated with regard to recent PASSIA
activities and publications, aims at providing the rapidly growing international
on-line researcher community with access to PASSIA pubrications, information
about PASSINs goals and projects, unbiased analyses on various Palestinian
issues of concern, and the proceeding of PASSIA meetings and roundtable
discussions on a wide range of topics. Thus far, PASSIA's nomepage contains
the following categories that nave been fed with extensive material:
• Recent Events
• Recent Publ ications
• Administration
• Meetings
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•
•
•
•

Conferences
PASSIA Publications
Seminars
Jerusalem

APPENDICES
I. PASSIA Administration
ASSIA employs all its staff on a contractual basis whether full or part time. The
current team handles the execution of all PASSIA projects, with other researchers
commissioned for specific tasks related to these projects.

P

Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi - Head of PASSIA
Kainat Dweik (1988-) - Administrative Director
BA Social Work, American University of Beirut; social worker for ten years; rehabilita
tion officer in the West Bank and Gaza for six years; born and living in Jerusalem.
Deniz Altayli (1993-) - Program Director
MA Sociology (with Economics and Political Science), Heidelberg University,
Germany; living and working in Jerusalem since 1993; PASSIA project coordination.
Dr. Said Zeedani (1993-) - Academic Director (part time)
Professor of Philosophy, Dean of the Faculty of Arts, Birzeit University.
Nada Awad (1990-) - Secretary
Professional Arabic and English typist; Tawjihi from Dar AI-Fatah AI-Laji'a School,
Jerusalem, 1988; YWCA secretarial diploma, 1989; born and living in Jerusalem .
Awad Mansour (1996) - Researcher
MA, War Studies, King's College, London; born and living in Jerusalem.
Iyad Attoun (1996-) - Administrative Assistant
Born and living in Jerusalem.
Mohammed Attoun (1996-) - Computer Specialist
Software/hardware/network maintenance; homepage design (Internet); born and living
in Jerusalem.
Khamis Ghosheh (1992-1996) - Administrative Assistant
Tawjihi from Ibrahimiyah College, Jerusalem, 1963; BA Business Administration, Beirut
University, 1968; general manager of a Jerusalem pharmacy; advertisement representa
tive for medical companies; freelance advertiser for local and international companies;
born and living in Jerusalem .
Talal Natsheh (1987-) - Accountant
Registered with Palestinian Accountants Association; Diploma from Beirut University,
1970; born and living in Jerusalem.
Walel Saladi (1992-) - Auditor (CPA)
Diploma from Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
Mark Rosenshield (May-August 1996) - Intern
BA International Relations, Pomona College, Claremont, CA; Student towards an MA in
I
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Dr. Kamal Abdul Fattah
Professor of Geography, Birzeit University; author of various publications on the
geography of Palestine.
Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi - Chairman
Political scientist; historian; columnist; author; founder and member of various
Palestinian institutions; head and founder of PASSIA.
Dr. Adnan Musallam - Secretary
Associate Professor of History, Bethlehem University; member of AI-Liqa' Center for
Religious and Heritage Studies in the Holy Land, Bethlehem.
Dr. Sari Nusseibeh
Professor of Philosophy; political analyst; author and columnist; President of AI-Quds
University, Jerusalem.
Dr. Bernard Sabella - Vice-President

So~iologist; .demographer; professor, Bethlehem University;

columnist and author of

vanous studies.
Ms. Diana Safieh - Treasu rer
Administrator/senior manageress of a private Palestinian travel company, Jerusalem.
Dr. Said Zeedani
Professor of Philosophy, Dean of Faculty of Arts, Birzeit University.

m.

Financial Support for PASSIA Projects

1"':' ach year, PASSIA's Academic and Program Committees jointly prepare proposals
p for its projects, based on the policy guidelines of the Board 0 Trustees. PASSIA
projects for 1996 and the financial support given towards each are listed below.
PASSIA takes this opportunity to acknowledge with gratitude the contributions of the
organizations and institutions mentioned.
1.

Research Studies Program
Supported by the Friearich Ebert Foundation (FES), Jerusalem.

2.

PASSIA Meetings Program
Partly financecf by The Rockefeller Foundation, New York; partly by income
generated from local sales of PASSIA publications.

3.

Seminar - Training and Education on International Affairs
Supported by the Ford Foundation, Cairo.

4.

PASSIA Diary 1996
Supported by the Friedrich Ebert Foundation (FES), Jerusalem .

5.

joint Project 1995/6: Palestine-jordan-Israel: Building a Base for Common
Scholarship and Understanding in the New Era of the Middle East
Supported by the Dialogue Fund, Canadian Emba ssy, Tel Aviv.

6.

Program on jerusalem
Financed by income generated from local sales of PASSIA publications.
Seminar on Or. Kamel AI-Assali supported by the Friednch Ebert Foundation
(FES), Jerusalem.

7.

Putting PASSIA on the Internet
Supported by the Dialogue Fund, Canadian Embassy, Tel Aviv .

8.

Specialist periodicals and library archives
Financed oy income generated from local sales of PASSIA publications.
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IV. Networking Efforts
PASSIA is a member of the following networks and associations :
Palestinian NCO Network (PNCO)

The PNGO Network aims to promote coordination and cooperation among Palestinian
NGOs and to advocate their right to exist and function without restrictions. The PNGO
is active in advancing democratic values and in strengthening the role of the civil
society in Palestine .
Euro-Mediterranean Study Commission (Euro-MeSCo)

The Mediterranean Study Commission (MeSCo) was established in 1994 (PASSIA was a
founding member) with the aim to provide Mediterranean countries with a forum for
debating international issues, politics and security from a regional point of view . In
principle, network members deal with international relations and security, carry out
policy-oriented research , enjoy a domestically and internationally recognized national
reputation, and have a mostly non-governmental character.
During the most recent MeSCo Annual Conference (7-8 June '1996, Sesimbra, Portugal )
it was decided to expand the scope of MeSCo by including foreign policy institutes
from non-Mediterranean countries. The main objectives of Euro-MeSCo are to promote
dialogue and the exchange of information between its members; to support their
institution-building and research capacities, and to foster cooperation between the civil
societies in the member countries.
The Association of Palestinian Policy and Research Institutions

In 1996, five Palestinian institutes (PASSIA, Jerusalem; CPRS, Nablus; Center for
Jerusalem Studies, Jerusalem; JMCC, Jerusalem; and Muwaten, Ramallah) established
the Association of Palestinian Policy and Research Institutions as an umbrella
organization in order to coordinate their activities, to strengthen their capacities, to
create a centralized data base for their respective resoures, and to enhance research
studies in various fields of Palestinian policy.
The Arab Research Network

A broader effort to bring together Palestinian and other Arab institutions was launched
in a meeting in Beirut neld on 2-3 August 1996, attended by representatives from the
following centers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lebanese Center for Policy Studies (LCPS), Beirut
Lebanese Association for Educational Sciences, Beirut
AI-Ahram Center for Strategic Studies, Cairo
Ibn Khaldun Center for Development Studies, Cairo
The Center for Strategic Studies at the University of Jordan, Amman
AI-Urdun AI-Jadid Center, Amman
Center for Palestine Research Studies (CPRS), Nablus
Palestinian Academic Society for the Study of International Affairs (PASSIA),
Jerusalem
• Ford Foundation, Cairo
The meeting was held to discuss the attending centers' past experiences and current
projects, and to explore ways to improve the coordination and cooperation between
research centers in the Arab Mashri ,as well as means to enhance training rp<;p::lrrh

ASSIA publications attempt to be academically substantiated and of practical relevance, and
P
often discuss controversial or rarely addressed subjects. They allow the expression of a
diverse range of perspectives and are primarily aimed at people interested in the Palestine
Question. PASSIA publications are classified as follows: Research Studies, Jerusalem, Information
Papers, Reports (Annual and Seminar Reports), and PASSIA Diary:

I. Research Studies (in chronological order)

I

The Jordanian Disengagement: Causes and Effects
by Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi
September 7988 (English Pp. 20, and Arabic, Pp. 28), 2nd edition December 7996

No.7

The Jordanian disengagement provoked much discussion and this PASSIA lecture outlines the causes and effects of that
move. In particular, it examines the procedures of the disengagement, Jordan's motives, Palestinian, Arab, Israeli and
international factors, the effects of th e disengagement on the region , and the relationship between Jordan and the PLO.

I

Economic Aspects of the Intifada
by Dr. Andrew Rigby
September 7988 (English, Pp. 28, and Arabic, Pp. 79)

No.8
Out ofPrint

This study examines the nature of the economic struggle as one of the spheres of civilian·based resistance (Intifada) to the
Israeli occupation. The booklet deals with the subject of strikes, business and commerce, taxes, collective economic
punishment, household economy and external funding.

The Historical Evolution of the Armenian Question and the Conflict Over
"Nagorno Karabagh-Arstakh"
by Dr. Manuel S. Hassassian
December 7988 (English, Pp. 59, and Arabic, Pp. 38); 2nd edition January 7990

I

No.9

I

No. 11

I

No.13

I

No.14

The author provides a critical overview of the historical evolution and origins of the Armenian question: the Armenian
revolutionary movement, Armenian nationalists and the Young Turks, the Armenian genocide and exodus. Further
discussed are the Soviet Republic of Armenia, the nationality problem in the USSR, the origins of boundary feuds, the
question of the geographic enclave "Nagorno Karabagh," and the recent revival of the Karabagh issue.

Economic and Social Conditions During the Intifada
by Dr. Hazem Shunnar
January 7989 (Arabic, Pp. 84-l' 2nd edition May 7989.

Written one year into the Intifada, this study details the economic and social circumstances of life in the Palestinian
Territories and their role in the politicization and mobilization of the people in their struggle against occupation. Issues
addressed include the Israeli policy of "economic assimilation"; forms of Palestinian resistance; external factors; and the
effect of the Intifada on the Palestinian national economy and socioeconomic problems.

The Nation and the Homeland in the Islamic and Christian Thoughts in the Middle Ages
by Dr. Ulrich Haarmann
April 7989 (Arabic, Pp. 78)

A comparative reading of the understanding of the "nation" and the "homeland" in Christian Germany and Europe and th e
Islamic Arab East is the subject of this lec ture. A further element concentrates on the terms used at this time, taken from
the Latin and the ancient Egyptian: how they were explained by the intellectuals from the two area s, and the differences
and si milarities in the expressions and meanings. In bringing the issue up to the present, the lecturer discusses the modern
national movements in Europe and the Arab world and their religious elements.

Towards a Viable Islamic Economy: Conceptual Approaches in the Eighties in Retrospect
by Dr. Dieter Weiss
May 7989 (English, Pp. 749, and Arabic, Pp. 77)

In looking at areas outside of traditional conceptions of economics, this lecture examines the vast discussion among
Islamic authors about interest-free banking within a system of international banking following conventional roles and an
Islamic economic history w hich often circumvented the ban on interest, and provides models used in various countries.

I

The European Community and the International Conference for Peace in the Middle East No. 15
by Dr. NayefAbu-Khalaf
May 7989 (English, Pp. 56, and Arabic, Pp. 35)
Out ofPrint
This stud y discusses the European Community, the development of the idea for an international peace conference on the
Middle East and the role of the European Community in convening such a conference ..
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Israeli Planning and House Demolishing Policy in the West Bank
by Rasem M. Khameyseh

I

No.16

I

No. 18

May 7989 (Arabic, Pp. 79l' December 7989 (English, Pp. 82)

This study discusses the Israeli planning policy in the occupied West Bank at the regional, district and local levels. It
examines the changes in this policy, the implementation of "Israeli Planning" and the impact of this policy (including house
demolitions, the prevention of construction following the natural growth trend) on Palestinian society. Well-documented,
with 18 maps of proposed road networks, skeletal maps and setdement plans, this study is essential in illustrating the legal
and administrative changes that were undertaken by Israel to minimize the Arab presence in the West Bank.

The Intifada: Causes and Factors of Continuity
by Dr. Ziad A bu-Amr
june 7989 (English, Pp. 37, and Arabic, Pp. 43); 2nd edition june 7994

Out ofPrint

This study focuses on the first year and a half of the Intifada and examines the continuation of the uprising against the
Israeli occupation. In disproving the Israeli claims that an external power was behind the Intifada, Abu-Amr discusses the
root and immediate causes and catalysts for the outbreak of the uprising. He considers the organization of Palestinian
society, the Unified National Leadership, the PLO, national figures and institutions, the discovery of potential and mass
creativity, the media and press, and finally reviews Israeli measures against the Intifada.

The Intifada: The Struggle Over Education
by Dr. Andrew Rigby
.

I
I

july 7989 (English, Pp. 27, and Arabic, Pp. 27)

No.19
Out ofPrint

The author discusses the struggle over education in the West Bank and Palestinian responses to Israeli attempts to
"outlaw" all forms of educational activity in schools and universities in the West Bank.

The Intifada and the Arab Press
by Ali Khalili

No.21

September 7989 (Arabic, Pp. 45)

Khalili, journalist and editor, discusses the experience of the Palestinian press and their relations with the Israeli authori
ties, in particular the military censorship, He further examines the role and philosophy of the press and their methods of
work, and means of expression which became part of the journalistic language during the first years of the Intifada,

I

Creating the Palestinian State - A Strategy for Peace

No. 22

by Dr. Jerome Segal (PA55IA Translation into Arabic)

September 7989 (Arabic, Pp. 756)

This book is a proposal for resolving the Palestinian-Israeli conflict based on the two-state solution, Segal directs his
strategy proposal primarily towards the Palestinians/PLO but takes into consideration that they operate within a network
of constraints, influences and other actors. Putting the creation of a Palestinian state - without prior Israeli agreement - as a
starting point and, at the same time, as the heart of the proposed strategy, Segal prescribes steps for reaching the post
conflict situation, His plan for action for achieving peace is built on the following main strategy components: a unilateral
Palestinian Declaration of Independence and Statehood, coupled with the formation of a provisional government that
replaces the PLO; the launching of a peace initiative; steps to build the inner sinews of the new state; and a campaign to
achieve the withdrawal of the Israeli army from occupied Palestinian territory,

I

No. 23

I

No. 26

Palestinian-Saudi Relations (1936-1939)

by Dr. Taysir Jbara
October 7989 (Arabic, Pp. 779)

This study examines Palestinian-Saudi relations at a critical time in the history of the two countries. It discusses the
Palestinian strike of 1936, the Palestinian cause and Saudi position after 1936 and events surrounding the London
Roundtable Conference of 1939.

Studies in the Arabic Library

by Dr. MohammedJawad AI-Nuri and Ali Khalil Hamad

january 7990 (Arabic, Pp. 429)
This study discusses classical Arabic literature in depth, specifically focusing on an analysis of poetry, prose and
translations from the pre-Islamic period and the first five centuries of Islam. In a thorough analysis of over 30 different
pieces of literature, the authors provide exemplary text, and background information on each piece and its author, as well
as an explanation as to its significance as a literary composition,

I

Palestine: Factionalism in the National Movement (1919-1939)
by Dr. Manuel S. Hassassian
February 7990 (English, Pp. 747)

No. 27
Out of Print

This study examines the internal struggle among leading Palestinian families for the attainment of pONer and leadership of
the Arab national movement in Palestine, It discusses the rise of Zionism and Palestinian nationalism; the development of

Sayyid Qutb (1906- 1966), an ~gyptlan poet. Intellectual, educator, Journalist ana IIlerary CrrtlC or me cOll(elllJ.lurdTY 1>ldlll'L
movem ent in the Arab world, is the subject of thi s stud y. By examining the stage in Qutb's life·w hi ch has received the
least amount of atten ti on from writers, the author see ks to understand the transformation in Qutb's world-view
(Weltanschauung) in the 1940s and to discuss the factors that led to the em ergence of Q utb as an Islami st.

I

No.. 30

I

No.. 32

I

No.. 35

Najati Sidqi (1905-1979) - Life and Wo.rks

by Ibrahim Mohammed Abu-Hashhash
M ay 7990 (Arabic, Pp. 240)

Najati Sidqi w as an outstanding figure in the literary culture of Palestine in the first half of the century. Thi s study uses
Sidqi's unpublished diaries to reveal the litera ry ch aracter of this author, transl ator and cri ti c, providin g a survey of the
different aspects of his literary activities. The appendix contai ns classifications of Sidqi's publi shed works, writings that
were prepared for broad casting purposes and some of his translations and short stori es.

Palestinians in Israel and the Intifada

by Dr. Muhsen Yousef

August 7990 (Arabic, Pp. 7lO)

This important study exam ines the situati on of Pale stin ians in Israel and their pa rticipa tion in the Intifada. The first part of
the book discusses the history and ch an ges taking place in this popul ation in terms of demographic, economic and
educational developments as well as politi cal parties and allian ces. The parti cipati on of Pal estinian s in th e Intifada is the
subject of part two and is examined according to "legal" and "illegal" activities as seen from the Israeli perspective. Part
three di scusses the factors which limited the Intifada activities of Palestinians in Israel.

Ghassan Kanafani: A Study o.f his No.vels and Sho.rt Sto.ries

by Fayha Abdul Hadi
August 7990 (Arabic, Pp. 247)

Ghassan Kanafan i was an imp ortan t Pal es tinian auth or, intellectu al, and ac tivist who wa s assassina ted by the Israelis in
Leban o n in 19 72. This study discusses vari ous dimensions of his literary production and career.

intro.ductio.n to. Crimino.lo.gy - "A So.cio.lo.gical Study"
by Dr. Mahmoud Aqel

I

No.. 44

August 7997 (Arabic, Pp. 755)

This study discus ses crimin ology as a sociological discipline, the method s of research used in criminologica l studies,
explanatory factors of criminal phenomena, theories explaining criminal behavior as a product of society, other factors
related to crim e, and models of criminal behavior.

I

No.. 45

I

No.. 46

The Intifada: The Struggle between the Israeli Occupatio.n
and the Palestinians fro.m the Perspective o.f Crimino.lo.gy

by Dr. Suhail Hassanen
September 7997 (Arabic, Pp. 758)

The author has a PhD. in crim inolo gy, an area of knowledge which is very effec tively used to give this stud y a unique
perspective on Israeli occupation policies and actions. The book provides background on the Intifada related to the study
of criminology and discusses the Intifada as portrayed by the dominant culture of the occupation, military law and th e
myth of security, the practices of th e occupation and crime, the police and the Intifada in Jeru sa lem. The study examines
the past, present and future, providing a concise assessment of crim inological aspects in Pales tinian society.

The Eighteenth o.f August - Bo.ris "Bo.naparte"

by Dr. Azmi Bishara
November 7997 (Arabic, Pp. 28)

Bi shara tries to compare th e attempted coup d'etat in the Sovie t Un ion, which took place on 18 August 1991, with a
simil ar rebellion led by Bonaparte in the first half of the 19th cen tury when the French bourgeoisie con trolled the politi cal
authority. The failed coup d'etat in th e Soviet Union was o ne of the rare historical events where a superpower faced a
rebellion and w here the whole political sys tem fell apa rt. The paper covers the 199 1 events in the Soviet Union, the rise
of Bori s Yeltzin to power, and the election on 12 Ju ne after the storm in Moscow. Also included is an outlo ok on th e
shaky future of the Peres troika. It is argued that the overthrow had not only failed because it lacked the backing of a
personality like Trotzki, but also beca use it had been too hasty in referring to itself as a coup d'etat.

Ibrahim in the To.rah, Bible and Qur'an
by Dr. Abd AI-Sattar Kassim

I

No.. 47

November 7997 (Arabic, Pp. 72); 2nd edition July 7994.

The signi ficance of the prophet Ibra him as he app ears in the Jewish, Christian and Muslim doctrines is the subject of thi s
study. The author also discusses the politi ca l implica tio ns of these doctrines and how the concep t of "the promised land"
affects issues of history and nationality.
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Palestinian Reflections and Opinions

No.52

I

by Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Dr. MohammedJadal/ah, and Dr. Riad Malki
Out ofPrint

March 7992 (Arabic Pp. 92)

This compilation of articles by three leading Palestinian figures was first published in AI-Fajr (Jerusalem) in January,
February and March 1992, under the title "Palestinian Reflections and Opinions. "The authors took turns each week
expressing their points of view in articles under the following titles: "Between the 'Bilaterals'in Washington and the
/\1ulttlaterals' in Moscow';' "Moscow: What Next?~· "Municipal CounCils and Elections~ "Development in What Directionl~.
"Democracy and the Palestinians ';' and "The Washington Negotiations - the Fourth Round"

No. 53

Conflict Resolutions: Assumptions Behind the Approach

by J. Kristen Urban

I

October 7992 (English, Pp. 32); 2nd edition November 7996

This paper examines some of the assumptions of the "contingency theory" approach to conflict resolution as it has framed
the various attempts at peace negotiations betvveen Palestinians and Israelis. The discussion in this essay focuses on
problematical issues deriving from the general approach to conflict resolution.

No.54

The Palestinian Islamic Movement and the New World Order

I

by Dr. Iyad AI-Barghouthi
Out ofPrint

December 7992 (Arabic, Pp. 766)

This study examines current Islamic movements in the Palestinian Territories (most notably the Muslim Brotherhood, the
tslamic Liberation Party, and the Islamic Jihad) and their current activities, positions and relations with other organizations.
Specific chapters discuss the Islamic movements' reactions to the New World Order and the Gulf Crisis., and the position
and relation s of the Palestinian Islamists toward the Islamic world in general and the Middle East peace negotiations.

No. 56

Ein Beit AI-Ma' Refugee Camp: A Sociological Study

I

by Dr. Mahmoud Aqel
December 7992 (Arabic, Pp. 724)

Ein Beit AI-Ma', a refugee camp near Nablus, is the site of this case study on Palestinian refugees. The author details life in
the Ein Beit AI-Ma' refugee camp by covering issues such as population and housing, education, health care, water,
electricity and sewage, economic and professional status and the impact of the Intifada. The reasons for and results of the
Palestinian exodus in 1948 from historic Palestine are included in a review of relevant literature on refugees.

No. 57

Emerging Trends in Palestinian Strategic Thinking and Practice

I

by Dr. Zlad Abu-Amr
December 1992 (English, Pp. 48, and Arabic Pp. 32)

Out ofPrint

Focusing on recent changes in political thinking and practice in the Palestinian Territories, this research study proposes
and analyses seven principle trends: from ideological purity to pragmatism; from violent to non-violent forms of struggle;
the growing prominence of Islam among political forces; the diminishing status of the PLO; the reative empowerment of
the local political leadership; the revival of Jordan's political role; and a retreat from broader social change.

No. 58

Progress and Retrogression in Arab Democratization

by larbi Sadiki

I December 7992 (English, Pp. 47)
Sadiki surveys progress made in Arab democratization and setbacks which have occurred through retrogression and
discusses Arab political liberalization, patterns of retrogress ion and practical manifestations of this in Arab political life.

No. 59

Half the PeoJlle: Women, History and the Palestinian Intifada

by Maria Holt
December 7992. (English, Pp. 84)

Out ofPrint

This study provides an historical overview of women in Palestinian society and an analysis of the experience of women as
related to the Intifada. It illustrates how women both benefited and were profoundly disad va ntaged by the events of the
pa st few years. Chapter titles include "Women and the Intifada ';' "Formal Organization :' "Women and Democracy';'
"Paradoxes and Contradictions';' "Opportunities: Women and Work';' "Effects of Islamic Resurgence';' "Palestinian Women
Detainees';' "Conflicting Israeli Influences ';' and "Women Culture and Identity. "

The law of the land: Settlements and land Issues under Israeli Military Occupation

No. 63

by Raja Shehadeh
July 7993 (English, Pp. 735)
This book is a collection of essays written by lawyer Raja Shehadeh between 1979 and 1992. The essays are arranged
under the following titles: "The Land Law ofPalestine: An Analysis of the Definition ofState Lands';' "The Legal System of
the Israeli Selliements in the West Bank ';' "The Changing jundical Status of Palestinian Areas under Occupation';'
"Restrictions on the Use of Land by Palestif71~7I1s ';' "The Operation of de facto Annexa tion';' "The Legislative Stages of the
Israeli Mtlitary Occupation';' and "Burning the Land Records: Unofficial Illegality.
ft.

The Palestinian Economy - A Bibliography

by PASSIA Research Staff

No. 70

and housing; tin ances an(I banking; trade, econom ic relations ana regional cooperanon; sellle'lIelll; dliU eUULdlfUJI, If dff ,
ing and human resources. Anyone needing information on the economic aspects, or their effect, o n any area of Pales tin
ian life will find this bibliography indispensable.

I

Palestinian Refugees
by Najeh farrar

No. 71

May 7994 (Arabic, Pp. 728)

Opening with a historical description of refugees in the 20th century an d of UN efforts and institutions for their
protec tion, this study places th e Palestini an refugee situation in a world context. It then focuses on Palestinian refu gees
and the internati o nal and local causes of their pa rticular crisis, detailing the viewpoi nts of Palestinians, Israelis and
international law toward them. A case study of th e living con dition s in refugee cam ps, the ties of residents to their original
homes, their eco nom ic situ ation, politi ca l orientation and its effect on the peace process, is addressed in some detail. The
study con cludes w ith an examination of various projects, both contemporary and historic, to solve the Palesti nian refugee
problem and provides a vision of the future for Pal estinian refu gees in light of recent political changes.

I

From Religious Salvation to Political Transfonnation: The Rise of Hamas in Palestinian Society
by Dr. Hisham H. Ahmed

May 7994 (English, Pp. 772)

No. 73

Out ofPrint

This study provides a detailed investigation of the factors whi ch led to the birth and growth of the Islam ic Res istance
Movement - Hamas. In addi tion to covering historical, social and economic componen ts, it also takes into account the
wider regional and global influences o n the emergence of the Hamas movement. Making extensive use of some
fascinating interviews with a variety of Hamas members and activi sts, the autho r illustrates th e political program of the
movement and its relationship to other forces within the Palestinian political arena as w ell as to Israel, Arab states and the
international community. An investigation of recent events in the region and the subsequent reacti on from Hamas lead ers
suggests possible directions th at the Hamas movement may take in the future and the probable effect of this on
Pal es tinian political life. Includ ed is the full text of th e covenant of the Isl amic Resistance Movement.

I

No. 74

- The Declaration of Principles and the Legal System in the West Bank
, by Raja Shehadeh

No. 75

Democracy, Constitutionalism and the Future State of Palestine
(with a Case Study on Womens Rights)

by Adrien K. Wmg

July 7994 (English, Pp. 84); 2nd edition forthcoming
This study deals w ith the factors which affect democratization and need to be considered w hen formulating a Palestinian
Basic Law to function as an interim constitution. Issues discussed include pluralism, factionalism, the attitudes of the
"I ntifada" genera tion, the difficulties in the transition from un derground movements to open democratic activities, and the
hierarch ical society with its family and group loya ltie s. The study also examines prospects for the Pales tinian self-govern
ment, the insti tution-building process and implications for the implementation and enforcement of new laws. Th e final
chap ter is devoted to a case study of constituti onal an d human rights, focu sin g on women and their statu s within society.

September 7994 (English, Pp. 72 and Arabic, Pp. 77)
This paper ad dress es question s of legi slati on and the relati o nship between lawyers, judges and th eir organizati o ns in the
curre nt tran siti onal phase. It exam ines how the Palestinian legal structure will look throu ghout this time and wha t form it
will tak e under a fin al arrangement. Particul arly inves ti ga ted is the mann er in whi ch the Pales tinian judiCial system is likely
to evolve, conSidering the influences of preceding legislators such as the Ottomans, the British, the Jo rdani ans, the
Egyp tian s and the Israelis. O ther legal issues di scussed relate to the process of democratization in Palestinian soci ety.

I

No. 76

I

No. 77

Elections and the Palestinian Political System

by Dr. Ali AI-jirbawi

September 7994 (A rabic, Pp. 44)

This study shows the importance of elections and the presence of th e PNA in part of the homeland. The autho r suggest s
th at the PNA should develop its presence and its in stituti ons towards the Pales tinian objectives, the ultimate goal of which
is a Palestinian state, and discusses the difficulties that will arise from turning th e transitional PNA into a perm anent one.
The different secular and rel igious factions and thei r differing int eres ts in and reactions to the election s are also exam ined.
The demographic reality of the Pales tinians as a nation is addressed - one third being in the homeland while the rest is in
the Diaspora - as are th e different laws by which the "inside" Palestinians are governed. In the final chapter, the author
puts fOJWa rd his own ideas on a future political system and the elected council w hich should govern it.

The West Bank and the Gaza Strip: Future Political and Administrative Links

by Dr. KhalilShiqaqi
October 7994 (Arabic, Pp. 767)

Thi s study looks at the different histories of the West Bank and Gaza Strip and th e consequen t divisi o ns th ii these have
cau sed between the two regi ons. Th e need for deal in g with these divisions in the transiti onal phase is emphasized and
several options for the future linkage of the two areas are offered. The paper addresses how federal relationship in th e
Palestinian Territories could ensure their integrity and safety as a single unit and how the two areas may be represen ted in
national bodies. Considerab le attenti on is also give n to the limitations regardi ng the transitional phase th at are inherent in
the DoP, and which will hinder attempts at securing coh esion between the two areas .
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I

No. 80

I

No. 81

I

No. 84

Palestinian Education - The Future Challenge

by Dr. Andrew Rigby
March 7995 (Eng/ish, Pp. 53, and Arabic Pp. 57)

This study is a useful sketch of the Palestinian education system. It examines the impact of the Intifada on schools,
teachers and students and attempts to assess the likelihood of this system succeeding in teaching the civic virtues
necessar\' to democracy. The author identifies several areas which the PNA must address: overcrowding is rife while
resources and materials are inadequate and outdated; the Israeli-censored Jordanian and Egyptian curricula must be
replaced by a Palestinian one; the quality of teaching staff must be improved, requiring special training; libraries and
laboratories are scarce; and there is a lack of remedial learning programs for children who missed large amounts of study
due to the Intifada or who are disabled. The author concludes that the education system within the emergent Palestinian
entity can be expected to develop a democratic·pluralistic system and culture.

Jerusalem Women's Organizations During the British Mandate, 1920s-1930s

By Ellen Fleischmann

March 7995 (Eng/ish, Pp. 49, andArabic, Pp. 49)

Based on the Arab press of the day, British government documents, interviews, memoirs and pamphlets, the author shows
that the civil sector under the British Mandate opened employment opportunities for educated women, who mainly came
from the upper class, and then began to emerge into public life, working, volunteering, and becoming politically active.
The paper describes the background, emergence and political activities of the Palestinian women's organizations during
this time, concluding that these women activists were neither feminists nor suffragists but were fiercely nationalistic,
struggling for the survival of a Palestinian society threatened by Zionism.

The Israeli Economy: Structure and Transformation, 1985-1995

by Dr. lamil Hilal

August 7995 (Arabic, Pp. 735)
Hilal outlines the basic aspects, infrastructure and the evolution of the Israeli economy against the background of the
relation between the Israeli state and the society, the militarization of the Israeli economy and strategic-economic
relations with the US. The paper also discusses the likely effects of the end of the Arab boycott on the Israeli economy as
well as the interplay of political stability and economic development in the region. Economic prospects, investmert
opportunities and needed economic reforms are also examined.

l

No. 85

I

No. 87

One Year Into Self-Government: Perceptions of the Palestinian Political Elite

by Helena lindholm-Schulz

September 7995 (Eng/ish, Pp. 778)

This study is the product of interviews with prominent Palestinian activists conducted during 1994 and 1995 . The author
aims at evaluating and comparing the differing attitudes of the nationalist mainstream, the secular opposition, the Islamic
movements, and the camp of the independents and reformists towards the Oslo and Cairo agreements. Analyzed are the
various groups' level of acceptance of the agreements, their assessment of the PNA's performance, and their opinion
about Israeli intentions. The findings illustrate the dilemma of contemporary Palestinian nationalism: the need to achieve a
balance betvveen the outcome of the agreements, the leftists' and the Islamists' claims, and the demands of the civil
society for participation and democratization.

Non-Governmental Organizations and Freedom of Association:
Palestine and Egypt - A Comparative Analysis

by Dr. Denis I. Sullivan

December 7995 (Eng/ish, Pp. 86)

This study of the regulation of NCOs in Egypt and Palestine is based on the thesis that the way in which the PNA deals
with the NCOs now indicates the underlying philosophy of the coming regime. Sullivan demonstrates that in both the
Egyptian and Palestinian cases, the political authorities seem more keen to regulate NCO activities than to support their
efforts to develop civil society and the economy. The process of the formulation of the PNA draft law on NCO legislation
is outlined, as is the reaction and protest campaign of the NCO community against this law (both documented in the
appendix) . The paper also includes an analysis of the Egyptian Law of Association and a comprehensive bibliography.

I

No. 91

i Constitutionalism and

No. 93

Women in Contemporary Palestine: Between Old Conflicts and New Realities

by Maria Holt

May 7996 (Arabic, pp. 777 and Eng/iSh, pp. 702)

This book is a concise but comprehensive overview of the position of women in Palestinian society and their role in the
national movement. The first two chapters provide a historical overview of women's involvement in the national
movement from the British Mandate era to the present day and examine issues such as the women's role as symbols of
moral purity and honor; the conflict between social change and cultural conservation in relation to women ' s domain,
and the importance of different forms of cultural assertion. The book highlights many of the contradictions and
dilemmas of women ' s participation in the national movement, and thus serves as a thought-provoking introduction to
the current debates about women's status and their role and contribution to the national movement.

Palestinian Constitutional Development
i by Dr. Gregory S. Mahler
I june 7996, (English, pp. 92)
T

.

f;~;;dini "oi'lh~ -PU) -in- 1'964 through the present. The primary evidence cited

IS trom surveys conOucteo among
Palestinians with regard to their ideas about democracy generally, and especially their views of the January 1996
elections. Mahler shows how the revisions of the cons titution have mirrored the increasing sophistication of Palestinians
and their increasing attention to making sure that the constitution will protect citizens' rights and limit the power of the
government. The annex contains the texts of most of the in vestigated Middle Eastern countries' constitutions.

II. Jerusalem

(in chronological order)

I

No. 37

I

No. 41

I

No. 49

Jerusalem - the Effects of Israel's Annexation of Jerusalem on the Rights and
Position of its Arab Population

by Osama Halabi
September 1990 (Arabic, Pp. 99)

This important research study by lawyer Osama Halabi covers a variety of aspects of Israel's annexation of Jerusalem,
including its legality under international law and Israel's position in this regard. Other chapters include a well-documented
discussion of the legal situation of Jerusalem residents after annexation, the effect of the annexation on the rights and
duties of Arab Jerusalemites and the role of Jerusalem in the Intifada.

The Conflict over Jerusalem: Some Palestinian Responses to Concepts of Dispute Resolution

by Dr. Cecilia Albin
December 1990 (EngliSh, Pp. 40, and Arabic, Pp. 38); 2nd ed july 1992; 3rd ed December 1996

Jerusalem's historical, religious and political Significance to many peoples and three faiths as well as its own ethnic
diversity, have made it a city fraught with a unique mixture of confiicts. This paper is the result of two lectures given at
PASSIA during 1990. It examines claims and concerns regarding Jerusalem, and gives an analysis of the positions,
interests, needs, strategies and options which arise when negotiating over Jerusalem as an indivisible entity.

Jerusalem and US Foreign Policy
December 1991 (Arabic, Pp. 68)

The paper deals with the following issues: the importance of Jerusalem to the three religions, Jerusalem under Ottoman
rule, the appearance of political Zionism, and Jerusalem under the British Mandate. In the modern context, it d6cusses US
policy towards Jerusalem before 1948; US and UN policy towards Jerusalem between 1948 and 1950; the US, Arab and
Israeli positions toward Jerusalem; Israeli settlements; and the Jerusalem policies of US presidents Reagan and Bush.

I

No. 50

Jerusalem and United Nations Resolutions
December 1991 (English, Pp. 46)

Out ofPrint

This paper deals with UN policy towards Jerusalem. It lists, discusses and historically reviews all UN resolutions on
Jerusalem, starting with Resolution 181 of 1948 (on partition) up to the Security Council Reaction to the Massacre at AI
Haram AI-Sharif on 8 October 1990. The book concludes that no significant action has been taken to implement UN
policies and to change the present status of Jerusalem according to international resolutions.

I

No. 62

I

No. 68

I

No.81

The Conservation of Jerusalem

by Khaled A. Khatib

june 1993 (English, Pp. 142)

This study, unlike the vast majority of books on Jerusalem, focuses not only on the conservation of the important religicus
monuments in the Muslim Quarter, but also on the living conditions and problems experienced by those living in that
most neglected area of the Old City. Chapters deal with social structure and geography, undesirable features of
residence, and maintenance and restoration work. A case study of the Chain Gate Road and a look at the future
possibilities for improvement are also included and contribute to making this a seminal Palestinian work.

The Jerusalem Arab Municipality

by Osama Halabi
December 1993 (Arabic, Pp. 95)

Thi s study by lawyer Osama Halabi offers a comprehensive historical picture on the role of the jerusalem Arab
Municipality from its foundation in 1863 until the Israeli Likud party victory in the 1993 elections. The author discusses
laws and precedents, clarifying the authority, duties and responsibilities of the Municipality in the Ottoman period and
under the British Mandate and reviews council appointments, elections and compositions. Halabi then examines the
implications of a divided city (1948-1967) in the light of international law, with regard to the debate on the
internationalization of Jerusalem, and in terms of two municipalities, before turning to the Israeli occupation of East
Jerusalem in 1967 and the ultimate dissolution of the jerusalem Arab Municipality. Halabi discusses the loss of land and
property, arrests campaigns, Israeli efforts to make Palestinians leave the city, and the work of Teddy Kollek, mayor of
West jerusalem. Finally, Halabi reviews the subject of re-establishing the Arab Municipality and discusses the current
Palestinian thinking and planning about the future of the city.

Jerusalem Women's Organizations During the British Mandate, 1920s-1930s

by Ellen Fleischmann
March 1995 (English, Pp. 49, and Arabic, Pp. 49)
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Appendices: PASSIA Publications
Jerusalem: Palestinian Dynamics of Resistance and Urban Change, 1967·94

by Anne Latendresse

No. 82

April 7995 (English, Pp. 67, and Arabic, Pp. 64)
Against th e background of theories of urban movements, tran sformation of cities and local development, the author
discusses the role of the Palestinian community in determining the structure of Jerusalem si nce 1967. The paper examines
Palestinian efforts to survive as a distinct society and thei r strategies of resistance to Israeli attempts to "Judaize" the city. It
concludes that Palestinian priorities were inadequately defined and conceived with regard to Jeru salem and that the
Palestinian leadership must develop a unified strategy to counteract Israeli measures and actions in the city.

No. 88

Jerusalem - Religious Aspects

by Dr. Sari Nusseibehl Dr. Bernard Sabella, and Dr. Yitzhak Reiter
(with an Introduction oy Dr. Mahdi Abdul Had/)
D ecember 7995 (English, Pp. 68, and Arabic, Pp. 89)

Thi s book con tains four papers originally presented at a symposium on religious aspects of the question of Jerusalem
(Milan, 1994). Nusseibeh's first paper deals wit h Jerusalem's significance to Islam in the past and present, while his seccnd
paper attempts to describe the political future of the city and what a final solution will have to entail, includin g develop
ment needs and boundaries. Sabella's paper looks at the issue of Jerusalem from a Christian poi nt of view, including Chris
tian population, emigration, customs, and relations with Muslims. Reiter outlines a personal view of the city's historical
and national significance for Jews. He stresses the centrality of the issue to the Jewish people with reference to Biblical,
Talmudic and Midrash sources. The papers include sugges tions on what a future solution will have to entail and present
enco uraging evidence that inter-faith and Palestinian-Israeli dialogue can take place on the issue of Jerusalem.

No. 92

The Struggle for Jerusalem
by Dr. Sami f. Musallam
May 7996, (Arabic, Pp. 770 and English, Pp. 732)

This study examines the conflict between Jordan, Israel and the PLO as well as within the Palestinian camp over the
issue of Jerusalem since Oslo. Musallam outlines the circumstances that now surround the issue of Jerusal em, such as
con tinued Israeli settlement construction and the iso lation of Jerusalem from the West Bank . Against this background, he
details the vic issitudes of the struggle as the Jordanians, Israelis and Palestinians have jockeyed to gain sovereig nty and
con trol over the city. One chapter aeals with Chairman Arafat's famous speec h in South Africa in which he called for a
Jihad for Jerusalem . Another chapter recounts the Israelis' failure to deliver one of three letters that had been understood
as a sine qua non for the PLO to sign the DoP. The way in which the Israeli government attacks Palestinian institutions
in Jerusalem is descri bed in detail, as are the ten sions that arose between the Palestinians and the Jordanians following
the Israe li-Jordanian Washington Declaration and peace treaty. In the last chapter, Musallam gives some practical
suggestions about the requirements for reaching a peaceful and fair solution on the issue of Jerusalem.

The Jerusalemite Scholar Dr. Kamel AI-Assali and the Question of Jerusalem

. No. 94

by many authors
lune 7996 (A rabic, Pp. 4 75)

The Judaization of Jerusalem - Israeli Policies Since 1967
)y Allison Hodgkins
r:Jecember 7996, (English, Pp. 88)

r:? see Reports - Seminar Reports

No. 96

fhis stud y shows that successive Israeli governments have set out with all determination to implement the Jewish vision
)f Jerusalem as the "etern al, undivided capital of the Jewish state." With the latest Israeli measues in East Jerusalem, the
)pening of the Hasmonean tunnel, the closing down of Palestinian institutions and the decisi on to start the construction
)( a new settlement, the book is more acute than ever. It gives a thorough analysiS of Israeli politics on Jerusalem, its
:oals, mechanisms and effects, supported with many empirical facts as well as Interv iews with Israeli and Palestinian
lfficials and activists. Hodgkins analyzes the evolution of Israeli policy on Jerusalem under the successive governments
rom Eshkol to Netanyahu on the national an d municipal levels. One chapter deals with the destruction oT Jerusalem's
,eographic identity through the means of land control, land confiscation, the blocking of Palestinian development and
ettlement construction. Another chapter covers the mechanisms of establishing demographiC su periority by
·ncouraging Jewish immigration and attacking Palestinian reSidency rights. The last chapter analyses the purpose and
.ractice of legitimizing Israe li sovereignty over the city. The appendi x Includes maps, statistics and documents.

)ocuments on Jerusalem
Iy PASSIA Research Staff
Jecember 1996, (English Pp. 360)

No. 97

his compilation of documents, statements and other resources is intended to provide for researchers and anyone else
lterested in the issue of jerusalem a comprehensive resource work of the different attitudes towards Jerusalem as they
ave evolved throughout history. The aim is to give an overview of the general positions of the different parties nvolved;
lerefore, the full texts or extracts related to the issue of Jerusalem of more than 340 statements, documents and reso
Itions concerning the question of jeru salem are arranged by their source of origin (e.g. Muslim, Christian, jewish,
alestinian, Israeli, Arab, US, UN, and European posi tions) . The document section is preceded by an introduction (by Dr.
\ahdi Abdul Hadi , head of PASSIA) that offers a brief overview of the status and historical evolution of the Jerusalem
uestion. The book also includes an index, listing all documentary entries in chronological order, i.e., by the date of
leir original appearance. The document section is followed by a comprehensive chronology of Jeru sa lem's history from
lCient times until today. The last two sections prov ide a selected bibliography on the topic of jeru sa lem and a few maps.

I

bvUD~ M;ld;Ahd~'iH~d'j" "'~~""b~ ... •.. - - ----,- -- 
June 7987 (English, Pp. 22, and Arabi~ Pp. 77); 2nd edition May 7988; 3rd edition February 7997

Documentation of meetings held between 1967- 1987 between Palestinians from the Palestinian Territories and Israelis
illustrating the changing nature of their discourse. Discussed are meetings of significance, the participants - Palestinian s
from different geographical areas, universities, muniCipal councils and religious and family groups and Israeli military and
other officials, academics and the media - and examines the general trends in these meetings. Points of agreement and
disagreement are noted as are Palestinian and Israeli positiOns and the positive and negative results of these meetings.

I
I

Modern Arabic Literature Translated into German

No.4

by Dr. Stephan Wield

March 7988 (Arabic, Pp. lJ)

Out ofPrint

This lecture investigates the is sues faCing the translation of modern Arabic novels, short stories, and poetry into German.

Swedish Foreign Policy and the Palestinian-Israeli Conflict

No.5

by Beatrice Zeidler-Blomberg

April 7988 (English, Pp. 79, and Arabi~ Pp. 70)

Out ofPrint

This booklet provides a brief background of Sweden - history, demography, and geography - and then concentrates on
Swedish foreign policy in the Middle East. Swedish perceptions of Israel and Palestine are considered as are Swedish
government policies towards Israel and the PLO, including an analysis of the policy shifts of the 1980s.

I

Closing Down the Palestinian Information Office in Washington DC - A Documentation

No.6

Prepared by Maha Shehadeh and Basma AI-Saman

june 7988. (Arabi~ Pp. 47 + Pp. 77 ofEnglish documents)

Out ofPrint

This file documents the US Government decision to close the PLO offices in W ashington and the UN in 1987, the
background of US-PLO relations and the principle motives behind the closure. The positions and points of view of variow
Palestinian, Arab, Israeli, American and world groups and individuals are included.

I

No.17

I

No. 20

Nahaleen in the Intifada

by Ziad Mahmoud Abu Saleh

June 7989 (Arabic, Pp. 756)
This book documents the Israeli army attack on the Village of Nahaleen, near Bethlehem, on 13 April 1989, in which five
people were killed. It includes eyewitness accounts, articles from the local press and world reaction to the events.

Reflections on American-Palestinian Dialogue

by Dr. William B. Quandt

August 7989 (English, Pp. 26, and Arabi~ Pp. 28)

This paper resulted from a lecture given at a time when US-PLO dialogue had just begun, and details the history of US·
PLO relations under Carter and Reagan. It also discusses the change in US policy and thinking and the reasons for thi~
change, analyzing issues such as the Intifada, the Jordanian disengagement from the West Bank and US-Soviet relations.

isiam in the Federal Republic of Germany
by Dr. Rotraud Woitowytsch-Wielandt

I

No. 24

November 7989 (Arabic, Pp. 24)

This lecture focuses on two different stages of Muslim immigration to Germany. The first stage was at the end of the 19th
century as a result of the wars between Europe and the Ottomans. It examines issues of integration into Western societ~
and retaining traditions and symbols of the home society. The second stage was after the World War II which witnessed.
rise in the number of Muslims living in Germany for a number of reasons, both social and political. Many came to work
study, or as entrepreneurs. The author also discusses the relations that have developed between the Muslim immigrant~
on different levels with German society.

I

No. 28

The Transfer of Soviet Jews to Israel During "Perestroika"
, by Dr. Azmi Bishara

No. 31

About the French Revolution and the Artist Jean Louis David

by Karim Dabbah

February 7990 (Arabi~ Pp. 24)

The lecturer discusses the French Revolution, the storming of the Bastille Prison in 1 79 8 in Paris, and the essential event
of the revolution which took place under the slogans of freedom, brotherhood and equality. At the same time, the rise (
a new artistic movement in French cultural life was part of the ideas and people of the revolution. Focusing on the Frencl
painter Jean Louis David and his work, the development of his style and the subject matter of his paintings, the lecturE
interprets the history, events and life in Parisian society during the French Revolution.

June 7990 (Arabic, Pp. 35)
A general discussion of the immigration of Soviet Jews opens this lecture which delves into the issues of Soviet Jewi~
immigration and US-USSR relations, Soviet policies, Palestinians and aspects of the tie between the immigration and tl
Israeli economy.
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Appendices: PASSIA Publications

The Palestinian Component in Jordan's 1989 Parliamentary Elections

by Schirin H. Fathi

No. 33

August 7990 (English, Pp. 36, and Arabic Pp. 27); 2nd edition August 7995
This paper focuses on the Palestinian issue in Jordan's parliamentary elections, depicting the underlying facts that led to
the decision to hold elections and their timing. The paper discusses the importance of the Palestinian issue as an integral
component of the election process.

The Graffiti of the Intifada: A Brief Survey

No. 34

by Paul Steinberg and A. M. Oliver
july 7990 (English, Pp. 56; Arabic, Pp. 76, with 79 b/w photographs); 2nd edition May 7994

Out ofPrint

This informative paper examines the rarely addressed subject of graffiti and its pivotal role in communication during the
Intifada. It analyzes different types of graffiti, interpret s the use of different symbols and remarks on whether their
intention was to warn, to convey political messages or to be simply commemorative.

Nineteen Eighty Four (1984)

No. 36

by George OtWell (Translated into Arabic by Rashtda AI-Masri)
August 7990 (Arabic, Pp. 309)
This book is the translation of the famous book of English novelist George Orwell. First published in 1949, the book drew
a dark picture of a dehumanizing totalitarian society. The decision to translate this piece of world literature into Arabic
and thus, to make it available for Arabic readers, came due to its worldwide fame and the growing actuality of the future
sce narios it suggests.

Germany: Information Paper
December 7990 (English, Pp. 60); (Arabic, Pp. 68)

No. 39

This paper offers information about the history of Germany, events surrounding unification, the politi cal parties and
government, the states within Germany, and issues such as the military, education, religion, tourism, economy and the
labor force. It also discusses specific issues such as relations between Germany and the Middle East, the country's
technical cooperation with the West Bank and Gaza, and German private voluntary organizations and other institutes in
the Palestinian Territories.

West Bank and Gaza Information Paper
December 7990 (English)

No. 40
Out ofPrint

This information paper describes historical, demographic, geographic, socio·economic, political and cultural fac ts abollt
the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. It also includes statistical information and lucid commentary.

German Unification and the European Unity

by Dr. Wolf D. Gruner

No. 42

january 7997 (English, Pp. 40, and Arabic, Pp. 27)
This lecture concentrates on the problem of unifying Germany, Europe, the single European Market in 1992, and the
implications of the process of European integration for Germany as a whole.

Israel on the Eve of an Election Year: Some Preliminary Reflections

No. 48

by Professor Naomi Chazan
November 7997 (English, Pp. 68)
Prof. Naomi Chazan, Chairperson of the Truman Research Institute at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, discusses the
issues behind the 1992 Israeli elections, the parties' and candidates' preparations for elections, the issues and dynamics
behind the preparations as well as trends and implications for the coming year. The discussion between Palestinian s and
Israelis which ensued following the Chazan's lecture is al so published in this book.

Occupied Palestinian Territory

Jy PASSIA Research Staff

luly 7993 (English, Pp. 729 + 7 maps)

No. 64

Out 01 Print

rhis paper details a staggering amount of hi storical, demographic, geographic, socioeconomic, political and cultural facts
lbout the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. It also includes up·to·date statistical information, maps and lucid commentary.

rhe Australian Press and Palestine

)y Dr. Henk Overberg

No. 65

(uly 7993 (English, Pp. 26)
\ustralian perceptions of the Palestine issue are the ba sis for this paper which discusses how the Au strali an press
lerceived such issues as institutionali zed Israeli responses to the Intifada, the pol arization of Israeli politics, Israeli
ntransigence versus Arab moderation and restricted media acce ss.

)utch Development Policy Towards the Middle East
>y Tom de Quaasteniet
Way 7994 (En fish P, . 62 and Arabic P, . 65)

No. 72

~;~i~adictions of developmeni policy and development aid.

The Israeli Disen~agement Plan 1995

I

No.83

by /awad /a'aban

july 7995 (Arabic, Pp. 788)

This paper attempts to shed light on Israeli aims to partition the West Bank between Palestinian inhabitants and Jewish
settlements and describes the unilateral separation as advocated by the late Yitzhak Rabin. The disengagement plan is
analyzed historically (as envisaged by Israeli generals) and as renected in the contemporary Hebrew press. The author
also discusses the issue of redrawing boundaries, security aspects and likel y effects on the economy of both entities.

VI. PASSIA Reports

(in chronolog ical order)

Seminar Reports
, Notes on Palestinian-German Seminar
October 7987 (English, Pp. ~ and Arabic, Pp. 70)

No.2
Out of Print

This pamphlet documents the first PASSIA Seminar held in October of 1987 on Palestinian-German relations. It discusses
the timing of the seminar, the complications of the subject, and gives a summary of the papers and evaluation of the
seminar.

I

seminar on the Federal Republic of Germany, the Palestinians and the Middle East

No.3

by Dr. Helga Baumgarten
October 7987(English, Pp. 35, andArabic, Pp. 27)

Out of Prin t

This paper was presented at the PASSIA Seminar on German-Palestinian relations and lays down a framework for analysis
of German foreign policy in the 1980s. Background taken into consideration includes the history of the Third Reich,
Adenauer's foreign policy (1950s-60s), the policies of the Social Democratic Party (1969-81), the blending of German and
EEC foreign policy, EEC decisions following the October War in 1973, and the oil crisis of the 1970s.

I

seminar: Palestinian Assessments of the Gulf War and its Aftermath

April 7997 (English, Pp. 17 7), (Arabic, Pp. 778); 2nd edition june 7997

No. 43
Out of Print

This book contains the papers delivered at a PASSIA semina r on various dimensions of the Gulf War. The academic
orientation of the articles is a critical sel f-exa mination as well as an objective assessment of the developments taking place
in the region and the Palestinian Territories. Articles are by Dr. Salim Tamari (The Next Phase: Problems of Transition);
George Giacaman (What Next for the Palestinians?); Samir Huleileh (The Culf Crisis and the Palestinian Economy: New
Tasks and Challenges), Ibrahim Shaban (The Legal Dimension: The Impact of the Culf Crisis on the Palestinian Cause);
Helga Baumgarten (The PLO's Political Program and the Culf Crisis); Bernard Sabella (Post-Culf War Prospects: AsseSSing
the POSitions/, and. Mahdi Abdul Hadi (Post Culf-War Assessment: A Palestinian Perspective).

I

PASSIA Seminar: Diplomacy and Protocol

No. 60

December 7992 (English, Pp. 777)

The first report on a PASSIA TraliJing and Education in International Affairs seminar covers the seminar preparation period,
summaries of the lectures, the writing assignments, a project assessment and notes on lecturers and partiCipants.

I

PASSIA Seminar: Strategic Studies

No. 66

July 7993 (English, Pp. 772)
Strategic Studies was the subject addressed in PASSIA's second seminar to train Palestinian graduates in the field 01
international affairs. The report contains the proceedings of th e seminar including summaries of all lectures. ThE
appendices document the course material, assignments and notes on the visiting lecturers and participants.

I

PASSIA Seminar: The European Union

No. 89

March 7996 (English, Pp. 777)

The 1995 PASSIA seminar on The European Union formed part of PASSIA's annual program on Training and Education If
International Affairs. The seminar aimed at educating Palestinian graduates about the EU, its member states, it:
institutions, the single market. and common policies with focus on the EU's pOSition vis-a-vis the Arab-Israeli connic!. Th,
seminar was followed by a field trip to European countries and the EU Commission in Brussels for six of the participant~
with the aim of enabling them to deepen their knowledge, establish contacts and gain first hand experience. The repor
contains the proceedings of the seminar including summaries of all lectures, workshops and discussions, statistical an'
other background information on all EU member states, and a description of the field trip to Europe, including summarie
about meetings held and topics discussed. The appendix includes a reading list, notes on the lecturers and participant~
EU documents relevant to the Middle East in general and the Palestine Question in particular, and a map.
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I

No. 94

I

No. 98

PASSIA Seminar: The Late Jerusalemite Scholar Dr. Kamel AI-Assali
and the Question of Jerusalem

June 7996, (A rabic, pp. 475)
In recognition of the importance of Dr. Kamel AI-Assali's work and his contribution to the Palestinian library through
studies, translation and documentation, PASSIA held a seminar reviewing his work and achievements. The proceedings
of the sem inar provide a comprehensive reading of Assali's writings and studies on Palestinian history, heritage and
culture, in particular with rel ation to the question of Jerusalem. Several researchers and scho lars contributed to this
book, dealing w ith a specific topic, includln& "The Demowaphy of jerusalem at the End of the 11 th Cen tury"; "The
Curren t Geographic status quo in jerusalem"; 'The Current Demographic status quo in jerusalem"; "Analytical Study of
the Historical Resources in the Work of Dr. Kamel AI-Assa li"; "Dr. Kamel AI-Assali a; Librarian, 1968-82 ', "Documents
and Records of the j erusalem Shari'a Court in the Work of Kamel AI-Assali"; "The Life and Work of Dr. Kamel AI-Assali'~'
"The Herita~e of Beit AI-Maqdis in the Writings of Dr. Kamel Al-Assali "; "Ornamentation on Ummayad Buildings in
jerusalem", The Political Face of jerusalem in the Early Decades of Islam'~and 'jerusalem and a Political Solution."

PASSIA Seminar: The Foreign Policies of Arab States
Forthcoming (English)

The Foreign Policies of Arab Stales was the subject add ressed in PASS lA's 1996 seminar on Training and Educalion in
Inlernalional Affairs. The goal was to provide the participants with the ability to understand and analyze the process of
foreign policy formulation in general and to examine the actual policy pOSitions of leadi ng Arab states with roles to play in
the Middle East peace process. The report contains the proceedings of the seminar including summaries of all lectures
and discussions, cour se material, assignments and notes on the visi ting lecturers and participants.

PASSIA Annual Reports
1994 (Pp. 152) No. 79
1995(Pp. 98) No. 90

1992 (Pp. 65) No. 61

11993 (Pp. 108) No. 69

In 1992, PASSIA decided to 'go public' by publishing a review of its work - the idea of wh ich was prompted by the
increa sing loca l and international interest in PASSIA. Since then, the Annual Report has been published every year,
covering all activities undertaken by PASSIA in the previous year, including reviews of PASSIA publications, summaries of
PASSIA meetings, lectures and semina rs, and an ou tline of new and ongoing projects.

v.

PASSIA Diaries

Diary 1989 (No. 10)
Diary 1993 (No. 55)

I

Diary 1990 (No. 25)
Diary 1994 (No. 67)

Currently available: PASSIA Diary 1997
November 1996 (English, Pp. 272)

Diary 1991 (No. 38)
Diary 1995 (No. 78)

Diary 1992 (No. 51)
Diary 1996 (No. 86)

No. 95

Each year, PASSIA publishes its diary, wh ich contains not only all the sta ndard attributes of a diary (day by day planner,
calendars, address and note space, important dates), but also a comprehensive directory listing the nam es and addresses
of Palestinian and foreign institutions operating in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, su ch as Academic and Research
Cenlers, Associalions and Unions, Diplomalic Missions, NCOs, Media, Human Rights Cenlers, Women 5 Organizations,
Educational Institutes, and organizations of the H eallh, Economya nd Services sectors. Other chapters detail Palestinian
history, geography, population, education, economy, the refugee issue, the Israeli occupation, settlements, wa ter, the
PLOj PNA, and the question of Jerusalem, and contain historical chronologies, docum ents and resolutions related to the
Palestinian Question, and a collection of maps illustrating aspects and stages of the Pal es tine-Israel co nflict.
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